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Introduction

Fernando Ar mstrong-Fumero and Julio Hoil Gu tierrez

doi: 10.5876/9781607325727.c001

Whether on the scale of a household, of a community, or of a much larger regional 
environment, spaces of human habitation are both historical records of our past 
and a key element in reproducing the knowledge and values that define our lives in 
the present. This process of cultural reproduction can be endangered when migra-
tion, displacement, or changes in property regimes limit communities’ access to 
sites where they have important historical connections. around the world, formal 
legal statutes, grassroots organizations, and local acts of resistance can play differ-
ent roles in reasserting these connections between people and place. accordingly, 
the claims that contemporary stakeholders make on archaeological sites and related 
landscape features extend beyond the simple desire for conservation or site preser-
vation and include the rights to visit, inhabit, and even alter the physical composi-
tion of these spaces.

The essays in this volume are an interdisciplinary exploration of these intersec-
tions between the study and management of physical sites and the reproduction 
of intangible cultural legacies. some chapters focus on more abstract theoretical 
insights into societies’ relationship to different places and how this relationship fig-
ures in the reproduction of cultural continuities amidst processes of social change. 
other essays turn to more pragmatic ways in which these insights figure in contem-
porary negotiations through which different groups seek greater access or control 
over culturally significant sites and landscapes. as a group, they are meant to pro-
vide a comparative body of case studies that explore the different ways in which 
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place is mediated by social, political, and ecological processes that have deep his-
torical roots and that continue to effect the politics of heritage management today.

The close relationship between physical space and more ephemeral manifesta-
tions of culture and social organization are a common thread joining diverse 
currents of anthropological and archaeological research. since the rise of new 
archaeology in the 1960s and 1970s, archaeological research has focused on recon-
structing long-term patterns of culture and social structure. Working “up” from the 
material traces of human behavior, the processualists and their various intellectual 
successors and competitors have been keenly attuned to the intimate and dynamic 
relationship between the materiality of space and the more intangible dimensions 
of human behavior and experience. in cultural and linguistic anthropology, a num-
ber of theoretical currencies that focus on the intersections of space and culture 
gained prominence in the 1990s and 2000s. These range from studies of the spatial-
ization of collective memory that were inspired by the work of pierre norá (1989), 
to linguistic analyses of the intimate relationship between patterns of reference and 
the social organization of space (Hanks 1990), to studies of environment that focus 
on the intimate ties between evolving ecosystems and patterns of settlement and 
subsistence (ford and nigh 2015; gordillo 2004; Wright 2014).

Many of the theoretical currencies that we listed above figure in the essays in this 
volume. but the case studies presented here are also joined by an overarching concern 
for stakeholders’ access to culturally significant spaces. “accessibility” becomes a ques-
tion of crossing boundaries that are defined by regimes of private property, heritage 
legislation, and the eminent domain of modern nation-states. in this regard, these 
essays touch upon questions of spatial justice that figure in the tradition of cultural 
geography associated with Henri Lefebvre (1992), and later anglophone authors 
such as david Harvey (1996) and edward soja (2011). These authors adapted the dia-
lectical analysis of Western Marxism to explore the dynamic historical relationship 
between space and the social organization of human labor. space was never simply 
an inert material template on which human social processes were enacted but was 
also a product of and agent in the processes of human history. Thus, landscapes were 
both a record of previous human interactions with the material world and an ontic 
component of ongoing processes through which society recreates itself. This dynamic 
relationship between the social and the spatial had important ramifications for the 
questions of social justice that were at the heart of this critical human geography. full 
enjoyment of what it means to be in the world hinges on the equitable distribution of 
access to and stewardship over the spaces that define our historical experience.

as the essays in this volume show, these questions of accessibility and steward-
ship are becoming a guiding political and ethical concern for archaeologists and 
other scholars studying heritage sites and landscapes. increasingly, international 
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policy instruments and national legal reforms are granting recognition to the rights 
that diverse human communities have to preserve and publicly perform elements 
of their cultural heritage. However, when it comes to the role of designated heri-
tage sites in promoting cultural continuities, researchers, stakeholders, and activists 
often face a series of legal and political tensions (aikawa-faure 2003; gilman 2010).

Many of these tensions emerge from the fact that different legal principles tend 
to crosscut the concatenation of material, social, and cultural processes that con-
stitute the heritage of different groups. That is, the formal regimes of property and 
political jurisdiction that govern the management of heritage rarely account for the 
intimate relationship between physical space and more intangible forms of heritage 
that shape the lives of diverse stakeholders. These tensions become particularly evi-
dent when scholars and activists try to reconcile statutes for the physical manage-
ment with a contemporary tendency to view the preservation of intangible heritage 
as a human right. While the former tend to be deeply rooted in state-sanctioned 
regimes of land tenure and eminent domain, the latter have a more recent origin in 
a body of international policy instruments. for our purposes here, it is worth turn-
ing to Unesco’s influential 2003 convention for the safeguarding of intangible 
cultural Heritage. it defines “intangible cultural heritage” as “. . . the practices, rep-
resentations, expressions, knowledge, skills—as well as the instruments, objects, 
artifacts and cultural spaces associated therewith—that communities, groups and, 
in some cases, individuals recognize as part of their cultural heritage. This intan-
gible cultural heritage, transmitted from generation to generation, is constantly 
recreated by communities and groups in response to their environment, their inter-
action with nature and their history, and provides them with a sense of identity and 
continuity, thus promoting respect for cultural diversity and human creativity.”

Most scholars and heritage professionals recognize that physical access to cultur-
ally important places is an essential mechanism for reproducing this sort of heritage. 
However, turning this recognition into a generalized practice for heritage steward-
ship can be more complicated. culturally significant access to a site or landscape can 
be something as simple as visiting places that evoke different elements of collective 
memory. in this case, the practices to which stakeholders can claim an inalienable 
right are not materially different from those engaged in by tourists and other casual 
visitors. but culturally significant access can also involve transformations of space 
that range from the practice of traditional agriculture to recycling the architectural 
remains of previous occupations. While visits to sites that are materially similar to 
those of tourists are easy to reconcile with the operation of legally protected heri-
tage sites, these latter forms of interaction challenge forms of stewardship that stress 
the in situ preservation of structures and artifacts with minimal alteration by con-
temporary human activity.
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What emerges from the diverse case studies that we highlight in this volume is 
that different political and historical contexts provide very different outcomes when 
it comes to stakeholder communities’ interaction with the places that figure in the 
reproduction of their identity and customs. for example, when compared to most 
indigenous groups in Latin america, native american tribes in the United states 
have a long history of nominal legal recognition of their sovereignty in the manage-
ment of tribal properties, notwithstanding pervasive impingements by nontribal 
federal and state governments (Wilkins and Kiiwetinepinesiik stark 2010). This 
legacy is evident in a number of legal and political victories that allow tribal stake-
holders to control elements of tangible heritage in ways that have few precedents 
in Latin america. for example, the application of the native american graves 
protection and repatriation act has led to the repatriation of human remains and 
accompanying artifacts to native communities, who, in some cases, bury or other-
wise steward these materials in ways that preclude future study by academic institu-
tions. in this case, the protection of indigenous ceremonial practices and notions 
of the sacred can trump the preservationist mandate of secular heritage institutions. 
Likewise, as in the case discussed in this volume by Maren p. Hopkins et al. in chap-
ter 3, sacred sites that meet the criteria of tangible cultural heritage remain under 
the jurisdiction of tribal political entities or are granted special status that limits 
their use by public or private development.

This poses a sharp contrast to most parts of Latin america. few indigenous ethnic 
groups in Latin america have as long a history of formally recognized political and 
territorial jurisdiction as do tribes currently located within the United states. in 
most of these countries, the protection of heritage sites ranging from pre- Hispanic 
ruins to colonial churches is treated as an eminent domain of federal agencies 
whose authority usually trumps that of local groups who seek greater access to or 
control over sites. cases in which federal heritage agencies in Latin america have 
tried to make archaeological sites accessible to descendant communities underscore 
the precedence of state-sanctioned heritage practice over local forms of intangible 
heritage. in the early 2000s, for example, guatemalan heritage authorities made a 
concession to pan-Maya cultural activists by creating spaces in which rituals could 
be performed in the ancestral ruins of iximché. but these activities are restricted to 
specially designated areas that were built with this purpose in mind by state heri-
tage institutions on the periphery of sites, and required forms of official licensing 
that many traditional ritualists found to be too restrictive (frühsorge 2007).

seen within a larger temporal context, the state-managed formalization of indig-
enous ritual at iximché highlights a fundamental tension between the legal protec-
tion of tangible heritage and the historical formation of intangible heritage. in pre-
Hispanic times, ritualism at Maya sites involved continuous construction activity 
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through which earlier structures were eventually dismantled or covered by newer 
ones. colonial churches that figure in the syncretic religion of modern Maya people 
were likewise often built on or with the ruins of pre-Hispanic structures, and other 
forms of architectural recycling are fundamental to patterns of landscape use that 
have largely defined Mayan peoples’ relationship to their territory. These intimate 
links between the reproduction of cultural heritage and the material transforma-
tion of space are ultimately irreconcilable with attempts to compromise between 
tangible and intangible heritage that segregate the materiality of space from a pre-
sumably “immaterial” living culture.

developing alternative approaches poses both a pragmatic challenge for heritage 
professionals and stakeholders and a more general conceptual problem for theoriz-
ing culture and heritage. are there separate substances that exist in physical objects 
and human practices that justify their being treated as qualitatively different forms 
of “heritage”? or, following authors such as bruno Latour (2004), can we think 
of heritage as a political terrain constituted through a more dynamic interplay of 
human and nonhuman actors? There may be no single answer to these questions 
that applies to all cases in which the reproduction of living cultural legacies comes 
into conflict with the physical preservation of sites and artifacts. but a closer exami-
nation of the different kinds of relationships between human beings, objects, and 
the reproduction of cultural legacies is useful in thinking through this complex the-
oretical and ethicopolitical terrain. This sort of comparative analysis is the ultimate 
goal of the diverse case studies presented here.

Ca se sT udIes: Co m mon The m es a nd dIFFer enCes oF sCa le

The case studies presented in this volume are not only a diverse sample of distinct 
regional experiences, but also reflect a range of different temporal and geographi-
cal scales on which societies’ relationship to territories and landscapes unfold. 
although a number of possible arrangements of the case studies were possible, we 
have chosen to present the chapters under four rubrics that illustrate different 
moments in the complex relationship between local communities, spatialized iden-
tities, and state-sanctioned regimes for the management of property and cultural 
heritage. chapters 2 and 3 explore the state of the question, with two case studies of 
present-day negotiations between state-sanctioned heritage institutions and com-
munities that seek to exercise more control over sites that figured in migrations that 
shaped their livelihood and cultural heritage. chapters 4 and 5 explore the roots of 
displacement, focusing on the immediate aftermath of the historical traumas that 
distance communities from the places that define their collective identity and expe-
rience. tracing different processes of continuity and adaptation, chapters 6 through 
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8 examine how marginalized peoples have adopted different legal frameworks, 
notions of territoriality, and elements of culture that have been imposed on them 
from above as a means of reproducing their own control and perspective on space. 
and finally, a pair of chapters that we characterize as expanding the boundaries of 
heritage look to models of stakeholdership that expand the temporal and spatial 
scale of territorial identities far beyond the intimate environs and local histories of 
closely bounded communities.

We open with two chapters that highlight how distinct historical, political, and 
legal contexts shape the encounter between state-sanctioned regimes of heritage 
management and descendant communities’ relationships to ancestral landscapes. 
based on examples from Mexico’s Yucatán peninsula and the southwestern United 
states, chapters 2 and 3 focus on two different indigenous communities that seek 
to preserve livelihoods and identities that have been affected by histories of migra-
tion and displacement. However, the distinct legal contexts of indigenous politics 
and heritage management in the United states and Mexico yield very different out-
comes to the communities’ attempts to establish claims on culturally significant ter-
ritories and practices.

in chapter 2, we document how governmental institutions that seek to preserve 
archaeological sites and artifacts find themselves at odds with the practices through 
which local communities have used the same sites and objects. Yucatec Maya-
speaking subsistence cultivators today share a knowledge of the regional landscape 
that includes thousands of named sites, the locations and features of which have 
been transmitted orally during hundreds of years of ecologically and politically 
motivated migrations. This process of cultural transmission is intimately tied to the 
physical labor of agriculture, which includes activities that federal heritage authori-
ties consider to be a threat to the survival of archaeological sites. in the specific 
examples that we highlight, Yucatec Maya communities have relatively few formal 
mechanisms with which to advance claims that can successfully contest the preser-
vationist mandate of federal heritage institutions.

in the case of the Hopi tribe, which is discussed in chapter 3 by Hopkins et al., 
there is a more congenial relationship between the intangible heritage of living tribal 
members and the work of federal authorities. Working with archaeologists, members 
of the Hopi tribe have enjoyed a number of key successes in securing protected status 
for sites outside of tribal lands, whose cultural role is documented in oral histories and 
ritual activities. in the Yucatec Maya case, the state’s mandate to preserve antiquities 
with minimal alteration is understood to trump territorial claims made in the name 
of more localized identity groups. in the Hopi case, federal intervention for the pres-
ervation of sacred sites becomes a viable means of reproducing the collective identities 
and value systems that Hopi people associate with their historical landscape.
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despite their very different political outcomes, the cases discussed in chapters 2 
and 3 are both linked by a common experience of indigenous and minority peoples 
the world over. in both cases, fostering a collective relationship to culturally signifi-
cant places means negotiating regimes of land tenure and geopolitics that emerged 
when colonization and other forms of violence disarticulated older forms of terri-
toriality. The following two sections, composed of chapters 4 through 8, look more 
closely at these moments of disarticulation and their different aftermaths.

Whereas the Hopi and Yucatec Maya examples show people coping with the 
impacts of events that happened a century or more in the past, chapters 4 and 5 deal 
with traumatic events that occurred within the lifetime of some of the stakeholders 
in question. in chapter 4, christine Kray, Minette church, and Jason Yeager trace 
the exodus of Yucatec Maya people who fled from parts of Mexico that were rav-
aged by the caste War in the mid-nineteenth century, only to be displaced from 
various settlements in twentieth-century british Honduras. tensions between tra-
ditional agriculture and the interests of major logging concerns led to the eviction 
of these communities from the Yalbac Hills area and to their forcible resettlement 
in regions that were less ecologically suitable. This displacement is recalled by survi-
vors as more than just the loss of land. Those who lived through the eviction often 
relate negative health effects of the move and a diminished sense of well-being as 
they were forced to assume alternative subsistence strategies. What results is a col-
lective identity that is tied to a place and lifestyle that are currently inaccessible to 
the descendants of the Yalbac Hills Maya.

in chapter 5, bonnie clark discusses how Japanese american inmates at the 
internment camp of amache used different techniques of gardening and coopera-
tion to make the carceral environment socially and aesthetically livable. former 
internees and their descendants testify to the difficulty of adapting to an environ-
ment that was both physically alien and associated with the experience of racial dis-
crimination. The implementation of Japanese landscape principles on the grounds 
provides a material testimony to how ethnic identity was written into the site in 
an attempt to create a sense of community amidst adversity. clark also documents 
how collaboration between archaeologists and former internees and their descen-
dants becomes a successful convergence of work to document and preserve tangible 
heritage and the reproduction of a more intangible collective memory that has been 
marginalized within the official historical narratives of the United states.

Just as the internees at amache struggled to reconstitute a culturally specific 
sense of well-being through the limited materials that were offered by federal 
authorities that imprisoned them, other societies adapt to displacement and social 
trauma by incorporating and transforming elements of the regimes that have been 
imposed on them. after generations of survival and resilience, these adaptations 
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can become seamlessly integrated into the fabric of everyday life and in the con-
stitution of culturally significant place. This process is evident in different ways in 
chapters 6 through 8, all of which focus on different regions of present-day Mexico. 
in these cases, legal or bureaucratic procedures that were imposed by the spanish 
colonial state and its nineteenth- and twentieth-century successors become a tool 
for the long-term survival of different elements of indigenous culture.

in chapter 6, Keiko Yoneda discusses visual representations of lands that were 
inherited, bought, and sold in the Valley of Mexico in the sixteenth century. These 
texts reflect the translation of indigenous forms of land use and family structure 
into the idiom of spanish legalism. as Yoneda argues, this was not a case of Western 
notions of household space and organization being superimposed onto indigenous 
properties but of nahua-speaking communities adopting a colonial legal frame-
work that allowed them to retain a degree of control over ancestral properties and 
their use. Legal disputes that are recorded from the sixteenth century demonstrate 
the complex layers of meaning and ownership that exist within the deceptively sim-
ple label of “house.” comparing these texts with the ethnography of contemporary 
nahua communities provides a longer historical context for how the inheritance 
and adaptation of family properties over time has contributed to the reproduction 
of kinds of social and spatial organization that are at the heart of indigenous com-
munities today.

in chapter 7, rani t. alexander follows a parallel track in tracing the cultural and 
political identity of Maya-speaking agriculturalists in Yucatán through the history 
of interactions between traditional subsistence practices and different state-spon-
sored regimes of land tenure. in this case, population displacements caused by the 
caste War of 1847 produce a demographic rupture that separates colonial popula-
tions from present-day ones. ebtún, the community on which alexander focuses, 
was essentially depopulated in the mid-nineteenth century. However, a new wave 
of settlers was able to establish a viable community by mediating between their own 
subsistence needs, older land titles, and opportunities offered by twentieth-century 
agrarian reforms. The resulting dialog between state-sanctioned land tenure and 
local forms of family structure and subsistence practices converges in a deeply 
rooted identity centered on what alexander refers to as “smallholder resilience.”

Whereas Yoneda and alexander’s chapters focus on the material implications of 
different regimes of ownership and land tenure, emiliana cruz examines how ter-
ritoriality is expressed in the more abstract idiom of personal reference in chapter 
8. That is, she explores different forms of person reference among chatino speak-
ers in the oaxacan town of san Juan Quiahije, the more recently settled village 
of cieneguilla, and various other communities to which people travel to live and 
work. in everyday conversations, subtle differences in terms of reference or the 
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pronunciation of spanish names help to situate individuals and places within the 
larger history of the community’s relationship to the physical landscape, nonindig-
enous Mexicans, and different groups within the town. cruz notes that situating 
individuals in social and physical space is particularly important given the history 
of migration and neocolonial interventions from the state that have marked the 
modern chatino experience. Like negotiations with formal regimes of land title, 
framing the realities of contemporary political geography in distinctly chatino 
forms of reference is a key mechanism in the reproduction of collective identities 
and values.

The inheritance of family properties, smallholder resistance, and the reproduc-
tion of indigenous forms of spatial reference embody forms of cultural continuity 
that can constitute clearly defined descendant communities. That is, chapters 6, 7, 
and 8 each present cases in which written records and collective memories can doc-
ument the transmission of territories and cultural practices within specific descen-
dant groups. but what happens when living stakeholders make claims to territo-
rial identities that cannot be documented through the same chain of continuous 
transmission? or when this territorial identity is tied to processes that take place 
on a geographical scale that cannot be contained within the landscape of a single 
community or well-documented migration route?

These more expanded communities of people who identify with different spatial-
ized pasts present some important conceptual and ethicopolitical challenges. Many 
of the formal policies that stakeholder groups have used to assert control over ances-
tral sites and remains rely on documented ancestral ties, for example, the formal 
statutes of tribal membership for federally recognized native american nations 
in the United states (see Wilkins and Kiiwetinepinesiik stark 2010). but as ian 
Hodder (2003) and others have observed, nontraditional stakeholders such as new 
age religious practitioners have emerged as significant players in debates over the 
use of heritage sites. These different models of stakeholdership and use rights chal-
lenge the idea that cultural heritage is reproduced within self-enclosed communi-
ties that maintain consistent and more-or-less homogeneous “traditions” over time. 
The two final chapters of this book examine cases in which more dispersed com-
munities make claims to territorial identities that touch on these expanded notions 
of stakeholdership.

turning to the norte chico region of peru in chapter 9, Winifred creamer, 
Jonathan Haas, and Henry Marcelo castillo situate the early history of social 
complexity within more recent traditions of mythology and public celebration. 
although thousands of years separate the origins of agriculture and social hierarchy 
from the seventeenth-century myth of Vichama raymi, this widely known narra-
tive represents an indigenous interpretation of history that parallels the work of 
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archaeological research. today, the revival of the myth in state-sponsored pageantry 
provides contemporary populations with a means of celebrating their own relation-
ship to this landscape and the agricultural heritage of its earliest human populations. 
although this represents a tradition of narrative and ritual that is distinct from what 
we see in the intimate spaces of communities such as san Juan Quiahije or the Maya 
settlements of Yucatán, it is playing a parallel role in turning contemporary resi-
dents of the norte chico into stakeholders in the interpretation of a deep history 
that is written into their coastal landscape and the various resources that it offers.

in chapter 10, a. c. roosevelt speaks to a similar reclamation of deep historical 
processes, though on the much larger geographical scale of the amazonian basin. 
Like other archaeologists of her generation, roosevelt revised an earlier vision of 
tropical forest societies as being determined by fairly static ecological constraints 
to recognize the concatenation of natural and anthropogenic factors that shaped 
amazonian ecosystems and the different forms of agency through which human 
societies could adapt to them. a concurrent process involved the emergence of 
diverse and wide-ranging amazonian populations as stakeholders in archaeological 
research, both as regards discussions of sustainable resource use and in reclaiming 
ancient iconographic traditions that embody cosmological principles that have sur-
vived into the present day. new collaborations between archaeologists and indig-
enous people are providing a means through which diverse and geographically sepa-
rated descendant communities are imagining a shared pan-amazonian heritage with 
roots in the very long-term processes that shaped the ancient forest environment.

FIna l Co m m en Ts

as a group, the nine case studies in this book offer different perspectives on the sub-
stances that embody the relationship between people and places and on the scale at 
which these substances are reproduced and contested over time. but all touch on 
something that is a common reality for archaeologists and other heritage workers. 
The spaces and landscapes that we study are never simply a record of the past. They 
are also part of an ongoing dialog between living societies and space. This dialog 
is mediated through things such as agricultural knowledge, cosmology, collective 
memory, and collective strategies for interacting with legal and political institutions.

This particular confluence of human populations, historical landscapes, and the 
cultural practices that situate people in places resonates with broader questions 
facing archaeologists today. an evolving body of scholarly and policy literature on 
intangible heritage is granting the cultural legacies that mediate between people 
and places more formal legal and political status. along with a range of theoretical 
currencies that have emphasized dialog with stakeholders, the growing importance 
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granted to intangible heritage challenges archaeologists and other heritage workers 
with finding new ways of incorporating the cultural legacies that link societies to 
place into the work of research and stewardship.

cases of the type presented in this volume raise important empirical and concep-
tual issues for facing these challenges. one of the most important involves develop-
ing working definitions of heritage that bridge or blur the conceptual differences 
between current frameworks of protecting tangible and intangible legacies. such a 
concept of heritage would better reflect the histories of peoples and places discussed 
in these essays and the relationship of different stakeholders and tangible heritage 
sites the world over. What if the sites that play the most significant role in repro-
ducing the intangible heritage of living communities were granted the same kind 
of protection as famous World Heritage sites? turning these considerations into 
more of an institutional priority would bring more official attention to seemingly 
mundane places such as the mountaintops that surround the chatino communities 
of Quiahije and cieneguilla, or to places such as the ruins of the internment camp 
at amache, which have been intentionally marginalized within the narratives of 
official historiography.

This expanded dialog between the discourses of tangible and intangible heri-
tage involves its own challenges. as a number of the chapters in this book show, 
the reproduction of intangible heritage often involves manipulating natural and 
anthropogenic landscapes in ways that differ significantly from the strict empha-
sis on preservation that pervades most policy on tangible heritage. but these case 
studies also highlight the diverse strategies with which even colonized peoples and 
other disadvantaged minorities have negotiated politics of place imposed on them 
from above. These strategies range from engagements with the spanish legal system 
by sixteenth-century nahuas, to uses of agrarian reform by Yucatec Maya settlers, 
to the present-day successes that the Hopi tribe has enjoyed in attaining federal 
recognition and protection of historical sites. cases like this highlight how turning 
formal regimes of heritage protection into a tool for preserving the intangible lega-
cies of minority groups is not simply a question of reforms articulated from above, 
but one in which agendas, strategies, and outcomes are often successfully defined 
by the stakeholders themselves.
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Heritage scholars have written at length about how institutional criteria of “worth” 
tend to privilege artifacts and customs that are valued by some stakeholders over 
those which are valued by others (aikawa-faure 2009; gillman 2010). Here, we will 
discuss the agricultural landscape of rural Yucatán as one specific case in which laws 
governing archaeological sites tend to disqualify certain traditional practices—and by 
extension, the people who engage in these practices—from the terrain of “legitimate” 
cultural heritage. in treating the physical deposition and manipulation of archaeologi-
cal remains as the exclusive terrain of trained scholars and museums, state-sponsored 
institutions in Mexico tend to marginalize the vernacular practices through which 
pre-Hispanic artifacts become relevant to Mayan descendant communities. This 
process is further complicated by the fact that indigenous forms of territoriality and 
landscape use do enjoy certain official protections, both through recent charters for 
the defense of intangible heritage and more traditional forms of municipal and agrar-
ian governance. When heritage practices that are applied to pre-Hispanic sites side-
line these Yucatec Maya forms of territoriality and landscape, they create a hierarchy 
between different ways of interacting with the past and generate conflict around the 
ambiguous boundaries between local and translocal political jurisdictions. The strik-
ing parallels between two very different examples that we will discuss next reflect how 
both factors have deep historical roots in the experience of local communities.

The first of these incidents involves the early collecting efforts of a regional 
institution originally known as the Museo Yucateco. This museum was originally 
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chartered as a state-level institution in 1864 and passed through a number of differ-
ent incarnations before falling under the purview of the federal national institute 
of anthropology and History, or inaH, in the mid-twentieth century. at the time 
of its foundation, Museo Yucateco’s mandate was defined as collecting those objects 
that were deemed “worthy of preservation” (dignos de preservar) and preventing 
their loss through local neglect or removal from national soil. by delegating the 
work of historical preservation to this specialized institution, and not to existing 
territorial units in which heritage objects were located, the government of Yucatán 
set a precedent for a series of jurisdictional conflicts that continue to play a role in 
the politics of archaeology and historical preservation.

in the autumn of 1877, Juan peón, the director of the Museo Yucateco, wrote to 
the governor of Yucatán, asking him to direct Xavier santa María, the jefe político of 
the municipality of ticul, to cooperate in an upcoming expedition. together with 
Juan peón, this municipal official was to supervise the transfer of a colonial monu-
ment from the town of Maní to the Museo Yucateco. The artifact in question was 
a carved stone included in the wall of the colonial town hall and bearing the crest 
that the spanish crown had granted to the sixteenth-century Maya ruler tutul Xiu. 
This monument held particular historical relevance for the state capital of Mérida, 
and a slightly different series of historical resonances for the residents of Maní. The 
conquest of the Yucatán peninsula was an especially drawn-out process. fighters 
and colonists led by two generations of the Montejo family struggled to establish 
a permanent foothold on the peninsula for twenty years after the conquest of the 
Mexica at tenochtitlan. The alliance of tutul Xiu with the newly founded settle-
ment of Mérida in 1541 marked a turning point, as the collective effort of spanish 
and Xiu forces against the powerful cocom family ultimately secured the perma-
nence of european settlement. but if Juan peón and other intellectuals in Mérida saw 
tutul Xiu as a key figure in the establishment of christian civilization on the penin-
sula, residents of Maní could look to him as a more distinctly regional figure. Maní 
was the traditional seat of the Xiu family, whose feud with the cocom had begun 
more than a century before the foundation of Mérida. in contrast to Juan peón’s 
celebration of tutul Xiu as a Yucatecan figure, the sixteenth-century ruler’s connec-
tion to Maní embody a distinct set of microregional loyalties that have historically 
fragmented any sense of an overarching “Maya” identity in the Yucatán peninsula 
(armstrong-fumero 2013; gabbert 2004; restall 1999).

shortly after his first visit to ticul, Juan peón sent a telegraph to the governor 
in which he mentioned that the building in which the monument was placed was 
in ruins and that he was prepared to remove the stone. However, this was soon fol-
lowed by a telegraph from the municipal official, Xavier santa María. santa María 
observed that the old municipal building was, in fact, being repaired, and that these 
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repairs would be compromised by the removal of the carved monument (archivo 
general del estado de Yucatán [ageY] 30.10.1877). Later that same day, he wrote 
a letter in which he described how a group of sixty local men had appeared in his 
office to protest the removal of the monument. one complaint was that this was a 
public, not a private, building, and that considerable money had already been spent 
from the municipal coffers for its reconstruction. These public funds had been sup-
plemented by another significant sum raised from private subscriptions among the 
town’s principal citizens. to underscore the gravity of the situation, santa María 
added that the large population of “indian race” in the municipality was motivated 
by strong localist feelings and was likely to impede the removal of the monument 
with force (ageY 31.19.1877).

The governor does not seem to have made an immediate reply. Whether or not 
santa María made these same arguments to Juan peón, the museum director per-
sisted in his efforts to remove the monolith. The following day, the fears of vio-
lence seem to be fulfilled when a crowd of 300 people that santa María identified 
as “indians” arrived in Maní to remove the monument, which they then hid in the 
bush before dispersing to their own hamlets.

it’s debatable whether the Maní riot of 1877 was a spontaneous popular uprising 
or if it had been orchestrated by wealthy families who had invested cash in the res-
toration of the old municipal building. drumming up public unrest was a common 
tool through which local elite factions pressured state and federal officials in late 
nineteenth century Mexico (see Wells and Joseph 1996). However, there was also a 
persistent tradition of popular resistance in rural Yucatán in the decades before and 
after the caste War (eiss 2010). in either case, the rioters were essentially defending 
the political imperatives of a municipal government to control an element of the 
local built landscape against the collecting efforts of an institution that had been 
tasked with protecting a more abstractly defined “Yucatecan” heritage. although 
the correspondence between peón, santa María, and the governor gives only a 
vague sense of how the people of Maní understood their relationship to the arms of 
tutul Xiu, the raising of funds through subscription suggests that local elites were 
willing to make material investments in preserving a building associated with him 
and his descendants. it’s possible that peón and santa María rioters identified as 

“indians” were mobilized by patronage networks headed by these local elites. but it’s 
also feasible that they were choosing to defend a historical artifact that they consid-
ered to be the public property of Maní against a Mérida-based institution that few 
of them would ever visit.

on the surface, this conflict seems like the result of a local population defending 
a historical memory that was coded in their local built environment against the 
more artificial construction of a regional history by a state-sponsored institution 
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(see nora 1989). but there is also a more basic question regarding the role of dif-
ferent formal governmental institutions whose respective jurisdictions and roles 
were ambiguously defined. although the museum had an official claim on tutul 
Xiu’s crest as a historical artifact that was “worthy of preservation,” removing this 
object would have led to the defacement of public property that was managed by 
the municipal government of Maní. This tension between federal institutions and 
more localized governments is especially important in understanding the heri-
tage politics of Yucatán. although the internal structure and legal prerogatives of 
community-level governments had changed significantly in the centuries since the 
spanish conquest, there are important continuities in the tendency of units such 
as the municipality to embody desires for local autonomy that is defended against 
control from larger-order political entities (see armstrong-fumero 2013; eiss 2010; 
gabbert 2004). This continues to be a factor in similar conflicts today: rural Maya 
speakers often have reason to assume that there are valid legal arguments for assert-
ing local control over objects that fall under the bailiwick of heritage institutions.

in theory, the ambiguous relationship between the mandate of heritage institu-
tions and local authorities was addressed by an evolving body of laws and regu-
lations that attained greater enforceability over the course of the late nineteenth 
century and twentieth century. Under the direction of Mexico’s inaH, founded 
in 1941, these laws developed into a coherent body of legal protocols that hinged 
on the assumption that antiquities are an eminent domain of the state that is com-
parable to other subsurface resources such as petroleum. but moving to and from 
most archaeological sites, and organizing peripheral activities such as the clearing 
of bush, usually require negotiations with local municipal and agrarian institutions 
whose members have a different sense of their own territorial prerogatives. other 
factors limit the sense of exclusive control over heritage sites that the letter of the 
law grants to the inaH. in the Yucatán peninsula, the expansion of archaeologi-
cal tourism has generated an especially broad range of stakeholders with concrete 
economic as well as moral claims on sites. as Lisa breglia (2006) and others have 
observed, the control of antiquities is complicated by the confluence of a range of 
nonfederal and civil society actors, particularly in the wake of neoliberal reforms 
that developed in the last decades of the twentieth century (see also armstrong-
fumero 2013; castañeda 1996).

This new role of civil society actors, along with the persistent tensions between 
local and translocal levels of government, figures in contemporary conflicts that 
mirror many elements of the Maní riot of 1877. our second example took place 
several years ago, when one of us ( Julio) was asked to play a mediating role in a dis-
agreement between inaH archaeologists based at chichén itzá and the residents 
of the village that we will refer to as chanmul. The modern archaeological zone of 
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chichén itzá was developed in the 1920s as a “showcase” for Yucatán’s Maya culture 
(see castañeda 1996) and has emerged as a dense intersection of federal and state 
institutions, big and small business, and civil society organizations. in this sense, 
it is simultaneously a museum that stewards heritage objects for the nation and a 
nexus of a regional economy that incorporates a diverse range of nongovernmental 
stakeholders.

a community of around 500 in a rural municipality that we will refer to as 
Holtunich, chanmul lies on the periphery of chichén’s economic influence. The 
village was settled at the very end of the nineteenth century, and in 1928 Mexico’s 
federal agrarian bureaucracy granted the settlers official land title.1 This title took 
the form of an ejido, or tract of land to be managed under collective tenure. as a 
municipal territory, chanmul is a satellite of the municipal seat of Holtunich, on 
which it depends for infrastructural funds and law enforcement. but the people 
of chanmul have de facto autonomy in the management of their lands, which are 
titled through a federal bureaucracy and managed by a village-level committee. in 
principle, these are federal lands to which the local community receives usufruct 
rights. but in speeches made by local political leaders during public events in rural 
Yucatán, it is common to hear the local agriculturalists referred to as yumilo’ob eejido, 
or the “owners of the ejido,” a phrase that reflects the sense of collective local owner-
ship that is common in these communities.

by extension, the ejidatarios of chanmul consider themselves to be owners of 
lands that contain several small archaeological sites that fall within the boundar-
ies of their original ejido grant. That is, they understand the law as granting them 
a valid claim on archaeological objects that parallels their right to the exploita-
tion of wild animal and vegetable resources and to mine building material within 
the ejido. as far as the letter of the law goes, and notwithstanding the ejidatarios’ 
usufruct rights over the surface of their lands, any heritage objects that are found 
in or protrude from this surface are an eminent domain of the federal government 
and fall under the jurisdiction of the inaH. regulations of the inaH strictly 
prohibit ejidatarios from engaging in any activity that would lead to an “altera-
tion of the characteristics” (see inaH 1975) of these artifacts (see also breglia 
2006). The people of chanmul are far from naive about these legal complexities, 
as they have had extensive interactions with archaeologists in different capaci-
ties. Many of the ejidatarios have provided labor to inaH-sponsored excavations, 
during which they applied many of the same skills involved in agriculture to the 
physical work of archaeology (see armstrong-fumero 2012; armstrong-fumero 
and Hoil gutiérrez 2011). but familiarity with the legal jurisdiction claimed by 
the inaH is not necessarily the same as a surrendering local claims over objects 
found in the ejido.
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The ejidatarios’ sense of having a physical claim to archaeological remains was 
bolstered when the inaH decided to make use of the symbolically powerful space 
of the village’s ejido committee building by moving a number of carved monuments 
there, where they have remained in safekeeping. tensions first became evident in 
the 2000s, when the Yucatán regional office of the inaH seemed determined to 
move the monuments into more permanent storage at chichén itzá. at that point, 
the ejidatarios rejected the idea that the federal government had a right to move 
locally unearthed objects to a site that was not only outside the boundaries of their 
ejido but in a neighboring municipality that was already blessed with a wealth of 
marketable tourism resources. in effect, they considered the monuments to be 
found objects that—like firewood, game animals, and medicinal plants—should 
provide moral and material benefits to the owners of the land in which they existed. 
during one of the initial attempts to have the ejidatarios hand over the monuments, 
debate became heated enough that a nervous archaeologist decided to make a hasty 
retreat from chanmul.

several years ago, we were both present at a more cordial, if only slightly more 
successful, meeting between the municipal and ejido leadership of chanmul and 
two representatives of a state-level agency called the instituto para el desarrollo de 
la cultura Maya del estado de Yucatán (indeMaYa). in Yucatán, indeMaYa 
works to promote the welfare and culturally sensitive economic development in 
rural Maya communities, primarily by serving as intermediaries for the implemen-
tation of federal initiatives. Legally speaking, there was virtually no way in which 
the ejidatarios could have advanced a claim on the ultimate deposition of the monu-
ments that trumped inaH’s. but it was possible that indeMaYa could help the 
ejidatarios to secure a range of resources for developing a local museum project that 
would meet the standards set by the inaH and therefore justify the monuments’ 
remaining within the community. However, this project implied a separate set of 
problems. any funds for building a museum would have to follow the same lines 
of authority as any other nonagrarian federal programs. That is, they would have 
to be channeled through the municipal seat of Holtunich. This was a tough pill for 
the ejidatarios to swallow. as far as they were concerned, the ruins from which the 
archaeologists removed the monuments lie within the ejido of their village, which 
they consider to be a sovereign territory of chanmul. They were concerned that the 
municipal authorities might approve the construction of a museum to house and 
display the valuable stones . . . in Holtunich!

Here, the parallels with the Maní riot of 1877 are significant. The archaeological 
complex of chichén itzá is a mere twenty kilometers or so from chanmul, much 
closer than the distance from Maní to Mérida. but it is socially and politically dis-
tant in a number of ways. although their status as Mexican citizens entitles them to 
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benefit from the inaH’s educational mission, few people from chanmul visit the 
site as tourists. There is also the question of who will draw tangible benefits from 
objects that were extracted from the soil that the federal government granted to their 
ancestors in usufruct and that they see themselves as “owning.” tourism at chichén 
itzá provides work and sales venues to individuals from a range of different commu-
nities in the area. but given limitations of transport or lack of fluency in spanish and 
foreign languages, few of the people who actively till the soil in chanmul have been 
able to derive direct benefits from this tourism. What’s more, many of the jobs and 
informal sales venues at chichén are dominated by people of the town of pisté who, 
though usually Maya speakers themselves, often treat people such as the ejidatarios of 
chanmul as cheap and exploitable labor (see armstrong-fumero 2013). even if the 
small archaeological sites within their own ejido will never transform chanmul into 
a major tourist destination, the sentiment among the ejidatarios seemed to be that 
the only way in which they would enjoy an equitable relationship to these heritage 
objects were if they remained within their local territory.

in the years that followed, a private business made another unsuccessful attempt 
at partnership with the ejidatarios of chanmul. There are relatively few grassroots 
ngos dealing with Maya cultural politics in this part of Yucatán, but there are a 
number of nonprofits organized by such businesses. This particular outfit, which had 
previously been designated as an “auxiliary organ” of the inaH, offered to front 
the money to create furnishings that would facilitate the display of the stones in the 
village. We’re not entirely certain why this particular collaboration failed to material-
ize, but the experience of other communities involved in the tourist business might 
suggest that the ejidatarios had good reason to question motivations of business-
men who run nonprofits. a number of the corporate-funded nonprofits operating 
on the periphery of chichén itzá employ a rhetoric of sustainability that explicitly 
derides subsistence practices such as the harvesting of hardwoods for production of 
handicrafts, a practice that competes directly with stores operated by larger hotels. 
even more disturbing is the potential confluence between this business-oriented 
civil society sector and real estate developers who have taken advantage of a 1992 
constitutional reform to purchase ejido lands near lucrative tourist destinations.

several neighboring communities have sold their ejido lands to private inves-
tors for touristic development. but the people of chanmul have made a collective 
decision to retain theirs and to continue a lifestyle that still relies on substantial 
amounts of subsistence maize production even as most families also participate in 
wage labor at chichén and elsewhere. as of this writing, the carved stones are hid-
den from public view in the municipal house that embodies this agrarian institu-
tion, and there does not seem to be any plan to develop a local museum. but short 
of bringing in a detachment of armed police—and generating bad publicity that 
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institutions such as the inaH can ill afford—it is unlikely that the archaeologists 
will be able to unilaterally secure their transfer to chichén itzá.

la ndsCa Pe, Co m munIT Y her ITage, a nd r IghTs

despite the vast historical, social, and political gulf that separates 1877 Maní from 
present-day chanmul, there are important continuities. in both cases, members 
of rural communities understand the prerogatives of local government—be they 
municipal or ejidal—as including control of heritage objects that are officially con-
sidered to be the purview of higher-order political dependencies. although the 
claims on these objects that are made by community members are only weakly sus-
tained by the letter of the law, we think that scholars and heritage professionals have 
an obligation to consider them as part of the larger terrain of heritage management.

We don’t make this argument as a simple appeal to help the more disadvantaged 
social groups or because of the ethnic status of the ejidatarios as descendants of the 
ancient Maya. rather, the arguments of the ejidatarios reflect assumptions about 
territoriality that are consistent with a body of vernacular knowledge and quotid-
ian practices that have defined how generations of rural Maya speakers relate to 
the landscape that they inhabit. This in turn places their claims within a terrain of 
intangible heritage that enjoys certain protections under Mexico’s heritage laws, par-
ticularly as relates to Mexico’s ratification of the international Labor organization 
(iLo) indigenous and tribal people’s convention in 1990. The importance of 
places such as the bush around chanmul or the town landscape of Maní rests in 
their subsistence value and in the historical and symbolic content that is attributed 
to them by living Maya people. according to the late guillermo bonfil batalla, a 
central figure in the development of modern indigenous rights discourse in Mexico, 
this kind of landscape knowledge embodies “the memory of ethnic territory that 
historically belonged to each people and whose recuperation is a constant object of 
indigenous struggle” (bonfil batalla 2012:240). reconciling this sort of intangible 
heritage with the traditional bailiwick of archaeology is not always easy, but offers 
some promise for creating more equitable approaches to heritage in a multicultural 
and neoliberal Mexico.

in this context, local governments such as the municipality or the ejido play 
an especially important role, since they provide the formal institutional context 
that promotes the survival and development of indigenous patterns of subsis-
tence, social organization, and worldview. although the specific title held by the 
residents of chanmul and other people stems from the twentieth-century agrar-
ian reform, the original formalized territorial claims that the local community had 
already established by other means. in the decades that followed, local customs and 
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knowledge of landscape shaped chanmul’s particular iteration of the federal ejido 
law. a similar process occurs in the formalization of different forms of community 
government through federal laws for the management of municipalities. in this 
sense, the ejido, the municipality, and other such institutions are a hybrid of the 
liberal political structures embodied in the Mexican constitution and indigenous 
forms of political organization and land tenure.

bonfil observed that “there was no rupture, or negation of indigenous history 
as a result of european invasion” (bonfil batalla 2012:241). in some senses, his 
insistence on the integral continuity of a “deep Mexico” amidst the institutions of 
the modern state seems like a romantic oversimplification of processes of cultural 
change and adaptation that marked centuries of colonial and postcolonial interac-
tion. but there is something to the assertion that different means of cultural trans-
mission tended to reproduce indigenous patterns of landscape use and perception 
that existed parallel, if not always in direct opposition, to the official regimes of 
colonial and postcolonial states. We would argue that the case of landscape memory 
and territoriality in the rural Yucatán illustrates an especially powerful mechanism 
for this reproduction. by extension, rural Yucatecans’ stake in archaeological sites 
stems from a larger body of collective memory that is embodied by named places 
in the physical landscape and reproduced through the narratives and subsistence 
practices of local communities.

toponyms play an especially important role in this process. The names of thou-
sands of places in the Yucatecan bush have been preserved over long periods of time 
despite the fact that many of these places have been abandoned and resettled over 
the course of centuries (armstrong-fumero 2013; see also solari 2013). This nam-
ing is particularly striking given the high historical levels of illiteracy in the region 
and the fact that many of these named places have not been recorded in written 
sources that would have been readily available to subsequent generations of agri-
culturalists. The cultural transmission of place-names occurred in tangent with, but 
often independently from, the formation of documentary records that constituted 
official land titles. This process points to the fact that oral narratives associated with 
agriculture and other subsistence practices reproduced knowledge of the landscape 
across the generations of Mayan agriculturalists, even as they experienced changes 
in the state-sponsored institutions of land tenure.

one of the historical ironies of the northern Maya lowlands is that the same pro-
cesses that have worked against the long-term residence of specific communities 
in specific locations have also contributed to the reproduction of detailed knowl-
edge of the larger landscape over time. central to this are a series of short-term 
and long-term populations movements conditioned by the exigencies of swidden 
maize agriculture and a history of colonial control, local resistance, and large-scale 
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violence. some of these same demographic movements will be discussed in depth 
by rani alexander in chapter 7 (this volume) and Kray et al. in chapter 4. Here, we 
introduce them very briefly to focus on how the confluence of territorial politics 
with subsistence practices and collective memory of the local landscape have con-
tributed to continuities in some forms of occupying and using space.

as alexander will discuss in more detail, many settlements that had existed at 
the time of the spanish conquest were abandoned due to forced resettlement poli-
cies imposed by colonial authorities to concentrate the population in large towns 
(Quezada 1993:81–101). despite being deprived of the right to live in their tradi-
tional lands, it is evident that many families retained formal and informal usufruct 
rights over them and used them for agriculture, hunting, and other subsistence 
activities. in many cases, the people forced to live in larger settlements continued to 
hold titles to their original lands that were recognized by the indigenous authori-
ties of the new towns. This was the case with the towns of tixcacalcupul, tekom, 
cuncunul, and ebtún, to the north and east of chanmul. for example, the resi-
dents of the settlements Kulha, Kankabdzonot, Hulmal, and Yaxoy were moved 
to the town of tekom. texts in the Titles of Ebtun record the names of the various 
lineages of tekom and the title that they held to lands that they had inhabited at the 
time of the spanish conquest (roys 1939:73–81).

from the perspective of landscape history, these titles establish two important 
things. first, resettled kinship groups continued to be closely identified with particu-
lar stretches of land. as amara solari (2013) has discussed in her analysis of the Book 
of Chilam Balam and related texts, the commemoration of different places through 
which groups had migrated in the past was important to defining collective identi-
ties and territoriality for colonial-era Maya speakers. second, this commemoration 
was reflected in legal documentation, since the survival of ancestral titles contrib-
uted to the remembrance of toponyms such as Kulha, Kankabdzonot, Hulmal, and 
Yaxoy, even though the lands to which they referred were essentially uninhabited.

There was more than just identity bringing Maya people back to their ancestral 
settlements; this form of memory also played a distinct subsistence role. The itiner-
ant forms of cultivation that are most adaptable to swidden agriculture, combined 
with tribute pressures applied by the colonial administration, often induced people 
to cultivate lands far from their formal place of residence. in this sense, the remem-
brance and repopulation of abandoned settlement sites involved an integration of 
cultural memory with a series of environmental and productive factors that were 
essential to the survival of Yucatec Maya communities.

There is evidence that relocation to distant settlements expanded toward the end 
of the eighteenth century. social and economic changes that were prompted by the 
bourbon reforms, and which accelerated after independence from spain, included 
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policies that contributed to the annulment of indigenous title and the purchase of 
land by nonindigenous Yucatecans who competed for the production of maize and 
cattle. it’s telling that a number of historians have characterized this period as a “sec-
ond conquest” of the Yucatecan landscapes whose effects on indigenous land ten-
ure were more devastating than what had occurred in the sixteenth century (farris 
1984:539). sources, including a regional census from 1841, suggest that many Maya 
people reacted to these processes by occupying abandoned lands. akulá, Hulmal, 
Kancabdzonot, and other sites that had been depopulated since the sixteenth cen-
tury, and whose residents had been resettled in tekom, were all repopulated late in 
the eighteenth century.

This resettlement also involved changing political jurisdictions and seems to have 
continued through the first decades after Mexico’s independence from spain. for 
example, akulá, a site that was historically associated with people who had been 
resettled in tekom, was designated as a hamlet with twelve residents in 1841, and 
was then subject to the political jurisdiction of Muchukux. This change indicates 
that the older tie to tekom was ruptured and that the families that resettled the site 
retained the old toponym, even if the specific jurisdictions to which these places 
corresponded shifted.

These same places experienced a new series of dislocations during the caste War 
of 1847 and the endemic violence of the succeeding four decades. if the events of the 
late eighteenth century contributed to the dispersal of population, the aftermath of 
the caste War was marked by a strong pull toward places that guaranteed better 
security. This movement involved the abandonment of even relatively large com-
munities. Muchukux, for example, had had 714 inhabitants in 1841 and was aban-
doned along with akulá by 1888. tihosuco and tela, had 3,500 and 5,000 residents 
respectively. both were abandoned between the 1870s and 1890s, and tihosuco was 
only resettled between 1920 and 1930.

The Mexican state’s defeat of the powerful rebel polity of chan santa cruz in 
1900 greatly diminished the risks associated with living and growing crops in the 
east of Yucatán and prompted a renewed movement of population out of larger 
towns. as had happened a century earlier, families were returning to abandoned 
sites whose names and particular features had been preserved in collective memory 
in spite of the fact that they had been abandoned for a generation. so, for example, 
the town of Muchukux was reoccupied at the beginning of the twentieth century. 
The letters written by the residents of this new settlement hint at the degree to 
which the place had not lost its social and cultural status during the period that 
it was uninhabited.2 a document filed in 1931 detailed the history of the site that 
had been gleaned from the stories of its current inhabitants and observed that “this 
settlement has existed for many years, though for unknown reasons, it had been 
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de-populated, and was not re-populated until the last thirty years.” in effect, the 
idea that Muchukux was an old site with deep historical roots had not faded from 
historical memory, even if the exact reasons why the site had been abandoned had.

This particular series of letters comes from the archives of Mexico’s agrarian 
bureaucracy and marks a process that strengthened the claims that different groups 
had had to elements of the landscape, even as the bureaucracy transformed the 
region’s political geography. as we noted earlier, ejido grants provide communities 
with collective usufruct rights of lands that are titled by the federal government. 
dialogs between the residents of rural settlements and urban engineers and notaries 
gave formal status to many sites that were represented through passing references in 
the spotty documentary record or simply through oral narrative. at the same time, 
this redrawing of land title tended to disrupt some older territorial divisions.

so, for example, Muchukux received an ejido grant in 1929 that consisted of 7,433 
hectares that corresponded to the lands that were used by the settlers that arrived 
around 1900. However, these lands did not include all of the places that had been 
associated with the pre–caste War community of Muchukux. some ultimately fell 
into the ejido donation of Xcalakdzonot, a community where we conducted ethno-
graphic and ethnoarchaeological research for a number of years.

The process of creating Xcalakdzonot’s ejido reflects the evolving relationship 
between traditional forms of landscape knowledge and the formal institutions of 
the agrarian reform. What became Xcalakdzonot was, in fact, a collection of sev-
eral different named sites that had been resettled around 1900 (armstrong-fumero 
2013; armstrong-fumero and Hoil gutiérrez 2011). one of these was akulá, which 
we first encountered in the colonial period as lands associated with kinship groups 
that had been resettled in tekom, and again in the nineteenth century as a depen-
dency of pre–caste War Muchukux. The settlers who came in the early twentieth 
century were people from the towns of cuncunul, Kaua, and ebtún, some thirty 
kilometers to the north, who had historical awareness of these sites but had not 
resided there before. in order to raise the number of households above the number 
required to receive official title, the residents of these different settlements relocated 
to the site of Xcalakdzonot to solicit lands as group. Through this donation of land, 
Xcalakdzonot emerged as a formal political and territorial entity for the first time.

it is important to underscore how this “new” political entity came about through 
a twentieth-century iteration of the same kind of political and cultural process that 
has preserved the distinct relationship that Yucatec Maya people have had to their 
landscape for many generations. Knowledge of the location and geophysical quali-
ties of abandoned settlements and agricultural sites has been central to the sub-
sistence and territorial identity of these communities. earlier, we described how 
the name of akulá has been preserved in the collective memory of rural Yucatecan 
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people despite the fact that it was repeatedly abandoned and resettled. The same 
can be said for thousands of other named places in the region. if the agrarian reform 
gave many of these places a formal juridical status, this act of bureaucratic naming 
was anticipated by a far older series of material and symbolic processes through 
which Maya agriculturalists stake claim to territory. This is very much the status 
of the ejido today: it is a formal institution that provides for the subsistence of 
rural communities and for the preservation of the intangible cultural heritage of 
landscape knowledge. This is a form of intangible heritage in which pre-Hispanic 
remains play a persistent, and often important, role.

Pr e-hI sPa nIC a rTIFaCTs beT w een Ta ngI ble 
a nd In Ta ngIble her ITage

Which brings us back to the claims on pre-Hispanic artifacts made by the ejida-
tarios of chanmul. as far as many in the inaH and other federal institutions are 
concerned, the ejido grant is simply a usufruct right over the surface of lands that 
in no way impinges on federal jurisdiction over subsurface archaeological remains. 
but for rural Maya agriculturalists, the institution of the ejido has been incorpo-
rated into an older series of practices that imbue sites that have been abandoned 
and settled repeatedly over the course of several generations. Thus, the ejido and all 
of the organisms and objects found within it accrue a series of material and moral 
features that have been a part of Yucatec Maya society for generations.

in essence, archaeological sites are traces of previous settlement in a landscape 
that Maya-speaking agriculturalists already assume has been settled and aban-
doned many times, both in pre-Hispanic antiquity and the more recent past. in 
some ways, as solari (2013) has shown, the return to such sites echoes a time-hon-
ored practice of pilgrimage or ritual circuits. conditioned by patterns of fallow-
ing, abandonment, and resettlement that reflect the ecological and agricultural 
particulars of the Yucatán peninsula, these returns are also marked by subsistence 
concerns. This dual nature of resettlement is evident in the uses of different objects 
that are found in the ruins of ancient pyramids or recent house sites. some objects, 
such as clay figurines or stone bas reliefs, are imbued with a special aura of antiq-
uity and “otherness” and are used ritually or avoided altogether. other artifacts 
that are discovered during the process of founding new settlements are quite famil-
iar and integral parts of the quotidian material culture of Maya agriculturalists. 
objects from grindstones to ceramics are often repurposed in modern kitchens, 
and before industrial building materials such as cinderblock were widely available, 
it was common to see facing stones from pre-Hispanic ruins used in modern ver-
nacular architecture.
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sacred or profane, the use of pre-Hispanic stone is often characterized as “vandal-
ism” by the inaH and related authorities. but it could also be argued that the reuse 
of vestiges of these earlier occupations, whether they be historical house sites or pre-
Hispanic ruins, has often been an important feature of the process of reclaiming these 
spaces for human habitation (armstrong-fumero 2012; armstrong-fumero and Hoil 
gutiérrez 2011). as such, it is part of the living heritage of landscape use that links the 
Maya agriculturalists who work the bush today to a deep historical tradition.

in making this argument, we are not claiming that institutions such as the inaH 
should abandon their mandate to protect historical artifacts or that the right of 
rural communities to practice traditional forms of reclaiming and recycling named 
places always trumps the interest of archaeological research or touristic develop-
ment. in many respects, this reuse of stones is far less of an issue today than it would 
have been generations ago. as cinderblock and other industrial materials became 
more accessible, vernacular architectural traditions were altered in ways that dimin-
ished the need for precut stones that were once mined from pre-Hispanic and his-
torical sites. What’s more, given the importance of archaeological tourism in the 
area, rural people are more likely to value the preservation of architecture in situ as 
potential attractions.

still, as an ethicopolitical question, there are lessons to be learned from the 
difficulty of reconciling policy that treats tangible heritage objects as an eminent 
domain of the state whose physical characteristics cannot be legally altered with a 
form of intangible heritage that entails the physical alteration of those same objects. 
for one, the conflict can lead us to question the degree to which “multivocality,” the 
celebration of the right of different groups to narrate their own version of differ-
ent places and historical events (armstrong-fumero 2011, 2014), is the best model 
through which to think about the inclusion of indigenous stakeholders in the man-
agement of heritage. for generations of rural Maya-speaking agriculturalists, objects 
found within territorial units such as the ejido are part of a larger complex of goods 
that contribute to subsistence. from this perspective, well-intentioned projects that 
constitute “inclusion” of indigenous perspectives as being independent from ques-
tions of subsistence (see Mcanany and parks 2012) tend to intentionally sidestep 
the values that many stakeholders ascribe to these places.

furthermore, the economic and moral primacy that Yucatec Maya ideas of place 
grant to the physicality of found objects involves far more than controversial prac-
tices such as the recycling of building material. This confluence of subsistence and 
morality is evident in a particularly poignant oral tradition in which pre-Hispanic 
are said to have been built by a bygone generation of human beings, the uchben 
maako’ob, who were destroyed by god for some transgression. in some versions, 
these beings were dull-witted hunchbacks known as the p’uso’ob (see burns 1983). in 
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others, they were a primordial people known simply as the itza, who lived before 
the creation of the sun and saw in the dark with eyes like those of cats. almost 
all versions of this story are in agreement regarding the indolence of the ancients, 
the fact that their use of magical whistles or receiving favors directly from god 
spared them the pains of labor that marked the lives of modern peasant families. in 
some versions of the story, the sin that led to the death of the uchben maako’ob was 
the creation of the castillo at chichén itzá, which some Maya speakers associated 
with the tower of babel. in some versions that we have recorded, the fact that the 
buildings at chichén itzá survived the death of their builders is a moral counter-
point to the sloth and pridefulness of the uchben maako’ob. a merciful god left 
the buildings behind so that the hardworking generations who inherited the land 
could derive benefit from the work of their sinful predecessors (armstrong-fumero 
2014).

in these stories, it is the ability to work the ruins that validates living people. in 
essence, ruins are activated by the same act of usufruct that defined the granting 
of ejido lands in the early twentieth century and that marked the process through 
which earlier generations had reclaimed abandoned spaces through migration and 
the creation of new settlements. This is also a moral economy that is especially diffi-
cult to reconcile with the idea that an abstractly defined nation has eminent domain 
over artifacts that exist beneath the soil that other people are “working.”

in one sense, the intangible heritage of landscape use that is embodied in these 
traditions presents a challenge to archaeology, since it forces us to consider a com-
plex, and potentially contradictory, ethicopolitical relationship between archae-
ologists, communities, and heritage objects. but in this sense, it also offers an 
opportunity. The kind of joint stewardship that was imagined by the ejidatarios 
of chanmul when they insisted on the monument being displayed in a locally con-
trolled museum would allow inaH officials to meet their mandate of preserving 
antiquities while also fostering institutions—in this case, the ejido—that preserve 
the intangible heritage of descendant communities. doing so might involve chal-
lenging traditional hierarchies between local memory and national history. but in 
so doing, archaeologists would engage the landscape values of Yucatec Maya people 
on a terrain that they have always occupied, negotiating highly mutable territorial 
jurisdictions against a more durable backdrop of known and named places.

noTes

 1. These documents were filed in the registro agrario nacional in Mérida as ran. 
They are currently being digitized in Mexico city.
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 2. ageY, padrón general del pueblo de Muchucux, caja 40, volumen 3, expediente 35, 
May 6, 1841. ran, dotación del pueblo de Muchucux, toca, file 23/213, carpeta 1, foja 2; 23 
of January 1931.
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In TroduCTIon

The Hopi people have strong and abiding cultural ties to the lands where their 
ancestors lived in ancient times. They recognize these lands as Hopitutskwa 
(Hopi land), a cultural landscape marked by the numerous archaeological sites 
and named places that figure into Hopi oral traditions as their metaphorical 

“footprints.” today much of Hopitutskwa has passed from Hopi ownership into 
private property and public lands managed by multiple federal agencies. access 
to ancestral sites has thus become increasingly restricted, making it difficult for 
the Hopi people to maintain their historical traditions based on cultural prac-
tices embedded in the land.

to address this situation, the Hopi cultural preservation office—the Hopi 
tribal government’s official department that helps manage, preserve, and protect 
traditional culture—uses the political and regulatory processes provided by the 
national Historic preservation act (as well as other federal and state laws). The 
tribe draws on this national Historic preservation act in particular to identify tra-
ditional cultural properties, evaluate their eligibility for the national register of 
Historic places, and document the Hopi history and cultural practices associated 
with them. Using the research opportunities created by a series of relatively small 
projects, the Hopi tribe is building a regional perspective on the tangible sites of 
its heritage that are associated with the retention and transmission of the tribe’s 
cultural practices and intangible traditions.
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in this chapter we describe how three separate historic preservation projects 
enabled the Hopi tribe to trace a physical connection between the Hopi Mesas 
in arizona and glen canyon in Utah. in collaborative research with archaeo-
logical ethnographers, the Hopi cultural preservation office investigated Hopi 
traditional cultural properties along a pipeline right-of-way, along a highway 
improvement project, and in the glen canyon national recreation area. These 
investigations relate specific historic properties to larger concepts of landscape and 
cultural identity. The results of these projects serve to elucidate the connections 
between individual sites in glen canyon and the regional context of Hopitutskwa, 
including clan migrations and narratives of a legendary boy named tiyo that 
encompass the gulf of california.

The intangible heritage of the Hopi people—the traditional cultural beliefs and 
practices that are important in maintaining their sense of identity and continu-
ity—is intimately linked to historical events that are situated in different locations 
across the Hopitutskwa landscape. contemporary Hopi customs, including cer-
emonies, largely focus on commemorating the places that contributed to the devel-
opment of Hopi society and religion. such places retain power that is activated 
and enlivened through ongoing cultural traditions. in this way, the Hopitutskwa 
landscape represents a collection of experiences that cohesively binds the Hopi 
people to the land and to each other. in a managerial context, the articulation of 
Hopi land and identity is accomplished by the tribe’s participation in the national 
historic preservation program.

The projects we discuss below were designed as collaborative, community-based 
participatory research to advance Hopi scholarship. in each project, members of 
the Hopi tribe and non-Hopi researchers worked jointly to identify ancestral 
archaeological sites, springs, shrines, landforms, and other tangible places with 
cultural importance to the Hopi people. documenting Hopi traditional places 
has wide-ranging benefits, foremost of which is the preservation of historical and 
place-related knowledge for use by future generations of Hopis. furthermore, 
working within the framework of the national Historic preservation act provides 
a means of communicating the importance of specific Hopi places to non-Hopi 
audiences, thus facilitating the implementation of culturally sensitive land man-
agement strategies.

in this chapter, we reflect on the historical role and contemporary politics of 
cultural memories of landscape, providing a cultural analysis of community engage-
ment that combines archaeological analyses of space with ethnographic research. 
These issues are particularly timely given the evolving relationship of americanist 
archaeology to heritage policy and identity politics.
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hoPI hI sTorY a nd hoPI la nd

The land is really important to us because it’s our ancestral land. That’s where 
we have been, and i think it’s good to make pilgrimage to various places and 
leave your prayer feathers . . . That’s where the spirits live, and that’s how we 

maintain peace. (alph secakuku 2011)

Hopis’ connection with the southwestern United states extends back to the 
Motisinom (“first people”), who are the earliest ancestors of the Hopi. according 
to traditional accounts, other Hopi ancestors later emerged into the fourth World 
(the present world) through the sipapuni, a travertine cone located in the Little 
colorado river gorge near the grand canyon. Upon emergence, the people 
encountered Màasaw, the guardian of the earth, who instructed them to go in search 
of the tuuwanasavi, Hopis’ spiritual center of the universe. The people formed clans, 
split apart, and began a long series of migrations toward their ultimate destination 
at the Hopi Mesas (courlander 1971, 1982; crane 1925; curtis 1922:16–98; fewkes 
1900; Mindeleff 1891:16–39; Voth 1905; Yava 1978:36–40).

during their migrations, these clans came into contact with the Hoopoq’yaqam 
(Those Who Went to the northeast), another group of Hopi ancestors who trace 
their origins to Mesoamerica (ferguson and Lomaomvaya 1999; Washburn 1995). 
Upon leaving Mesoamerica, the Hoopoq’yaqam traveled to palatkwapi (the red 
Walled city), where they stayed until floods and social unrest prompted them to 
continue their migrations northward. They eventually joined the other clans and 
settled new villages as they journeyed to the Hopi Mesas (teague 1993). collectively, 
these groups are considered to be Hisatsinom, Hopis’ ancient ancestors (ferguson 
and colwell-chanthaphonh 2006:97; Kuwanwisiwma 2004).

today, the Hopi people are organized as a federally recognized tribe with a reser-
vation in northeastern arizona, within the core of Hopitutskwa (figure 3.1). Hopis 
continue to orient themselves with their ancestral lands through oral traditions and 
ceremonies. from certain religious perspectives, Hopitutskwa encompasses a com-
plex geographical and temporal span that includes all places Hopi ancestors resided 
in the past (balenquah 2008; bernardini 2005; ferguson et al. 2009; ferguson and 
Lomaomvaya 2011:166; Jenkins et al. 1994; Kuwanwisiwma and ferguson 2009; 
Lyons 2003). This landscape is dense with culturally important locations, includ-
ing landforms associated with deities and historical events, sacred springs, rivers, 
trails, and ancestral sites (Koyiyumptewa and colwell-chanthaphonh 2011). The 
land is remembered through stories, ceremonial reenactments, and pilgrimages. 
Hopitutskwa remains vital in the daily life of the Hopi people.

as Hopitutskwa passed from Hopi ownership into private property and federally 
managed land, varying historical representations of Hopitutskwa were developed 
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to respond to political-geographical needs to assert and defend contemporary 
political and cultural rights. in the early twentieth century, for example, the people 
of second Mesa presented a letter to the commissioner of indian affairs petition-
ing for access to traditional lands encompassed by a series of shrines that constitute 
points along a homvìikya (pilgrimage route) that is used in ongoing Hopi traditions 
(Whiteley 1989:7–39). tribal leaders explained that the land has “been a most vital 
subject of our people or tribe at present and for generations past” and that they are 
concerned because surrounding areas are no longer easily accessible because of the 
encroachment of outsiders. “for centuries the Hopi shrines at the distance points, 
which borders the Hopi people from every direction, marked and designated the 
Hopis’ tribal land boundary lines. before the other peoples came the Hopis’ essen-
tial needs at away places were all obtainable.” The Hopis conclude the letter with 
an appeal for the return of “our land we love so well . . . for the benefit of our future 
generations” (Hopi tribe 1930).

Hopi aboriginal lands as determined by the indian claims commission (icc), 
a judicial panel established in 1946 that addressed indian land losses, ultimately 
did not encompass the entire area claimed by the leaders of second Mesa. The 

Figure 3.1. Hopitutskwa envisioned as a homvìikya, or pilgrimage route, connecting a 
series of important Hopi shrines surrounding the Hopi Reservation in northern Arizona. 
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icc reduced the extent of the Hopi claim using a judicial standard of exclusive 
use and occupancy for the period following the entry of the United states into 
the southwest in 1848 (indian claims commission 1970). The area described by 
second Mesa leaders, however, has come to be viewed as the extent of Hopitutskwa 
by many non-Hopis. Meanwhile, Hopi traditionalists maintain that the homvìikya 
encircles the contemporary core, or “plaza,” of the Hopi homeland, while the 
greater domain of Hopi stewardship extends outward to encompass a much larger 
area—one that includes all of Hopis’ ancestral lands (Hedquist et al. 2014; Jenkins 
et al. 1994:8; Kuwanwisiwma and ferguson 2009:92). The area and associated pil-
grimage are significant because they demonstrate the ongoing role of the land and 
its features in contemporary Hopi life (eggan 1994:15). The preservation of Hopi 
culture depends in part on continuing the traditional uses of Hopitutskwa, includ-
ing respecting the ancestral sites it contains.

The Hopi people continue to defend the traditional lands that lie outside their 
reservation. in recent years, the Hopi cultural preservation office has become 
increasingly involved in the research needed to implement the national Historic 
preservation act to identify Hopi traditional cultural properties on federally 
managed land. This approach enables members of the Hopi tribe to maintain 
their historical traditions and cultural practices associated with the land and to 
use scholarly standards in documenting Hopitutskwa at a regional level. Hopis 
consider all of their ancestral places as integral in understanding the broader pic-
ture of Hopi history and religion. The salient features of the Hopi cultural land-
scape identified during these projects illustrate the depth and complexity of Hopi 
culture and the role of individual elements in shaping notions of Hopi identity 
and well-being.

Th e naTIona l hI sTor IC Pr eservaTIon aCT a nd The 
Iden TIFICaTIon oF hoPI Tr a dITIona l CulT ur a l ProPerTIes

The Hopi tribe never accepted the monetary payment for its aboriginal lands 
provided by the indian claims commission. Those funds remain in a trust 
account accruing interest. Many Hopi people feel strongly that they have a moral 
right to use their traditional lands, even if that right is not formally recognized 
by the United states. in order to protect its cultural interests in Hopi aborigi-
nal land, the Hopi tribe has turned to participation in the historic preservation 
planning process to make sure Hopi cultural sites are considered during federal 
undertakings.

The national Historic preservation act (nHpa) of 1966, as amended, was passed 
to preserve the historical and cultural foundations of the United states as a living 
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part of community life and development in order to give a sense of orientation to 
the american people. section 106 of this act requires federal agencies to make a rea-
sonable and good faith effort to identify historic properties included on or eligible 
for the national register of Historic places (nrHp) prior to any federal under-
taking, to assess the potential adverse effects of the undertaking on those historic 
properties, and to consider how adverse effects can be resolved. federal agencies 
are required to consider such properties in planning actions and to consult indian 
tribes, interested parties, and the state Historic preservation office. section 110 of 
the nHpa makes agencies responsible for preserving historic properties owned or 
controlled by the agency.

Historic properties are eligible for inclusion in the nrHp when they meet one 
or more of the following criteria set forth in nrHp regulations: (a) association 
with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 
history, (b) association with the lives of persons significant in our past, (c) embodi-
ment of the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, 
or representative of the work of a master, or possession of high artistic values, or 
representative of a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may 
lack individual distinction, and (d) history of yielding, or potential to yield, infor-
mation important in prehistory or history. in order to be eligible for inclusion in 
the nrHp, properties must also have integrity of location, design, setting, materi-
als, workmanship, feeling, and association.

traditional cultural properties are historic properties whose significance derives 
from their association with cultural practices or beliefs of a living community that 
(a) are rooted in that community’s history and (b) are important in the retention 
and transmission of the cultural identity of the community (parker and King 
1998:1). Hopi traditional cultural properties are important because they comprise 
the tangible sites and places involved in passing down Hopi culture through gen-
erations by oral transmission and practice. as part of their contemporary lifeway, 
Hopis continue to commemorate thousands of places that are associated with 
deities, shrines, historical events, water sources, mountains, ancestral villages, and 
other historical and religious traditions.

prior to the 1992 amendments to the nHpa, it would have been difficult for 
tribes to argue the significance of traditional places. However, with these amend-
ments, which formally acknowledged the significance of traditional cultural prop-
erties as historic properties, tribes have had greater opportunities to argue for the 
values of these sites. nevertheless, the significance of individual properties still has 
to be determined on a case-by-case basis.
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r eConsTruCTI ng hoPIT u Tskwa: buIldIng a r egIona l Per sPeCTIve

i think there’s a tendency to lock ourselves into the political boundaries of a 
project area . . . but in terms of good management, [federal agencies] need 

to create a long-term, if not a short-term, goal to sponsor ethnographic 
overviews regionally . . . [every place] represents a chapter in our history, 

but the regional interest of the Hopi people is really, really huge. during my 
tenure with the office, i’ve learned to appreciate the breadth of our cultural 

and clan history, and it’s our job to try to continue to represent the Hopi 
people’s interest regionally. (Leigh J. Kuwanwisiwma, director of Hopi 

cultural preservation office [Kuwanwisiwma 2011])

The Hopi cultural landscape was created through generations of experience and 
encounters with the world. Like other communities, members of the Hopi tribe 
understand the land in relation to specific events and historical conditions that 
provide the context for cultural comprehension (bender 1993:2). in Hopi society, 
knowledge is privileged and hierarchical, and multiple accounts of history and reli-
gion exist. individual clan histories, gender, and the cultural and religious standing 
of a person influence the way he or she understands the world. The participation of 
the Hopi tribe in cultural preservation projects enables tribal members to identify 
and reconnect with places on the land that they know through oral traditions, and 
the Hopi tribal council recognizes and encourages the role of villages, clans, and 
religious societies in their efforts to do this (Hopi tribe 1994).

The history of Hopi people embedded in the land creates a storied landscape. 
features on the land serve as metonyms for cultural concepts; they evoke images of 
named places, the values associated with them, and the stories embedded in them 
(Whiteley 2011; Young 1988). in this sense, each place has a far-reaching impact on 
the Hopi people. ancestral villages and other archaeological sites represent meta-
phorical footprints, marking the migrations of Hopi ancestors to the center of the 
universe on the Hopi Mesas. These ancient footprints continue to provide spiritual 
strength to the Hopi people, and they are integral in understanding the history of 
the land (colwell-chanthaphonh and ferguson 2006; gumerman et al. 2012).

The Hopi cultural preservation office has participated in numerous historic 
preservation projects as part of the compliance process with the nrHp. tribal 
members corroborate traditional knowledge with archaeological information to 
identify Hopi traditional cultural properties and evaluate their eligibility for the 
national register of Historic places. Here we discuss three projects conducted near 
the Hopi reservation, including the black Mesa project, the Us 160 road improve-
ment project, and a traditional land use study in glen canyon national recreation 
area. These three projects identified traditional cultural properties in relation to 
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Hopi concepts of landscape and cultural identity, elucidating the connections 
between individual sites and the regional context of Hopitutskwa.

the black Mesa project
The black Mesa project was designed to develop a new source of water for use 

in conveying coal from the black Mesa Mine, located north of the Hopi Mesas, to 
the Mohave generating station at Laughlin, nevada. The black Mesa project is a 
federal undertaking because it requires a permit from the office of surface Mining. 
The proposed undertaking entails several distinct project components (figure 3.2), 
one of which is the development of a proposed Well field with up to twelve wells 
adjacent to canyon diablo near Leupp, arizona. another component includes the 
construction of a water supply line, approximately 173 kilometers (108 miles) in 
length to convey between 6,000 to 11,600 acre feet of water from the Well field to 
the black Mesa Mine. The preferred route for this water supply line runs northward 
up the oraibi Wash through the Hopi reservation, while an alternative route runs 
entirely through the navajo reservation to the west of the Hopi reservation. in 
order to pump water uphill to the mine, two pumping stations need to be con-
structed along the water supply line, requiring the construction of a sixty-nine kilo-
volt power line along much of the route. The final component of the project is the 
reconstruction of the coal slurry pipeline of 439 kilometers (273 miles) from the 
black Mesa Mine to the Mohave generating station.

The black Mesa project runs through the heart of Hopitutskwa and includes 
areas within and around the Hopi reservation. The Hopi cultural preservation 
office conducted a study to identify traditional cultural properties in the project 
area to facilitate compliance with section 106 of the nrHp and provide environ-
mental information for implementation of the national environmental policy 
act. a total of fifteen Hopi tribal members participated in fieldwork, representing 
thirteen clans from seven villages on second and Third Mesa. The research teams 
that worked on different project components varied in order to include Hopi 
consultants knowledgeable about clan interests in different areas (ferguson and 
Koyiyumptewa 2007). interviews were conducted with twenty-eight Hopi tribal 
members representing thirteen clans from five villages on second and Third Mesa.

as a result of the study, the Hopi tribe identified sixty-nine traditional cultural 
properties, including ancestral sites, pilgrimage routes, farm fields, eagle-collecting 
areas, plant- and mineral-collecting areas, landforms, shrines, and offering places. 
a cultural landscape perspective was used to evaluate the results of fieldwork and 
place individual traditional cultural properties in a broad cultural context. While 
the land and its features were delineated using traditional cultural properties as 
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discrete elements, many Hopis discussed the inextricable relationships between 
natural landforms, history, animal life, human society, and the spiritual realm. Hopi 
concerns encompassed both the land itself and how individuals perceive the land 
given their particular values and beliefs. Hopi cultural advisors recommended for 
the traditional cultural properties they identified in the project area to be eligible 
for the nrHp under criterion a for their association with important events in 
Hopi history, and under criterion d for yielding, or having potential to yield, sig-
nificant information about Hopi history.

Us 160
in 2007, the Hopi cultural preservation office participated in a study along a 

stretch of Us Highway 160 slated for improvement from its junction with Us 89 to 
the four corners, north of the Hopi reservation (figure 3.2). This project was con-
ducted in compliance with section 106 of the nrHp because the highway easement 
passes through land that is under federal jurisdiction. a total of twelve Hopi tribal 

Figure 3.2. Location of the Hopi Reservation in relation to the black Mesa Project, US. 
Highway 160, and Glen Canyon National Recreation Area. 
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members participated in the fieldwork, representing seven clans from eight villages 
on first, second, and Third Mesa. oral interviews were conducted with six Hopi 
tribal members representing four clans from five villages on second and Third Mesa.

The Us 160 project corridor passes through a region that is culturally significant 
for the Hopi people, both in the past and the present. during the project, Hopi 
cultural advisors identified 122 traditional cultural properties, including numer-
ous ancestral sites, eagle-collecting areas, ceremonial collecting areas, hunting 
areas, pilgrimage routes, and landforms with cultural significance. sixty-nine Hopi 
place-names were also documented in the area surrounding the project corridor 
(ferguson et al. 2007). as with research conducted during the black Mesa project, 
Hopi cultural advisors discussed the complexity of the cultural geography in the 
project area and its inextricable relationships with natural landforms, history, ani-
mal life, human society, and the spiritual realm. The traditional cultural properties 
identified in the Us 160 corridor were recommended eligible for the nrHp under 
criteria a and d by the Hopi cultural preservation office.

The Us 160 Hopi traditional cultural property study is important because it 
demonstrates how ancestral sites, sacred areas, and other places with traditional cul-
tural significance are used in the retention and transmission of Hopi culture. These 
traditional cultural properties are integral components of the cultural landscapes 
that figure prominently in Hopi history, ceremonial life, and subsistence practices. 
When the results of the Us 160 project are combined with those of the black Mesa 
project, the richness of Hopis’ cultural landscape becomes increasingly evident.

glen canyon
a third project, undertaken by the Hopi tribe in 2011, was sponsored by the 

national park service (nps) at glen canyon national recreation area (gLca) 
and rainbow bridge national Monument (rabr). This project was conducted as 
part of an ongoing process by the national park service to maintain relationships 
between traditionally associated peoples and park resources. The project was car-
ried out in compliance with section 110 of the nrHp and other nps policies. a 
total of four Hopi tribal members participated in the fieldwork, representing four 
clans from four villages on first, second, and Third Mesa (figure 3.3). oral inter-
views were conducted with fifteen Hopi tribal members representing thirteen clans 
from seven villages on second and Third Mesa (Hopkins et al. 2013).

glen canyon national recreation area encompasses the area around Lake 
powell in Utah and arizona, covering 1.25 million acres (505,868 hectares) of 
colorado plateau desert (figure 3.3). approximately 13 percent of gLca is cur-
rently inundated by the waters of Lake powell as a result of the construction of 
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glen canyon dam on the colorado river, which was completed in 1966. rainbow 
bridge national Monument covers 160 acres (64.75 hectares) near the southern 
boundary of gLca, in the foothills of navajo Mountain. Hopi ancestors settled 
the land now encompassed by gLca and rabr during the time of clan migra-
tions, and many of the sites and topographic features in this region now serve as 
landmarks commemorating this history.

as a result of the project, Hopi cultural advisors identified ancestral sites, plants, 
animals, minerals, and landforms with significance in Hopi history and tradi-
tions. The study also enriched the scholarly understanding of a cultural landscape 
related to the story of tiyo, an oral tradition that entails the migration history 
of Hopis’ rattlesnake clan. The landscape described in this story is particularly 
important because it covers an area that ranges from the southwestern United 
states to Mesoamerica, revealing the expansiveness of certain understandings of 
Hopitutskwa (Hopkins 2012).

toko’navi, or navajo Mountain, is located at the southern edge of gLca, east 
of rainbow bridge (figure 3.4). This mountain is an important landmark in the 

Figure 3.3. Hopi research participants discuss tribal history and cultural landscapes 
with anthropologists and National Park Service employees at defiance House in Glen 
Canyon National Recreation Area. Photograph by t. J. Ferguson, June 29, 2011. 
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region and is a primary feature of the viewshed in this area. toko’navi is the loca-
tion of one of ten shrines delineating the Hopi homvìikya, or pilgrimage route, 
illustrated in figure 3.1. several traditions about Hopi clan migrations reference 
toko’navi, and prayers and traditions involving this mountain are ongoing. Hopi 
people recount that the Mountain Lion and the dove people were among the first 
to arrive at toko’navi during ancestral migrations, followed by the rattlesnake clan, 
and the sand clan (stephen 1936:1084). The late ferrell secakuku, a member of the 
rattlesnake clan, was taught that Hopi clans initially settled at toko’navi because 
of its resemblance to palatkwapi, (the red Walled city) a place where many clans 
lived previously (secakuku 2006).

Hopi ancestors who lived at toko’navi are associated with the story of tiyo, 
the legend of a boy who traveled the full length of the colorado river to 
Mesoamerica, returning with a snake wife, establishing the rattlesnake clan, and 
introducing the snake dance into Hopi religion (anyon 1999; bourke [1884] 
1984:177; ferguson 1998:107–19; Hopkins 2012; parsons 1939:975; secakuku 
2006). oral traditions describe toko’navi as the place where tiyo lived before 
embarking on his journey down the colorado river (courlander 1971:82; fewkes 
1900:588–89; Yava 1978:55).

The colorado river is known to Hopis as pisisvayu, and it is one of the two 
principal drainages in gLca. While looking at the river, one Hopi cultural advi-
sor participating in the project remembered that there were several deities who 
helped tiyo during his arduous journey, including Huru’ingwùuti (Hard objects 

Figure 3.4. toko’navi (Navajo Mountain) with Colorado River and Lake Powell in the 
foreground. Photograph by Maren Hopkins, June 29, 2011. 
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Woman), Kòokyangwso’wùuti (old spider Woman), and pöqangwhoya and 
palöngawhoya (the Warrior twins). Viewing the land vividly recalls the spiritual 
beings associated with it.

tiyo brought back, Qa’toya, a dragon-like deity, from his journeys to the south. 
Qa’toya is associated with the rattlesnake clan and possesses the powers to make 
rain. turkey-like tracks depicted in petroglyphs are said to be the footprints of this 
deity. a cave located on toko’navi was once the residing place of Qa’toya. When 
the rattlesnake clan left toko’navi, the creature flew out of his cave and traveled 
down the colorado river to the Little colorado river, ending up at Wupatki, a 
Hopi ancestral site located along the Little colorado river west of the Hopi Mesas. 
The rattlesnake clan followed Qa’toya to Wupatki and stayed there for some time 
before continuing toward the Hopi Mesas. rattlesnake clan members believe that 
Qa’toya still resides at Wupatki.

a pictograph at an ancient site in gLca reminded cultural advisors of Qa’toya 
(figure 3.5). a snake image and a migration symbol were also present at the site, as 
were the images of anthropomorphic figures holding weapons (figure 3.6). Members 
of the rattlesnake clan today are known as “Hopi warriors,” and cultural advisors 
participating in fieldwork at gLca believed that these images were all related to 
this clan’s history in the area. toko’navi, the ancient home of the rattlesnake clan, 
is visible from this site. We found that talking about the land with Hopi research 
participants provided a meaningful context for talking about Hopi history.

The glen canyon study revealed a tangible connection between Hopi history 
and the resources in gLca. equally important were the cognitive associations 
made by Hopi tribal members between natural and cultural resources of gLca 
and distant places known and maintained through Hopi oral traditions.

dI sCussIon a nd ConClus Ion

Those [tracks] are our connections to [our ancestral] places, and we still 
honor those places today. We make prayer feathers for all of those places and 

deposit them and give thanks to all the places that we still remember. and 
those are the reasons why we have shrines around our communities; they 
become these places that we make our prayers to. (Leonard talaswaima 

[talaswaima 2011])

as access to Hopi traditional lands has become increasingly restricted due to 
changes in land tenure over time, the Hopi people have struggled to maintain their 
historical traditions based on cultural practices associated with the land. The Hopi 
cultural preservation office uses the political processes inherent in compliance 
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Figure 3.5. This pictograph at an ancient site in GLCA is interpreted by Hopi cultural 
advisors as an image of Qa’toya, a deity associated with Hopis’ Rattlesnake Clan. 
Photograph by Maren Hopkins, June 29, 2011. 

with the national Historic preservation act and other laws as a way to enable 
members of the tribe to reconnect with their ancestral lands. by combining archae-
ological analyses of space with ethnographic research, Hopi tribal members are 
building a regional perspective on the tangible sites of their heritage and connect-
ing individual sites to larger concepts of landscape and identity. restoring Hopi 
place-names on maps helps restore the Hopi history that was erased as non-indian 
cartographers imposed alien names on the landforms and watercourses that consti-
tute Hopitutskwa (figure 3.7).

The Hopi tribe’s participation in historic preservation projects for the black 
Mesa, Us Highway 160, and glen canyon national recreation area projects has 
identified numerous traditional cultural properties within and outside the Hopi 
reservation. specific sites and landforms in glen canyon articulate Hopi land 
and identity through their relationship with the story of tiyo and the rattlesnake 
clan’s migration history. as richard clemmer (1993:86) noted, “Hopis identify 
their ancestral dwelling places as much by symbols etched into rock and architec-
tural ruins as by clan legends and traditions. in a sense, knowledgeable Hopis ‘read’ 
an archaeological landscape with reference to the fundamental principles of their 
cosmological system.”



Figure 3.6. Warrior images depicted on the cliff walls in GLCA are thought by Hopi 
cultural advisors to be associated with the Rattlesnake Clan’s history. Photograph by 
Maren Hopkins, June 29, 2011. 

Figure 3.7. This sample of locations with Hopi place-names along US Highway 160 
demonstrates the deep connections Hopis maintain with their ancestral lands. 
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The process of linking places through stories, connecting past and present, 
requires Hopi traditionalists to be present on the land. Visiting places not only 
reaffirms Hopi responsibilities of land stewardship but can also serve as a process 
of historic revelation. a comparable moment was recorded in australia by Howard 
Morphy (1995), who documented how narritjin Maymuru, a Yolngu man, discov-
ers that a mythic event had transpired in a place he had never been before. Maymuru 
knew because he believed that he was not moving into a new country, but that the 
land was revealing itself to him. in other words, the past—real and tangible—was 
being transmitted through the physical place. such processes of blending stories, 
experience, and landscapes have been documented in other cultural contexts (e.g., 
basso 1996; cruikshank 2005; Wyndham 2011). The Hopis use a similar mecha-
nism. The retention and transmission of Hopi culture depend largely on the Hopis’ 
ability to connect to their ancestral landscape.
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In TroduCTIon

colonialism is neither fixed in space nor total in its effects, but is perceptible in 
myriad clashes and acts of force, obedience, subterfuge, and flight. This chapter 
traces colonial effects in british Honduras from 1847 to 1942 through the lens of 
designs on and designs of the land. in the mid-nineteenth century, Yucatec Maya 
people fleeing from the caste War in Mexico’s Yucatán peninsula met up with 
british mahogany crews in the northwestern forests of what would become british 
Honduras, now belize. These groups brought with them competing designs on the 
land in terms of both resource use and land tenure. some groups settled in and 
around the Yalbac Hills (figure 4.1).

although these contests over the land began more than a century ago, they still 
reverberate strongly in present-day memories of the land, modern designs of the 
land. over the span of nearly a century, multiple and competing designs on the 
land shaped action, reaction, strikes, advances, capitulations, claims, and longings. 
present-day designs of the land in the form of landscape memories are tinged with 
nostalgia for a lost, salubrious land that allowed a community to thrive. While the 
tangible heritage of the Yalbac Hills towns in large part have been destroyed, the 
intangible heritage of the Yalbac Hills Maya persists in the knowledge of subsis-
tence milpa techniques and the association of forest living with a healthy life. in 
this respect, landscape memory itself is part of the intangible heritage of the Yalbac 
Hills Maya, integral to a moral vision of a good life. This chapter thus reveals the 
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mutual entailment of land use and imaginings and of landscape memory as a form 
of resistance.

Throughout the period under examination, at each moment, several compet-
ing designs on the land motivated action, and yet at different times and in differ-
ent places, one gained ascendency, whether through military might, legal strategy, 
economic force, or simple human occupation. each design on the land might 
therefore be envisioned as a tectonic plate, with all in motion, bumping up against 
one another, sometimes smashing violently, one thrusting upward and submerg-
ing another, whose pent-up force reemerges elsewhere. This tectonic metaphor 
allows us to see the contestation, partialness, and indeterminacy of action, strat-
egy, and policy under the appellation of colonialism. during this time span, sev-
eral landscape visions emerged, jostled, and subsided. over the span of a century, 
land appears as geopolitical territory and a theater of action, a haven and source of 

Figure 4.1. Northern british Honduras of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. 
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subsistence, a source of extractive commodities and rents, private property, hostage, 
pollutant, homeland, wellspring, commercial farm, and alienable house plot. This 
chapter explores how these various designs on the land jostled at different times 
and in different places, with traces of nostalgia and alienation left on Maya histori-
cal memory. The story of land in colonial british Honduras is not a stark contrast 
of british versus Maya or capitalist versus subsistence. rather, at each stage, mul-
tiple visions of land both propelled and constrained action, as “british” and “Maya” 
groups often obstructed one another. Land was always an object of desire, a utilitar-
ian tool, and a symbol of what might be.

in 1936, the London-based belize estate and produce company (bepco) 
evicted the Yucatec Maya inhabitants of san José Yalbac (see below for name vari-
ants) from lands their ancestors had settled from at least 1862, according to docu-
mentary evidence. archaeological data indicates settlement well before that date, 
but we know that many came around 1862 seeking a southern refuge away from the 
fighting and extortionist rents of the caste War regions to the north. This group 
was therefore triply displaced, first by the start of the caste War in the late 1840s, 
then again roughly a decade later, and a final time in 1936. it is hard not to read 
this history and imagine deterministic forces, as if the Maya were predestined to 
be cast off thrice, because of the imperturbable forces of colonialism and capital-
ism. Yet, that conclusion would be too simplistic. in the end, san José villagers were 
in the wrong place at the wrong time. in the final dislocation, economic strategies 
and the momentum of investments converged to focus british Honduran attention 
on san José in 1935–36. a series of factors—including misinterpretations of survey 
maps, desperation during the great depression, and interpersonal squabbles on the 
Legislative council—created a situation in which bepco focused all of its atten-
tion on mahogany extraction in the Yalbac Hills. Thwarted in various initiatives 
and feeling fenced in, the company manager doubled down and made the socially 
unpopular move of evicting the villagers of san José (also called san José Yalbac 
and san José Viejo). The company manager could not have predicted the irony that 
american consumers would soon forsake mahogany for walnut, that the secretary 
of state for the colonies would just a few years later allow bepco owners to sell 
controlling shares to an american buyer, and that the new governor would priori-
tize commercial agriculture over forestry. in 1936 in the Yalbac Hills, however, there 
were several hundred square feet of mahogany logs that seemed of tantamount 
importance to bepco’s manager, and san José villagers stood in the way.

as always, the unfolding events of history are not predetermined but result from 
convergences and divergences of interests and actions at certain times and places. 
The knowledge of actors is forever partial and incomplete. acting from a stand-
point, focus becomes narrowed, heels dig in, and winners and losers emerge, both 
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dirtied in the process. With growing social resentment about the power of bepco, 
the company manager lost in his bid for an elected seat on the Legislative council, 
and he headed back to england, tail between legs, and replaced in his post.

This chapter moves backward and forward in time. at its core are neighboring 
towns of san pedro siris (also called san pedro) and san José Yalbac in the Yalbac 
Hills; grant Jones (1977) called the residents of these and smaller satellite villages 
the san pedro Maya, after their main settlement. We move backward to trace the 
routes of their ancestors and then forward to their descendants. our team brings 
together archaeological, oral, and documentary data. Minette church and Jason 
Yaeger, along with richard M. Leventhal and Jennifer dornan, conducted archaeo-
logical research at the site of san pedro siris, which was abandoned at the turn of 
the twentieth century; Yaeger and christine Kray conducted interviews in spanish 
and Yucatec Maya with people who had lived in nearby san José Yalbac prior to the 
eviction in 1936 (figure 4.2);1 and dornan and Kray conducted archival research 
in the belize archives (belmopan) and the national archives (United Kingdom). 
This multimethod collaboration has enabled us to trace the movements of genera-
tions of people across sites and has also revealed that despite this turbulent history 
of forced displacement, the intangible heritage persists in the form of subsistence 
knowledge, moral critique, and landscape memory. This chapter first examines tan-
gible evidence of the competing designs on the land that propelled Maya move-
ments across the region and then examines how narrated memories of the landscape 
communicate the intangible heritage of subsistence production and a moral vision 
of the good life.

la nd a s geoP olITICa l Ter r ITorY a nd a TheaTer oF aCTIon

taking the Yalbac Hills of western belize as our center, we first tack backward in 
time to trace the designs on the land that propelled Maya movements across the 
land. from 1847 through the 1870s, southern Yucatán and northwestern british 
Honduras were destabilized by visions of land as geopolitical territory and by the 
theater of military action that resulted. Those who eventually settled in the Yalbac 
Hills region by 1862 did not settle there straightaway but made stops along the way, 
including through chichanha, in search of a safe place to land.

in 1847, Maya and some Mestizo fighters had initiated a large-scale rebellion 
against descendants of the spaniards in the caste War of Yucatán. although most 
of the rebels were Maya, over time the factions grew more complicated and shifted, 
with different Maya groups fighting one another, as well (see dornan 2004; also 
reed 2001). The caste War rebels were resentful of tax burdens, debt peonage, and 
liberal land reforms that ushered in widespread disenfranchisement, leaving landless 
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peasants open to easy exploitation in an expanding plantation system. Ultimately, 
Mexican federal forces entered the fray and pushed the rebels back to southern and 
eastern parts of the Yucatán peninsula (reed 2001; rugeley 1996).

la nd a s sourCe oF e xTr aCTIve Co m modITIes a nd r en Ts

to the south, in what is now belize, thousands of Maya refugees entered a no-man’s 
land simultaneously claimed by Mexico, guatemala, and britain. They entered a 
region that itself was destabilized by competing designs on the land. british buc-
caneers had been illicitly extracting logwood near the coasts, and in the 1770s, as 
british demands for mahogany for luxury furniture rose, woodcutters advanced 
deeper into the forests, where they confronted Maya groups (bolland 1977b:72).2 
around the same time that the caste War fighting spread and factions splintered off, 
land in the western forests became intensely profitable and desired, as both a source 
of extractive commodities (primarily, mahogany) and as the leverage by which dif-
ferent Mayan factions extracted rent from british Honduran woodcutters.

seeking a truce with the Mexican forces, in 1851 and 1853 the rebel Maya group 
in chichanha signed peace treaties with Mexico. in so doing, they committed to 
fight the fiercest of the rebels, the santa cruz Maya, or cruzob, to the east (bolland 
1977b:75–76). They became known in Mexico as los pacíficos del sur, “the peaceful 
ones of the south.”

The rebel war with Mexico took on international dimensions as the british 
were hauled in. perhaps emboldened by their alliance with Mexico, Maya from 
chichanha in 1856 and 1857 attacked the british mahogany camp on blue creek, 
claiming that the woodcutters should pay rent for taking lumber from Mexican 

Figure 4.2. Valentín tosh (a) and Emeterio Cantún (b) of San José (Nuevo) Palmar. 
both were residents of San José yalbac at the time of the 1936 eviction. 
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territory (bolland 1977b:76). This set up a four-player game in which the santa 
cruz Maya were fighting the Mexican forces, who were allied with the chichanha, 
who then found themselves at odds with the british. some british Honduran mer-
chants even traded guns and powder to the santa cruz Maya, ultimately ensuring 
that the caste War stretched over half a century, until 1901.

in 1857, the santa cruz Maya attacked chichanha once again, and half of the vil-
lage fled south. ominously foreshadowing future conflicts, british accounts even at 
this early date noted that Maya swidden farming destroyed valuable mahogany in 
the forest (bolland 1977b:76–77).

la nd a s Pr IvaTe ProPerT Y

at the same time as the chichanha refugees entered the mahogany forests, the 
british colonial and private sector interests converged, designing a legal strategy to 
control land as private property. in 1858–61, the Honduras Land titles acts drafted 
in London allowed would-be buyers to purchase lands in the british Honduran 
settlement even if there were no existing title. consequently, within a very short 
period of time, very little land was left for purchase (bolland 1977a:187). one of the 
London lawyers who drafted the law also worked for the british Honduras company 
(bHc), established precisely in 1858 in London. The attorney general affirmed that 
the legislation by design was to secure titles for the bHc (bolland 1977a:185), which 
subsequently purchased 1 million acres, comprising one-fifth of the area of modern 
belize and one-half of the settlement’s privately owned land (Luke 1931). its holdings 
included the entire Yalbac Hills region (surveyor general 1929).

Meanwhile, some Maya people fled further to the south. in 1860, the santa cruz 
Maya again attacked and burned chichanha. The survivors relocated at icaiche. 
The group from chichanha that had left in 1857 moved further south, to evade 
domination by the icaiche and conflicts with the santa cruz Maya. by 1862, they 
had settled in the Yalbac Hills area, including in san pedro and san José (bolland 
1977b:76–77). british woodcutters had only recently entered this region, so it 
would have seemed relatively safe ( Jones 1977). The san pedro Maya found a land 
far from the conflicts between the pacíficos and the santa cruz Maya with mature 
forests well suited to milpa farming. While it may have appeared to them unclaimed, 
as it was sparsely inhabited and unused from the perspective of Maya farming, from 
the british Honduran perspective, the land was private property owned by bHc 
under the new british laws.

Then, the scheme of land as geopolitical territory resurged with greater force in 
1862. british settlers sought to establish political dominion over the region, and 
the settlement of belize in the bay of Honduras reconfigured itself as the colony of 
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british Honduras. native alcaldes (mayors) were appointed in the western towns 
and selected from within the communities, but to serve as an extension of the colo-
nial government. Yet even in those early conversations with colonial officials, there 
were already signs of the british woodcutters and Maya jostling one another, as vil-
lagers at san José reported that sometimes woodcutters would chase them out so that 
they could rob the village and fields ( Jones 1977:158). in the following year, 1863, the 
leader of san pedro turned to the colonial government for support against icaiche, 
which was aligned with Mexico. He also complained that the cattle of the bHc 
mahogany crews were trampling their fields (dumond 1997:276).3 He received 
ammunition from the lieutenant governor, in return for which he made various 
promises, including, tellingly, “to respect the mahogany trees” (dumond 1997:486).

The british were not the only imperial power with an interest in this part of 
central america. in 1864, during the short-lived second empire of Mexico, the 
imperial commissary of Yucatán claimed all of british Honduras and the petén 
for the Mexican empire (dumond 1997:274), a fact that apparently emboldened 
Mexico’s pacífico allies at icaiche in their demands for rents from british wood-
cutters. in 1866, the icaiche attacked the bHc mahogany camp at Quam Hill, 
demanding rent for resources taken from Mexican property. british Honduran offi-
cials suspected that the icaiche and san pedro Maya were jointly planning more 
attacks on logging camps.

The relationship between icaiche and san pedro was apparently a complicated 
one. asunción ek, alcalde (mayor) of san pedro, appealed to british Honduran 
officials for protection from icaiche, yet in december 1866 the icaiche leader sent 
a letter to the lieutenant governor, datelined san pedro, asserting that that area 
belonged to Yucatán. although ek’s original intentions are ultimately unknowable, 
when british Honduran troops marched on san pedro, san pedro fighters repelled 
them, with support from icaiche (dornan 2004:114–31).4

seeking retribution, in february 1867 the british sent more troops and burned 
san pedro to the ground (bolland 1977b:78). accounts of the raid describe the use 
of early incendiary rockets, fragments of which were recovered during investiga-
tions at the site (church et al. 2011; see figure 4.3). The troops also destroyed san 
José and other neighboring villages, burning houses, fields, and granaries (bolland 
1977b:78–79).5

in the same year that the Yalbac Hills villages were destroyed (1867), the british 
Honduran government again crafted legal strategies to advance british designs on 
the land. The lieutenant governor proclaimed that indians should not occupy or 
cultivate land without payment of rent to landowner or crown (bolland 1977b:91); 
in other words, they were forbidden to own land of their own. in 1868, the lieuten-
ant governor affirmed that many Maya villages in the western area were on land 
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owned by either the bHc or Messrs. Young toledo and company. Those living on 
crown lands should be given space reserved by the crown, though they were not to 
be issued titles (bolland 1977b:91). according to bolland (1987:49), “apart from 
a few instances, however, this policy of ‘native reservations’ was not really imple-
mented, and in the last years of the nineteenth century it was virtually abandoned.” 
The fact that indians were prevented by law from owning land assured that those in 
the Yalbac Hills would continue to be unsettled by actors with competing designs 
on the land.

in 1871, the british colonial government once again used legal maneuvers to 
advance what were in fact convergent goals of commodity extraction and political 
dominion. seeking greater protection against the northern rebels, the Legislative 
assembly in the colony ceded governance directly to britain. british Honduras 
consequently became a crown colony (bolland 1977b:92), ultimately enhancing 
the power of the colonists to pacify the northwestern region.

by 1872, san pedro and san José had been reoccupied ( Jones 1977:153). They 
remained under the shadow of icaiche, whose leader appointed the alcaldes, and 
icaiche continued to collect rents from british woodcutters (dumond 1997:342). 
Until 1898, both Mexico and british Honduras continued to claim dominion over 
what is now northwestern belize, emboldening the icaiche to continue to demand 
rent payments from woodcutters. consequently, Maya in the Yalbac Hills region 
continued to be pulled between icaiche “protection” and the notion of peace. 
However, by 1884 the icaiche were only charging the belize estate and produce 
company (the new name for the british Honduras company, as of 1878) for 
rents to the north of the Yalbac Hills region (dumond 1997:383), which probably 
allowed those in the Yalbac Hills to finally exercise autonomy and feel settled. Their 
position must have remained somewhat tenuous, however, as the Lacandon Maya 
to their west in guatemala continued to charge rents to loggers there throughout 
this period (palka 2005).

Figure 4.3. Fragment of an incendiary rocket uncovered at San Pedro Siris. 
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la nd a s h aven a nd sourCe oF subsI sTenCe

We have seen that groups of Yucatec Maya continually moved further south and 
deeper into the forest. Their vision (design on the land) appears to have been of 
land as a safe haven and as a source of subsistence. Joel palka notes that the dynam-
ics of these “zones of refuge”—where populations disperse into areas not under firm 
colonial control as a mechanism for survival—are understudied (palka 2005:30–31). 
The overall picture painted by the artifact assemblage at san pedro is an interesting 
and seemingly paradoxical one, as Maya efforts to find refuge farther south occurred 
in parallel with their increased access to and participation in the global economy, 
particularly in terms of their use of manufactured goods. increasing participation in 
the cash economy in the nineteenth century seems to have been, perhaps counter-
intuitively, a way to augment autonomy and local subsistence. a market in nones-
sential goods tied the villagers of san pedro to other Maya westward in the petén 
as well as to logging camps locally and to san ignacio and belize city. Throughout 
the occupation, however, evidence of the cash economy remains supplemental to 
evidence of continuing reliance on local resources for the necessities at san pedro.

The archaeological materials from san pedro Yalbac reveal a wide variety of sub-
sistence techniques and subsistence resources, only somewhat parallel to palka’s 
findings among the Lacandon, and for the most part confirmed by interviews with 
people who lived in san José Yalbac in the 1930s. The Yalbac Hills Maya farmed 
corn, beans, squash, sweet potato, and jicama. pollen data from portions of the 
site of san pedro, collected by John gust (2006), indicate slash-and-burn swidden 
farming, made possible by the steel tools that were common in the assemblage. The 
pollen data also suggest fruit, spice, and nut (cashew) trees in the vicinity, likely 
cultivated. There is tentative pollen data for cultivation of tobacco as well, which 
Joel palka (2005) cites as an important trade item in the petén. excavation yielded 
smoking pipe fragments embossed “e roach/London” (manufactured between 
1830 and 1860) at san pedro, at least one of which had residue, indicating local use 
as well.

The pollen data indicates an area rich and diverse in useful plant resources, gen-
erally. artifacts for exploiting agricultural and wild resources include a high fre-
quency of machete blade fragments, axes and hoes, and perforated cans likely used 
for holding corn seeds when sowing. patent medicine and cosmetics bottles (hair 
tonic and pomades) indicate the villagers at least supplemented local medicinal 
remedies and cosmetics with commercially available ones.

oral narratives recount that the Maya in the Yalbac Hills region hunted deer, 
paca, peccary, squirrel, and a variety of birds, including the wild turkey, dove, pigeon, 
and quail, and they collected honey. some of the many small Jamaica ginger extract 
(figure 4.4), pepper sauce, and other condiment bottles may have been reused to 
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Figure 4.4. Jamaica Ginger bottles from San Pedro Siris. 

store honey from honeybees, as such bottles were in the petén (palka 2005). They 
collected edible freshwater snails called jute from the creek that ran through the 
village, but the shell was also likely burned to make lime, which was essential for 
softening up corn kernels prior to grinding (palka 2005). Many of the locally pro-
duced earthenware basins at san pedro had coats of lime on the interiors, presum-
ably from the process of soaking corn (figure 4.5a).

They also used forest materials to fashion a wide variety of items, including 
their houses, furniture, hammocks, and sandals. This account of a heavy reliance 
on the forest is confirmed by the faunal assemblage, which includes game animals 
that remain popular today such as whitetail and brocket deer, tepescuintle (paca), 
agouti, collared and white-lipped peccary, and armadillo (freiwald n.d.). cow and 
pig were present, but these domesticated animals only accounted for approximately 
one quarter of the remains of commonly consumed mammals found at the site, and 
peccary remains were roughly twice as common as pig remains (freiwald n.d.). a 
relatively common find on the site were roasting pits. taken together with a remark-
able number of cast-iron dutch oven kettles, they suggest the inhabitants of san 
pedro enjoyed traditional Yucatec Maya pibil dishes, in which meat is roasted or 
stews cooked overnight in an earth oven. fungal spores collected with the pollen 
data suggest large animal dung, perhaps used as fertilizer (cummings 2005).
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The archaeological data also show that in addition to subsistence techniques, the 
san pedro Maya traded with the british for mostly commercial items, including 
items for procuring, cooking, and serving food such as machetes, axes, metal cook-
ing vessels, and serving dishes; household items including scissors and buttons; and 
items for personal leisure, such as porcelain dolls and tobacco pipes. at the same 
time, though, there is remarkable continuity in subsistence and cooking techniques, 
reinforcing the conclusion that the period of the late nineteenth century was one in 
which the Yalbac Maya valued tradition and achieved a degree of cultural autonomy 
and subsistence through choice and selectivity in acquiring manufactured goods 
and subsistence self-sufficiency.

for example, the ceramic assemblage at the site included a wide variety of 
imported decorated serving wares, all of british manufacture (figure 4.5b). Unlike 

Figure 4.5. Locally produced ceramics (a), mulberry transfer ware (1830s to 1850s) (b), 
and cooking cauldrons (c) from San Pedro Siris. 
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those used by british nationals—which would include many plates, tea cups, and 
saucers—most of the vessels at san pedro were deeper forms, such as bowls or tureens. 
These apparently were more useful for local and preferred cuisine. cookware largely 
comprised either iron cauldrons (figure 4.5c) or locally manufactured, large cook-
ing vessels, some with evidence of soaking corn in lime (figure 4.5).

in addition to the possibility that they grew, smoked, and perhaps traded tobacco 
at san pedro, a large number of pepper sauce bottles probably indicates rebottling 
locally produced honey rather than using store-bought products; this they could 
potentially have traded or sold for cash, as did the Lacandon to the west (palka 
2005). There were also a large number of alcohol bottles including wine, case (whis-
key), rum, and various demijohns. Villagers may have consumed alcoholic bever-
ages, or they may have reused these bottles after the contents were gone. one former 
san José resident indicated in strong terms that san pedro and san José were dry 
villages; however, it seems unlikely that so many bottles discarded and broken and 
swept to the edge of the yard area would have derived only from recycling uses. 
sewing machine parts, a bottle of sewing machine oil, and any number of pairs of 
scissors suggest a cottage industry of some sort, perhaps making huipiles (traditional 
blouses) of Yucatec design. There clearly was access to some luxury items, such as 
french perfume and costume jewelry, indicating a small cash economy, which may 
have involved trade with local logging crews, merchants in cayo, or itinerant trad-
ers who were also in the petén to the west (palka 2005).

la nd a s hosTage

However, despite an apparent dogged determination for autonomy and self- reliance 
among the Yalbac Hills Maya, their occupation of those lands was precarious, as the 
legal framework for their destabilization was already in place. in fact, the combina-
tion of british Honduran land tenure laws allowed land to be used as a hostage—to 
compel desired action on the part of the Maya through blocking their access to 
it. because the Honduras Land titles act had allowed british forestry companies 
to purchase almost all of northern and western british Honduras and because the 
Maya were prohibited from owning land, as the logging crews penetrated the area, 
the Maya of the Yalbac Hills region were eventually obliged to pay rent on com-
pany lands for both house plots and agricultural fields. The burden of rents pushed 
the Maya to participate more fully in the colonial cash economy perhaps with less 
choice and to relinquish some self-sufficiency.

The Yalbac Hills Maya must have continued to sell agricultural produce, honey, 
tobacco, and other handmade items to woodcutting crews working in the area in 
order to pay rents. by the 1930s, the creole mahogany crews generally did not have 
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cash on hand at the camps,6 but this may not have been the case earlier in british 
Honduras and was not the case in logging camps in the petén in earlier periods where 
Lacandon either worked for cash or traded (palka 2005). The oral narratives of Maya 
who lived in san José in the 1930s indicate that sometimes the mahogany workers 
traded their food rations of salt pork and wheat flour to Maya villagers for their agri-
cultural products. some of this information indicated that men from san José on 
occasion would travel to cayo to trade or would trade with itinerant merchants.

people who were children in san José in the 1930s told us that to pay their rents, 
their fathers worked on support crews for the mahogany companies or in chicle 
(natural gum) bleeding. The chicleros often set out for months at a time, sometimes 
deep into the petén forest to the west in guatemala, harvesting the chicle tree’s sap 
to satisfy the growing taste for chewing gum in the United states.7

around 1900, san pedro was abandoned, for reasons that may have included a 
drought, a slump in the demand for mahogany (church et al. 2011:191), and epi-
demic disease ( Jones 1977:151).8 at this point, san José became the largest town in 
the Yalbac Hills region.

la nd a s P ollu Ta n T

designs on the lands of san José reached a violent climax in the 1930s, symbol-
ized by the transformation of “soil” (Maya: lu’um) into “dust” (spanish: polvo), as 
described below. How the Maya used the land was ever-more circumscribed by the 
belize estate and produce company (bepco), which was often simply referred to 
as “The company.”

The centrality of bepco in the colony can hardly be overstated. in december 
1935, when the company manager, c. s. brown, was running for a seat on the 
Legislative council, he reiterated a line of argument that the company frequently 
used in bargaining for preferential treatment from the colonial government:

The Company’s interests are the Orange Walk District’s interests. I can go further than 
that and state that the Company’s Interests are the Colony’s interests. The Company owns 
about one-fifth of the Colony. The Company has been the stand-by of the Colony for the 
past 50–65 years. The Company is the largest taxpayer in the Colony. The Company is the 
largest and most considerate employer in the Colony. At the present time the Company’s 
lands and works give employment to over 1,000 men. The Company is the largest and 
most considerate landowner and landlord in the Colony. The Company stands for prog-
ress. (Fair Play 1936)

Mahogany for several decades had been the colony’s largest export. in fact, from 
1926 to 1935 forest produce (primarily mahogany, and secondarily, chicle) accounted 
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for 83 percent of total exports (burns 1936a). repeatedly, the company had been 
able to leverage its economic importance into favorable government policies.9 it 
argued that if it were not for the company, hundreds of people would have been 
unemployed, there would be no income with which to purchase the imports upon 
which british Hondurans depended, and the colony’s tax base would collapse. as a 
consequence of the company’s importance, one of the appointed (“unofficial”) seats 
on the Legislative council was generally reserved for the manager of the company 
(bolland 2003:162). The company also generally held a seat on the forest trust. in 
fact, in July 1935 the governor reappointed c. s. brown as a member of the forest 
trust (government gazettes 1935).

The company’s power extended beyond the tiny caribbean colony. it was owned 
by the Hoare brothers in London (sir samuel John gurney Hoare and sir oliver 
Vaughn gurney Hoare). sir samuel Hoare, the first Viscount templewood, had 
been elected to the House of commons in 1910; he was made secretary of state 
for air in 1922. in 1931, he became secretary of state for india and, finally, in 1935 
achieved the position of foreign secretary. The archival documents reveal that when 
sir oliver Hoare wrote to someone in the colonial office on downing street, 
he quickly received a personal meeting, and recommendations favorable to the 
company were sent to the governor in british Honduras (e.g., “belize estate and 
produce company” n.d.).

as mahogany stands closer to the coast had become depleted, bepco moved 
its operations westward into the san José area. its headquarters had been centered 
at orange Walk in the colony’s northeast. Mahogany logs from the interior were 
cut, hauled by cattle to the rivers, and floated downstream for export to england 
and the United states from the mouth of the new river. The company typically 
had three camps in operation at any one time, the camps being temporary, typi-
cally having a life of from one to three years (Whiting 1939). as hardwoods became 
exhausted in the north, however, bepco moved its headquarters from orange 
Walk to Hill bank, on the western edge of the new river Lagoon. in the 1920s, 
it constructed a logging railway westward from Hill bank, its endpoint some five 
miles to the northeast of san José (surveyor general 1936).10

relations between bepco and its Maya tenants came to a head in 1935, for sev-
eral reasons. first was the matter of the mahogany trees. although bepco tenants 
were not allowed to burn forest to make milpa in the traditional swidden agricul-
tural practice, so long as the mahogany camps were at a distance, Maya farmers had 
been able to do so surreptitiously. by the early 1930s, though, bepco had estab-
lished a logging camp next to san José, and the Maya could no longer engage in swid-
den. The oral narratives reveal that some families tried to farm continuously on the 
same plot, with diminishing yields; others persisted in burning forest to create new 
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fields, angering the company manager, c. s. brown. in an apparent effort to defend 
the company against criticism regarding events in the western forests, in a cam-
paign speech in december 1935, brown estimated that milpa burning around the 
Yalbac Hills towns of san José, Yalbac, and Xaxe Venic (also Kaxil Uinic) resulted in 
mahogany losses to the company estimated at $300,000 (contributed 1935).11

second was the issue of rent. Maya tenants on bepco lands had to pay rents to 
the company, yet according to the oral interviews, the company regularly rejected 
cash payments and demanded labor in lieu of payment, typically clearing brush and 
gathering fodder for the cattle. some claimed that the amount of labor required was 
excessive and, further, that the tenants had been denied a deserved refund. Land 
taxes had been increased in 1928, and the company in turn raised rents. tensions 
mounted when it was revealed that the company had paid only a portion of the 
additional taxes and was several thousands of dollars in arrears. Then in 1935, when 
the new land tax was repealed, tenants were angered that none of the additional 
rent they had paid was going to be refunded (editorial 1935).

The greatest affront was the penetration and pollution of the village sacred and 
social space, symbolized by the transformation of soil into “dust.” company work-
ers had been using a tractor to haul logs over the road that ran through the center of 
san José, right in front of the church. They would pile the logs in the space used for 
cricket and dancing, to which the villagers objected repeatedly. besides the noise 
and the danger to children, the hauling of the logs sent up a cloud of dust that 
wafted into the church. Lu’um is a Yucatec Maya word that means both “soil” and 

“dirt,” but in several of the interviews, villagers engaged in code switching and substi-
tuted the spanish word polvo (dust) to refer to the dirt kicked up by the tractor and 
logs. as Mary douglas (1966:35) notes, dirt is “matter out of place.” What, as lu’um 
is the source of sustenance and abundance, once transformed by the tractor and 
logs into polvo, becomes a pollutant of the village’s central sacred and social spaces.

in april 1935, the brother of the alcalde hit a bepco tractor driver with a stick as 
he hauled logs in front of the church, resulting in a criminal case. The tractor driver 
asserted that he was hit several times, while the alcalde’s brother said that he hit him 
once to gain his attention because the villagers had told brown (the manager) that 
the tractors should not pass in front of the church (orange Walk soliloquies 1935).

several months passed, during which time company and colonial officials delib-
erated how to resolve the dispute. during this time, c. s. brown conducted his 
campaign for an elected seat on the Legislative council. He lost the race to robert 
turton, the largest chicle supplier to Wrigley’s in the colony, but a few weeks later, 
the governor announced that brown would be one of the appointed members to 
the Legislative council, nonetheless. a letter to the editor stated, “Mr. brown per-
haps is a good man but he is the Manager of the belize estate & produce company; 
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and if the people of this colony fear nothing else they seem to have a tremendous 
fear for the belize estate & produce company” (Laing 1936). This letter hints at 
bepco’s ability to act with near impunity. in that vein, company management 
decided to evict the san José villagers. With approval of the governor and the king, 
bepco arranged to transfer some of its lands to the crown as an inalienable “trust” 
for the villagers, in an area just south of the former bepco headquarters in orange 
Walk. The new settlement was called san José palmar (san José of the palms, but 
more commonly called san José nuevo.12

in april 1936, san José villagers were loaded into logging railway carts and, fol-
lowing the same route as the mahogany logs that were the source of their conflict 
with bepco, they were taken to Hill bank on the lagoon.13 They were put on a 
barge and sent down river, on a trip lasting three days. They were given temporary 
residence in a space in orange Walk known as the “barracks,” the site of the former 
army barracks, then used as communal pasture and playground.14 The barracks in 
orange Walk was the site of the last big indian attack in the colony in 1872, when 
a band of icaiche Maya led by Marcos canul was repelled and their leader mortally 
wounded. placing the san José Maya at the barracks location may have been read by 
some contemporaries as symbolic of defeat. employees of bepco burned the vil-
lage of san José, including houses, church, school (which, while administered by the 
catholic church, had been funded by the colonial government), and agricultural 
fields. in our interviews, many elders were especially distressed that their animals 
were left behind to fend for themselves or starve. Villagers lived in tents in the bar-
racks for a few months, where they were fed rations of rice while they cleared forest 
and built new thatch houses at san José palmar. The eviction did not slow company 
production that year. in fact, while mahogany exports had experienced a dip early 
in the 1930s, owing to slumping demand during the great depression, between 1935 
and 1936 the number of square feet of mahogany logs exported more than doubled 
(from 1,913 to 4,843 square feet), owing to increased american demand, especially 
for the large logs of the western limestone region (burns 1936a).

la nd a s ho m ela nd a nd w ellsPr Ing

in the barracks the evictees experienced an immediate health crisis. back in san José 
Yalbac, the elevation is relatively high and it is removed from the coast, so malaria is 
not a problem. orange Walk is lower and nearer the coast, and malaria is endemic. 
The year 1936 saw heavy rains and an increase in the mosquito population. The 
evictees moved into their new village, impoverished, malnourished, and sick. These 
factors, all of which followed from their dislocation, made them particularly vul-
nerable to a whooping cough epidemic that spread through the northern districts 
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in mid-1936. The medical officer of the orange Walk district reported: “The course 
of the epidemic was attended with the highest mortality in the village of san José. 
in this small community of 30 families 45 deaths occurred chiefly among infants 
and children of school age. a combination of factors—increasing poverty with its 
sequel malnutrition, chronic malaria and ankylostomiasis [hookworm] has low-
ered the vitality of the people and rendered them highly susceptible to the graver 
complications of the disease” (degazon 1936). by way of comparison, in 1936 the 
infant mortality rate for the whole colony was 152.7 per 1,000 live births; in the 
orange Walk district it was 281.4 (up from 247.6 from the previous year) (annual 
Medical and sanitary report 1936). That year, orange Walk was the only district to 
experience a net natural loss (of forty people), attributed to disease (Vital statistics, 
1936). in a report to the secretary of state for the colonies, the governor commented 
on his august 1936 visit to san José palmar, indicating that he admonished the vil-
lagers for not making greater progress in building their new homes, threatening that 
if they did not do so, he would not give funding toward their school and he would 
instruct the district commissioner not to give them jobs working on the district’s 
roads; he acknowledged, though, that the lethargy they exhibited was related to 
malnutrition and hookworm (burns 1936b).

The way that san José elders talk about their former village (design of the land) 
reveals that their landscape memories are a moral discourse—a way in which they 
encode a vision of the good life and a moral critique of those responsible for their 
removal. These narratives are therefore a key element of the intangible heritage of 
the Yalbac Hills Maya and intangible residue of colonialism. according to several 
of the interviewees, the illnesses and deaths experienced in the aftermath of the 
eviction were directly related to the insalubrious nature of san José palmar in com-
parison with what they call san José Viejo (old san José). notably, while official 
documents recorded the new place-name as san José palmar (san José of the palms), 
elders doggedly refer to it as san José nuevo (new san José). This appellation 
underscores that the new town exists only in reference and in comparison to old 
san José, the homeland. new san José, through its very name, connotes their dis-
location. While the medical officer blamed the deaths of 1936 on whooping cough, 
hookworm, and malaria, the oral narratives emphasize the contrast between the 
healthy environment of old san José and the unhealthy one of new san José. The 
narrators note that, back in old san José, they had drunk cool water directly from 
a clean spring; in new san José there were no wells or springs, so they had to drink 
brackish water from streams and swamps. in old san José, they say, the soils were 
deep and rich; in new san José, the soils sandy and harvests meager.

perhaps most important, in old san José they were able to cultivate corn. for mil-
lennia, corn has been the mainstay of the Maya diet, and an ancient Maya belief held 
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that the gods fashioned humans from corn dough. as is often remarked by Yucatec 
Maya speakers in Yucatán, san José elders commented that corn is really the only 
thing that fills them up. in milpa farming, it is the primary crop and forms the bulk 
of the diet in the form of tortillas, a variety of corn gruels (atoles), thickeners for 
stews, tamales, corn on the cob, and so on. The archaeological abundance of local 
ceramics with and without lime residues, as well as the preference for deeper serving 
and eating vessels of refined british wares at san pedro—vessels capable of holding 
stews, beans, corn gruels, and soups—reflects the centrality of corn in the Yalbac 
Hills diet. furthermore, the assemblage included virtually no individual settings or 
pieces of flatware; the only metal spoons were serving spoons. This likely reflects the 
common Maya practice of using folded pieces of tortilla as a scoop for liquid foods or 
to pinch off pieces of solid foods such as roasted meat. in Yucatec Maya, the primacy 
of the tortilla is noted semantically: eating with tortillas is “eating” (janal); breakfast, 
since it does not include tortillas, is just “drinking” (uk’ul). Many of the san José 
elders told us that the rice rations that they were given in the barracks in orange 
Walk did not fill them up, contributing to their illnesses. as they were denied food 
suitable for human beings, they were, by implication, treated inhumanely.

finally, many noted that sadness itself killed some in the barracks. in Yucatec 
Maya, k’oja’anil (sickness) means both physical sickness and mental or emotional 
sickness, underlying the connection between body and mind. a body that is k’oja’an 
(sick) from emotional sickness is physically ill, as well. one woman commented that 
her father died of sadness just eight days after they arrived in the barracks. overall, 
the memories of the eviction configure old san José as homeland and as wellspring, 
as salubrious land, providing in abundance all of the elements needed to sustain 
healthy bodies and minds. This particular design of the land (landscape memory) 
is a biting moral critique of those responsible for their eviction and also honors and 
celebrates the subsistence lifeways of their ancestors.

la nd a s Co m m erCI a l Fa r m

in the cruelest of ironies, shortly after the eviction, bepco’s owners gave up on 
the Yalbac Hills, and the colonial government turned its attention to commercial 
agriculture. in the early 1930s, as creoles gained some political traction within the 
colony and as the great depression dropped a bombshell of hunger on the colony 
(“conditions in british Honduras [1935]” n.d.; “Unemployment situation [1934–
1935]” n.d.), an alternative design on the land was gaining traction. This emerging 
view was the land as a plantation, as a large agricultural field on which to grow com-
mercial crops destined for domestic and foreign markets (“Land settlement [1936]” 
n.d.). While bepco had been angling for hurricane reconstruction funds and 
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tax breaks (“belize estate and produce company: future Management of Lands, 
1931–1932” n.d.), others in the colonial administration, including the governor, 
were urgently promoting an alternative design on the land—that of government 
support for commercial farms (“agricultural development, 1932–1933” n.d.), and 
in 1936 the governor created the colony’s first board of agriculture (burns 1936a). 
by 1938, worldwide demand for mahogany had slumped, due to a preference for 
steel in railway carriages and furniture and an emerging preference for walnut over 
mahogany in cabinetry (Whiting 1938).

This new design on the land recast the government’s relationship with bepco. 
in 1929, british Honduran Legislative council members had argued against the sale 
of bepco lands to a Us company, Messrs. Mengel (“belize estate and produce 
company: future Management of Lands, 1931–1932” n.d.). Thirteen years later, 
when bepco sold 90 percent of its stock (the controlling share) to glicksten, 
a Us-based company, the governor and Legislative council were quiet (“belize 
estate and produce company, Ltd., 1941” n.d.). The people of san José Yalbac had 
been evicted in 1936 in favor of the design on the land of extractive commodities, 
yet just a few short years later that design was slipping into the background as busi-
nessmen chased profits on plantations. Legislative council members, the governor, 
and post-depression social welfare advisers saw commercial agriculture as the key 
to economic diversification, strength, and social stability.

The Yalbac Hills area was peripheral in this new design on the land. With its hilly 
topography and soil that is often thin, the area was poorly suited to early mecha-
nized agriculture. The hills were also located far from large permanent settlements 
that constituted the year-round labor pool needed for commercial agriculture. 
further, they were poorly integrated in the developing transportation networks, 
far both from the ports where cash crops were exported and from markets in the 
larger settlements.

The logging activities at Hill bank, san José, Xaxe Venic, and Yalbac have long 
since ceased and populations dispersed. in the 1930s, though, the company moved 
in aggressively, displaced settled villages, and moved on again just as quickly. 
However, no one was left unsullied. in June 1936, c. s. brown took a six-month 
leave of absence, returned to england (Happenings and comments 1936), and was 
replaced by another manager (Whiting 1938).

la nd a s a lI ena ble house PloT

Many of the evictees in new san José and their descendants became wage workers on 
the expanding sugarcane plantations in the northern districts that were an integral 
component of this new design on the land. The land set aside for the evictees was 
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never formally recognized as a reserve, and many elders in our interviews remained 
uneasy that a copy of the trust papers issued by the king was given to the Ministry 
(of natural resources?) and not returned to them. The land beneath their feet felt 
unsteady. beginning in the 1980s, some villagers wanted to use house plots as col-
lateral for loans. a committee representing the “san José palmar indians” and the 
trustee agent (the Minister of natural resources) recommended that the land allot-
ted to them, which had previously been managed as a communal resource, be divided 
into house plots (Minister of natural resources 1996), which as alienable property 
could be sold. This is the state of land tenure in the community as of our writing.

ConClusIon

as we have seen, chased out of Yucatán by war and its predations, a group of Yucatec 
Maya eventually settled in the Yalbac Hills, only to have their descendants evicted 
from their homes at san José several decades later due to a mahogany extraction 
scheme, which in turn lost steam a few short years after that. caught in a mael-
strom of desperation, hunger, malnutrition, and political infighting in the great 
depression, san José villagers were removed to a reservation that was ill suited to 
sustain them, and many succumbed to disease. The village fragmented as one group 
took its chances on a new life in santa familia to the south.

despite these devastating losses and the rupture of the material connection to 
the old san José, certain memories and ways of talking about old san José are a key 
element of the intangible heritage of the Yalbac Hills Maya. These landscape memo-
ries are the designs of the land that persist into the present. physical distance cannot 
sever the ties forged by memory. Memories of the homeland arouse the emotions of 
those who experienced the eviction, as the new settlement is always referred to as 

“new” and is considered a poor substitute for the favorable environment of the old.
The eviction overwhelms historical memory and identity, and identity is colored 

by absence. The old, lost place is remembered as salubrious—as providing, as a mat-
ter of nature, the elements required for bodily health, including rich soils, corn, safe 
water, and cool air. The deep forest, its abundant resources for gathering, hunting, 
fishing, farming, and material culture, and the knowledge of their forebears of how 
to live well in that environment—these memories are treasured by the older genera-
tions. The land that was lost is envisioned and lamented not solely as a place where 
people lived, but as a place where people thrived. While belize now looks out-
ward to global tourism and new forms of commercial trade, the colonial primacy 
of mahogany is long forgotten, except by those who refuse to forget. Landscape 
memory—-memories of places and their peoples—in this respect is both heritage 
from the past and a force of agentive action toward an idealized future.
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noTes

 1. one group lives in santa familia (cayo district) and another group lives in san José 
palmar, or san José nuevo (orange Walk district). in 2003, Yaeger interviewed ten in span-
ish. in 2005, Kray interviewed the same ten plus four more using Yucatec Maya, though some 
had become so spanish dominant that they switched back and forth between languages.

 2. “indian” attacks on woodcutter camps were reported as early as 1788 (bolland 
1977b:72), and fresh attacks in 1847 reignited british fears of “wild indians.” in that year, 
Maya groups attacked mahogany camps on the rio bravo and belize rivers, new river 
Lagoon, and Hill bank (bolland 1977b:74). o. nigel bolland (1977b:74) suggests that these 
attacks might have been led by Maya from the Yalbac Hills because that area was equidistant 
from those three. This scenario may be accurate. counter to assertions by colonial adminis-
trators, archaeological data leads us to conclude that there were people living in san pedro 
prior to 1862.

 3. in 1865, Marcos canul of icaiche demanded rent from the bHc for mahogany taken 
along the río bravo “plus back rent of $2000 for the eight years in which the works had 
been located there” (dumond 1997:274). The río bravo is north of san pedro but in rela-
tively close proximity.

 4. according to grant Jones (1977:158), in february 1867 a group from san José had 
attacked the bHc settlement at indian church and demanded that rent be paid to san 
pedro or Hill bank. in contrast, don dumond (1997:278) says only that men from san 
pedro or san José were suspected as the ones placing the demands.

 5. Those fleeing san José created a new settlement called cerro, which was burned by 
the british the following month ( Jones 1977:158).

 6. although testimony given before the West india royal commission in the late 1930s 
is internally contradictory, all of the testimonials imply that the mahogany crews at the 
camps would not have had cash for purchases outside of the company store. Kemp indicated 
that workers were paid in scrip redeemable at the company store and with weekly rations 
consisting of salt pork and flour (Kemp 1938). The Managing director of bepco reported 
that the creole mahogany workers generally insisted on receiving the full amount of their 
cash payment (outside of their food rations) in an advance contract prior to the season, to 
leave it in belize city with their families (Whiting 1939). Then, with little income left, they 
would buy items on credit at the commissary, leading to a state of perpetual indebtedness 
that would obligate them to return to work for the company the following year (West india 
royal commission 1941).

 7. chicle bleeding appears not to have become a major economic strategy for Yalbac 
Hills residents until the second decade of the twentieth century. The first time that chiclero is 
listed as the occupation of a parent of a child born in san José is 1917 (“cayo district births, 
1885–1931.” n.d.).
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 8. The date of the last births recorded for san pedro was 1896 (“cayo district births, 
1885–1931” n.d.).

 9. for example, after the devastating hurricane of 1931, the company was able to secure a 
hurricane reconstruction loan from the colonial government of $200,000, which it used to 
build a sawmill in belize city, to export sawn lumber to europe, which was greatly preferred 
to whole logs (Whiting 1938).

 10. tellingly, in twenty-six pages of colonial government discussion in 1922 of various 
proposals to build a railway into the western districts for the purpose of extracting mahog-
any, no mention was made of people living in the region (despatches 1922).

 11. The document did not specify over what period of time those losses occurred. colo-
nial executive council minutes of January 2, 1935, note that bepco had also evicted the 
people of the Yalbac Hills village of Xaxe Venic in 1929 (executive council 1935).

 12. The colonial office documents regarding the eviction (“reports the removal . . .” 
1936) have been culled (“destroyed under statute”) from the national archives in england. 
details are therefore pulled together from oral histories and other archival materials, such as 
newspaper accounts.

 13. a small group of villagers did not want to go to the orange Walk area and, with fam-
ily connections, went to santa familia (cayo district) instead.

 14. Just prior to this, the orange Walk district board wanted to donate the barracks as a 
government agricultural station because it cost $200 a year to clean and represented a drain 
on taxpayer resources (orange Walk soliloquies 1935).
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Many contributors to this volume explore how the archaeology of landscape is an 
anthropologically robust avenue for better understanding of place making. in this 
chapter archaeology yields compelling evidence for the depth of our human need for 
place even in the unlikeliest of locales: sites of confinement. incarcerated peoples do 
not choose the location of their prisons, nor do they design them. Yet modifications 
made by inmates to their carceral landscapes are common and range from subtle, such 
as improvements to housing (casella 2007), to monumental, such as creating parks 
(Helphand 2006). What these material traces suggest is that investment in place, 
which has long been of interest to archaeologists, need not be a long-term strategy.

The locales where americans of Japanese ancestry were incarcerated during 
World War ii provide an especially compelling opportunity for archaeologists to 
study these phenomena. communities of people relocated to new environmental 
settings, these sites have much to contribute to the study of how and why people 
make places. occupied just seventy years ago, they are also sites of living memory. 
as such they are locales where intangible and tangible heritage are irrevocably inter-
twined. This chapter interprets the results of collaborative archaeology at amache, 
one of the ten Japanese american internment camps in the United states (figure 
5.1). it explores not just what we have learned from the tangible remains of the camp 
but also the ways that our studies contribute to new communities of memory.

The data presented here come from three field seasons at amache, in 2008, 2010, 
and 2012. The project is ongoing, so what is presented here is a work in progress. 
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each year we have engaged in intensive pedestrian survey of the blocks where 
internees were housed. Like all other areas of the site, buildings were removed 
when the camp was dismantled in 1945. Yet survey reveals significant archaeologi-
cal remains including surface artifacts, as well as evidence of internee-created land-
scaping (clark et al. 2012). excavations have primarily focused on landscaping ele-
ments, especially gardens. These excavations employ intensive garden archaeology 
techniques with an eye to revealing design, plant materials, and soil management 
(clark 2011). our field and lab analysis call on the expertise of an archaeobotanist, 
a palynologist, and a soil chemist. together we have faced the methodological chal-
lenges of archaeological research on such a recent cultural landscape, such as the 
analysis of uncharred seeds (archer 2009).

The research at amache was always designed as collaborative, beginning with 
community consultations years before our first field season. our conversations with 
former internees range from informal chats at community events to recorded oral 
histories. each field season we have been honored to be joined by former internees 
who visit the site and some who even work with our crews in the field. The results of 

“collaborating at the trowel’s edge” (sensu silliman 2008) greatly inform this chapter. 

Figure 5.1. Map of all ten War Relocation Authority camps, as well as the zone from 
which Japanese Americans were removed during the war. The official name of the 
Colorado camp was the “Granada Relocation Center,” but it is more commonly known as 
Amache. Map created by Anne Amati. 
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after a brief historic overview, it begins by exploring the variety of internee-created 
landscaping we find at amache. These features reveal significant investment in 
remaking the cultural landscape. close analysis of materials employed also reveal 
surprisingly intense networks in this involuntary community. finally, the chapter 
explores the importance of this locale for survivors and their descendants, suggest-
ing that prisonscapes remain important, if difficult, heritage sites.

a m aChe: The PlaCe a nd The PeoPle

in 1942, in the wake of the bombing of pearl Harbor, just over 120,000 Japanese 
and Japanese americans were forcibly removed from the west coast of the United 
states. Most were imprisoned in internment camps in the country’s interior. The 
rhetoric that justified this action sounds eerily similar to post–9/11 talk about secu-
rity, terrorism, and divided loyalty. However, Japanese and other asians in america 
had long been the target of ire, especially in areas where they lived in large numbers. 
Hindsight suggests that Japanese american internment was largely driven by racism 
against an already outsider group who could be visibly linked to an enemy aggressor 
nation (The commission on Wartime relocation and internment of civilians 1997).

amache was designed by the War relocation authority (Wra), a civilian 
administration in charge of the Japanese american removal and internment. These 

“forced communities” followed a hybrid template of Us military outposts and fed-
eral experiments in farmworker housing built primarily for migrants moving to 
california to escape the dust bowl (Horiuchi 2005). What the Wra called the 
granada project (named for the nearby town) encompassed over sixteen square 
miles, incorporating farmland and ranches to be worked by the internees (simmons 
and simmons 1993). at the center was the camp itself, a square mile surrounded by 
barbed wire and a series of guard towers manned by armed soldiers. The camp had 
an urban feel, with buildings laid out in a street grid of military precision. some 
specialty community facilities were provided, such as a hospital and a purpose-built 
high school, but most activities took place in standard, military-issue buildings.

Most of the camp comprised blocks of barracks to house the internees. The 
twenty-nine such barracks blocks were almost exactly alike. each held two rows of 
six barracks flanking two buildings, a mess hall and a combined laundry, a latrine, 
and a bathhouse. each block also held a community building that tended to be a 
recreation hall, but was occasionally a church, and in a few instances it housed a 
campwide organization. barrack buildings themselves were divided into six quar-
ters, euphemistically termed “apartments,” typically assigned to internee couples or 
families. former internees who were children remember that it was terribly easy to 
get lost in this sea of regimentally laid-out, tarpaper-covered buildings.
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The internees at amache were sent there from primarily three locations: the 
northern coast of california, its central Valley, and a neighborhood of southwest 
Los angeles known in Japanese as the seinan (deWitt 1943). despite being from 
different areas of the state, they were united by their occupations. a combination 
of racially restrictive hiring practices and experience in Japan, pushed the issei, or 
first-generation immigrants, into agriculture. before the war nearly 70 percent of 
issei on the west coast had been involved in agriculture or agriculture-related busi-
nesses (Helphand 2006:158), a profile that fit those at amache. The vast majority 
of internees from the central Valley were farmers, including residents of three 
Japanese american farming colonies established before the passage of california 
laws restricting asian ownership of land. The seinan was an ethnically mixed neigh-
borhood, but Japanese americans predominated. The area held many produce 
stands, often affiliated with the truck farmers who lived in the neighborhood. on 
the eve of pearl Harbor, over 15 percent of the issei in the greater Los angeles area 
were gardeners (tsukashima 2000), and some of them lived in the seinan. other 
agriculture-related businesses in the area included nurseries, but it was home to 
other business owners and professionals. The residents from coastal california were 
of a more mixed professional background, but many were also involved in agricul-
ture or maintenance gardening.

The significant horticultural skills of this population would be put to the test at 
amache. Located on the High plains of colorado, the area is characterized by wind 
and little rainfall, and the on-site soil is almost entirely aeolian-deposited sand. 
The region had been hard hit by the dust bowl and at the beginning of World War 
ii was just beginning to recover. despite the delicate nature of the soil, the Wra 
bulldozed the entire site prior to construction. as a result, the internees arrived in 
a moonscape devoid of any vegetation and characterized by nearly constant, gritty 
winds. Lili sasaki recalled her arrival at amache: “everybody was shocked because 
there was nothing but sand and sandstorms and tumbleweeds. not a thing to see” 
(cited in Helphand 2006:161).

ga r dens oF IngenuIT Y

internees almost immediately set to changing the situation. trees were transplanted 
from the arkansas river, located three miles north of camp, or later purchased 
from an enterprising local nursery, which sold them to internees for fifty cents each. 
Thomas shigekuni, whose family had owned a nursery, recalled that he and his 
brother took the lead in planting scores of trees in their block, 12g. because of their 
training, they insisted the nursery also provide peat moss to better encourage the 
transplants in amache’s arid setting (personal communication, shigekuni, 2011). 
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evidence of their hard work remains, especially near the 12g mess hall, where a row 
of trees continues to thrive seventy years later.

an article in the camp newspaper, the Granada Pioneer (1943:5), tells a simi-
lar story of Kaneji domato, who spearheaded the planting of trees in block 6g. 
archaeological research helps to refine our understanding of his contribution to the 
camp landscape. intensive pedestrian surveying of nearly half the barracks blocks 
indicates that many had blockwide tree-planting schemes. Most of them appear to 
be fairly regimented, using even spacing and rectilinear plantings. However, Kaneji 
domato appears to have arranged his trees in more natural groupings (riggs 2013). 
Kaneji’s father, Kanetaro domato, ran a very successful nursery prior to the war. 
Kaneji had parlayed that experience, and university training in architecture, into a 
spot on the team that designed and built several Japanese-style gardens in the bay 
area, including the World’s fair on treasure island (riggs 2013). His tree-planting 
scheme likely reflects his training in Japanese garden design, which tends to favor 
plantings that evoke nature rather than abstract geometry.

regardless of their designs, both Mr. shigekuni and Mr. domato contributed 
significantly to improving the quality of life at amache. trees deterred erosion, 
brought green into the drab landscape, and provided shade for internees. This was 
particularly appreciated by the people who had to wait in line for their turn in the 
mess halls. if a block has only a few trees, we tend to find them shading the area 
adjacent to the mess hall.

Many, many others contributed to making over amache anew. Historic photo-
graphs confirm what we see in survey; the internees at amache did not just mod-
ify the landscape, they completely transformed it (figure 5.2). a good example is 
block 9L, occupied primarily by residents from Los angeles. as shown in this map 
derived from our intensive survey, only one pair, two of the twelve barracks, were 
not fronted with gardens obvious on the surface of the site (figure 5.3). Yet because 
there are trees planted in front of the other two barracks, it is likely that excava-
tions would reveal they too had gardens. in addition to the barrack entryway gar-
dens, block 9L is landscaped in public spaces, including a pair of oval garden beds 
discovered during the original survey of amache (carrillo and Killam 2004). test 
excavations in one of the beds provide evidence for different forms of investment 
in gardening.

Whoever designed the block 9L garden features took great care in their design. 
each bed is a precise oval of exactly the same size. directly on the centerline of the 
bed, we recovered the remains of a chinese elm tree that had been planted there 
(figure 5.4). off to one side we discovered a rectangular soil stain and some cop-
per wire. it is very likely these are the result of staking the tree, giving it a fighting 
chance against the ravages of the local wind. copper was rationed during the war, 
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Figure 5.2. Panorama of Amache showing common internee modifications to the 
landscape including tree plantings, gardens, and laundry lines. image courtesy of the 
Amache Preservation Society. 

so the wire we found was scavenged, or more likely stolen, from stores of camp 
construction materials. That is probably the same source for the cinderblock out 
of which the beds were made. Those who built the garden took great pains to hide 
the material’s industrial nature; each block was carefully split into three portions 
and laid in a way that disguises the defining features of the block, its circular center 
holes. Without rather close inspection, the pieces appear to be carefully quarried 
basalt blocks, a material that would have been familiar to any gardener practicing 
in california.

despite what appears on the surface to be a very Westernized design, whoever 
created the 9L garden was still informed by Japanese landscape principles. one of 
the most influential of these is shakkei, a literal translation of which is “borrowed 
scenery.” This can be accomplished at multiple scales but is most clear when gar-
den design accommodates distant views, such as natural woods (itoh 1973). it was 
employed at other camp gardens, too. for example, some of the gardens at the 
california internment camp Manzanar are sited to draw the eye to particular moun-
tain peaks (Helphand 2006:184). on the High plains, the location of amache 
affords fewer such opportunities. still, the site is on a terrace above the arkansas 
river, and in a few locations one sees the trees that line the riverbank. to the north-
east also lies the small town of granada, a view you can see from 9L because the 
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Figure 5.3. block 9L at Amache with building foundations and landscaping features 
(labeled with feature number) discovered during survey, 2012. Map by Jim Casey. 

block juts out east from all the other barracks blocks. although not as majestic as 
the sierra, the borrowed scenery at this amache garden would have been reassur-
ingly civilian. The importance of places that provided respite from the internment 
camp landscape is hard to overstate. Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston recalled that in the 
Manzanar gardens, facing away from the barracks, you could “for a while not be a 
prisoner at all” (Houston and Houston 1973:72).

The plant remains recovered from the 9L oval bed are likewise intriguing. We 
recovered high numbers of seed of the Portulaca, or purslane. This strongly sug-
gests that a Portulaca, a weedy plant found around the world, may have been “delib-
erately grown as a ground cover for the garden feature, being a drought-tolerant, 
attractive choice for such a purpose . . . Portulaca does not seem to have tremendous 
significance in Japanese gardening traditions, but as abundantly evidenced else-
where, amache internees were adept at substituting or being inventive with local 
materials, including plant materials” (archer 2009:5).

research in two of the school-area entryway gardens indicates that place making 
through gardening was not confined to the issei of the camp. a number of historic 
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records document the landscaping of the barracks block that was used as the elemen-
tary school. Like the rest of the camp, it had been denuded of all vegetation during 
construction. as the principal of the amache school wrote in an education journal, 

“passage from room to room, to library, office, or lavatory, could be attained only by 
stepping out in the periodic fury of dust and sand” (dumas and Walther 1944:40).

The children of amache were no doubt either aware of or recruited into the 
camp landscaping projects of the older generations. Those who landscaped with 
their families were likely among the children who approached the school admin-
istrators with the suggestion that the school also be thus transformed. in fact fifty 
children submitted landscaping plans for the school (dumas and Walther 1944). 
The 2008 intensive survey in the school block suggests a similarity in the size, place-
ment, and boundary hardscaping of the individual beds (clark 2008). The edges 
of almost all the beds were delineated by limestone likely quarried from an out-
cropping within the boundaries of the camp. We excavated units in a pair of beds 
that flanked a doorway of one of the barracks used as a classroom. These two beds 
were approximately the same size and both bounded by limestone. However, exca-
vation revealed that the children who designed and built them put into place quite 

Figure 5.4. Oval garden in block 9L after test excavations, 2008. Remains of the tree 
planted in the center of the bed visible at the top of the image. Photograph by author. 
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different plans. one of these beds was landscaped with consistently sized gravel 
that almost certainly came from the banks of the arkansas river. The adjacent bed 
had no gravel at all. from one bed we recovered ornamental morning glory seeds 
(Ipomoea) but none from the other. Morning glory is not only a traditionally valued 
ornamental, but its quickly growing vines would have effectively hidden the mili-
tary architecture of the camp.

The excavations at the elementary school demonstrate that some Japanese 
american children had already learned a good deal about transforming the land 
and were applying that knowledge to the arid setting of the camp in very different 
ways. They were growing into their own aesthetic understandings of what is appro-
priate in an entryway garden, a type of landscape that has long precedent in Japan 
(Helphand 2006).

a final example of commitment to making amache a better place comes from 
our studies of the site’s soil chemistry. from the onset of our research, we have inves-
tigated if and how the internees were amending the nutritionally poor soil of the 
site. studies in 2008 suggested higher carbon content in the soil samples from gar-
dens, which could indicate soil amendment. However, the results were not defini-
tive due to the ubiquity of clinker and coal, which was burned throughout the camp. 
broadening the nutrient analysis in the 2010 research design allowed for a more fine-
grained approach. What we found was that nutrient content was both higher and 
more spatially concentrated in samples taken from garden features (Marín-spiotta 
and eggleston 2011). Microartifacts recovered from garden contexts—crushed egg-
shell, fish scales and bones, and even fragments of iron slag—provide evidence of 
the variety of soil amendments camp gardeners employed. given the short period 
of occupation and the “overly drained” (natural resources conservation service 
n.d.) nature of the sediments on site, the presence of such a definitive chemical sig-
nature seventy years later is an amazing legacy of internee care for the soil.

collectively the evidence from the gardens suggests significant effort and care 
expended on what was essentially a prison. The internees had no say in where they 
lived and plenty of reasons to suspect they would be uprooted again at any time. 
Their investment of time, energy, and precious monetary resources would seem at 
the least ironic, if not downright counterintuitive. such a position, however, is only 
tenable without a cultural knowledge of the nikkei (people of Japanese descent) 
in the United states. Many fit Lawson inada’s description of his farmer uncle: “He 
lived with the land, on the land, and was of the land” (inada 1997:32, emphasis origi-
nal). poet sankyaku seki, himself an american immigrant from Japan, links gar-
dening to “nikkei consciousness” (seki 2007:38). a site visitor whose parents were 
confined at amache interpreted the plethora of gardens there succinctly: “We’re 
Japanese. We grow things. it’s what we do.”
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The anthropology of place provides another avenue to understanding this data. 
among the displaced, claiming territory, even if briefly, provides a psychological 
sense of belonging. This urge has been revealed through the archaeology of the 
homeless, who use a variety of place-making techniques from caching to graffiti 
(Zimmerman and Welch 2011). in Hong Kong, filipino domestic laborers take 
over a small part of the city on their one day off. Little Manila is primarily a tem-
porary sense-scape, marked by the smells and sounds of their home country (Law 
2005). as Law’s work suggests, such efforts at claiming territory are even more 
effective when, as in gardens, multiple senses are engaged. by making amache look, 
smell, perhaps even sound more like home, its gardeners reaffirmed their sense of 
self, while normalizing the surroundings for their entire community. in that way 
they performed a service perhaps even more satisfying and valuable than keeping 
the dust down.

CulTIvaTIng Co m munIT Y

close examination of the gardens also reveals networks and innovative strategies 
that brought the whole granada project—the barracks blocks, the service areas, 
and the associated farms and ranches—together. although shortages and rationing 
were experienced widely during wartime, access to materials was even more limited 
for internees. Many internee families not only had lost their source of income, but 
their assets had also been seized. These were the families hardest hit economically, 
and many of them chose to take jobs in camp to support their families. all in camp 
had been restricted to what they could carry when they left first for the temporary 
assembly centers and then the more permanent internment camps. it was, to put it 
very bluntly, a materials-poor environment. as evidenced in the gardens of 9L, the 
setting gave rise to a thriving underground network of recycled or repurposed items 
and purloined materials.

one of the entryway gardens we excavated in 2010 provides evidence for a num-
ber of the projectwide networks that supported such features. This garden, which 
is directly in front of the barrack occupied in 1945 by saiichiro and bun Hirota, 
was amended throughout with the judicious use of crumbled eggshell. a former 
internee who visited us that summer recalled that eggshell, tea leaves, and coffee 
grounds were all highly prized soil amendments. as she told me, not everyone had 
access to them: you had to know people who worked in the mess halls. another 
source for the eggshell could have been the chicken-raising facilities at the project 
ranch. Workers with access to chickens would have had access to eggshell as well. 
We also strongly suspect that ranch workers had access to an even more valued soil 
amendment: manure.
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The Hirota entryway garden also employed broken water pipes. These were inge-
niously placed upright and sunk into the ground for use as planters. because they 
were certainly broken before the gardeners got them, they likely reflect connection 
to someone who had access to the camp’s trash. internees employed in the sanita-
tion division made regular rounds of the camp and dumped the trash in an area 
beyond the guarded boundary fence.

finally, like almost all of the gardens we have excavated at the camp, the Hirota 
garden yielded a variety of wire of varying gauges. a seemingly pedestrian material, 
wire appears to have been very valuable in camp. it exhibits a wide range of uses in gar-
dens, from homemade fencing, to hangers for ornaments, to tree supports. Made of 
metals required for the war effort, wire was rationed during the war. it was not avail-
able through popular mail-order catalogs such as sears-roebuck, which oral histories 
indicate was an important source for items in camp. There was a hardware store in 
granada, the town just over one mile away from amache. However, whatever supply 
of wire it might have had in stock would have been quickly exhausted by the internee 
population, which was about ten times that of the town. once that wire was gone, 
there would have been no replacing it. Much more likely is that the wire in this garden 
was among the many items internees “liberated” from the Wra stockpiles.

Whereas the materials of gardens are evidence of projectwide networks, the 
design of key gardens reveal the image that internees were presenting at the com-
munity level. This is perhaps most obvious in the garden that internees built in 
block 6H. one of the first occupied blocks, the recreation building there served as 
the office for elected representatives from each barracks block. The block managers’ 
office was also known as amache city Hall. The public space adjacent to it held one 
of the most elaborate gardens in camp. The centerpiece of the garden was a small 
hill and pond garden featuring a kidney-shaped pond with a bridge and islands of 
plantings adjacent to a hardscaped hill. With its roots in the strolling gardens of the 
edo period, hill and pond features are quite typical elements of Japanese-style gar-
dens in the United states. Harmonious, beautiful, and also almost stereotypically 

“Japanese,” this garden was a place where amache residents presented themselves 
both to each other and to outsiders. This image making is documented in a wide 
variety of photographs taken there of community leaders and visiting dignitaries. 
This garden, which was excavated by a group of local high school students prior 
to any formal archaeology at the camp, remains to this day a powerful part of the 
visual iconography of amache. not surprisingly, this garden is also an important 
place for former internees and their relatives. it is among the ten stops on the cur-
rent ipod tour of the camp. by constructing this locale with such care, amache’s 
gardeners created a graceful symbol of their community, one that continues to serve 
that purpose today.
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reclaiming Memory at amache
The archaeology of amache has been significantly energized by collaboration 

with former internees and their families. our knowledge has been “thickened” by 
memory and personal photographs. syntheses such as those elaborated above paint 
a much more vibrant picture than any specific line of evidence alone could do. This 
would seem impetus enough to do engaged research there. but the significance of 
archaeology at amache, as at other sites with a shadowed history, goes much deeper. 
an ongoing, place-based research project provides multiple opportunities for com-
munity members to reclaim a connection to a difficult past (see also saitta 2007). 
in the case of sites of Japanese confinement, what former members confront is a 
legacy of silence. The choice by most issei not to discuss their experience has been 
interpreted as a coping mechanism (nagata 1993). Yet what this narrative disjunc-
ture caused was an entire community whose shared experience was treated like a 
family secret (Yee 1995). silence about internment is not so much a tear in the fam-
ily narrative as it is a black hole, a force that bends the fields of memory while itself 
remaining invisible. Yet the site remains, a physical manifestation of this experience.

promoting our field school to the community of former internees, as well as 
Japanese american organizations, has been a priority for each one of our three field 
seasons. We invite people to come visit us throughout our four weeks in the field 
and especially at our open house day. These popular events allow local residents and 
tourists a chance to see firsthand the results of our month of research. We make 
special arrangements for former amache internees and their families, preparing by 
researching something of their family history in camp. They are interested in our 
research as a whole, participating in our field lab and museum activities excitedly. 
Yet beyond that experience all open house visitors have, almost all the amacheans 
want to visit the exact location where they or their families lived in camp.

Many of the ten internment camps have had significant impact to the blocks that 
housed internee barracks. for example at Heart Mountain in Wyoming, only the 
administrative area still maintains physical integrity. The barracks blocks are now 
agricultural fields. Manzanar retains high integrity, but it had only concrete piers for 
barrack foundations. This makes the exact location of any family barrack both more 
difficult to ascertain and hard to visualize. at amache, the barracks had continuous 
concrete foundations, which are still present and visible on the site surface in most 
blocks. The three doorways had lowered thresholds, so it is easy to bring people to the 
exact doorway of their barrack then to direct them right or left to the living unit itself.

This is an invariably powerful moment. Those who were older during their incar-
ceration often walk me or their family members through the room—indicating 
who slept where, perhaps noting the location of their few homemade furnishings. 
others tell stories of events that happened in that room or of family and friends in 
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the nearby barracks (figure 5.5). one man, who was born at amache and had never 
before returned, retold one of the few stories about camp his mother shared with 
him. With his extended family to witness, he spoke of how he had crawled too near 
the single heat source in each barrack, the potbelly stove. He then lifted his pant 
leg to show us all the scar that still marked where he had been burned. The scars of 
internment are many; this one is literal.

This moment of return is typically captured photographically. indeed, one for-
mer internee began our conversation by saying, “i know exactly where i want you 
to take my picture.” she handed me a family photograph from camp of her and her 
parents at the building next to their barrack, the mess hall where her father had 
worked. a mess hall garden visible in the photograph was still demarcated on the 
site surface by a ring of limestone on the ground. We posed her in front of the gar-
den, just as she had been in the original photograph. in these moments, the touristic 
snapshot that documents presence takes on deeper import. The photograph proves 
the place is real, the whispered history happened.

ethnographic studies of disrupted communities help us understand why people 
seek to physically experience, share, and document such places. sharing even pain-
ful memories in the place where they happened helps individuals establish a sense 
of continuity with their past, while also reclaiming a part of their identity to which 
the ties may have frayed. in Medellín, columbia, many people impacted by drug 

Figure 5.5. Excavation crew chief and former internee volunteer talk at the site of her 
family’s barrack. Photograph by Wayne Armstrong. Courtesy of the University of denver. 
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violence were displaced from their childhood homes. When they retell those stories 
they often physically reenact the event, much like at amache, showing how place is 
an embodied memory (riaño-alcalá 2002:286). indeed, these moments have the 
flavor of what psychologists call reminiscence therapy. patients who are encour-
aged to reflect on past events can better understand and reconcile whom they have 
become with their life history (scogin et al. 2005).

one of my first experiences taking someone back to a barrack was a man born 
after his parents left camp. Like so many of their generation, his parents never spoke 
of their experience at amache. i led him to the barrack, making sure that while 
he stood at the doorway, i walked over to where the wall had been, letting him 
feel just how small the twenty-by-twenty-foot room they lived in was. i also toured 
him around other buildings in the block. We discussed the lack of privacy in the 
shared bathrooms, the trees planted to shade people waiting in line at the mess hall. 
i pointed out a few of the objects still visible on the site surface. as we completed 
our tour, he thanked me and said, “i know my parents so much better now.” by 
returning to the camp, the descendants of internees displace the empty memories of 
internment with something tangible, a physical experience of the place. This echoes 
barbara bender’s experience of heritage sites, “where the ancestral past is renewed 
through the activity of the living” (bender 2002:s108).

dIg gIng For TheIr ro oTs

The effect of an embodied experience of a past place is perhaps most salient to better 
understanding the experience of former amache internees who don’t just visit our 
field school but participate as crew. When this project was first conceived, it really 
hadn’t occurred to me that the population of former internees would be interested in 
joining the crew. if you want to get a lively conversation going among former intern-
ees of any internment camp, ask them about environmental conditions. amacheans 
speak passionately about the hot, dry summers and the punishing, sandy wind that 
characterize the High plains’ setting of the site. as one survivor told me, “every time 
the wind blows i think about camp.” add in that not a one of them is younger than 
seventy, and it is easy to see why spending significant time at amache would seem 
unappealing. and yet, that is exactly what has happened. during a research trip prior 
to our first field season, i met gary ono, a former amache internee and retired pro-
fessional photographer and volunteer at the Japanese american national Museum 
( JanM) in Los angeles. We were introduced during my visit to the museum. after 
i told Mr. ono about our upcoming fieldwork plans, he asked if he could join us as 
the site photographer. My answer was an enthusiastic “yes,” as it was when he later 
asked if he could bring along his grandson.
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Mr. ono has written a number of online articles for JanM about his family history 
and about amache, and several specifically about his experience with the field school. 
one article documents a moment of discovery when he first arrived. during a tour 
of a block far from that where his family had lived, i pointed out several signatures in 
a concrete block. The bottom one was partially eroded away, but Mr. ono excitedly 
identified it as his father’s. it was a moment when we both, to quote Mr. ono, “were 
just awe-struck” (ono 2009:n.p.). Later Mr. ono and his grandson pitched a tent on 
the family barracks and spent the night over the fourth of July. They chose that night 
for its significance in their own and the nation’s history. of that night, ono wrote, 

“We imagined what it must have felt like to be imprisoned while the rest of america 
celebrated their independence and freedom” (ono 2008:n.p.). This vivid evocation 
echoes Keith basso’s (1996) experience with apache elders who used spatial clues 
and place-names to stand in the footsteps of the ancestors.

in 2010 we were joined by two more former internees. both of them had been 
toddlers during World War ii. Their personal memories of camp are very limited 
and focused on particular experiences. Like their older counterparts, some of those 
memories have to do with environmental conditions. Those same conditions com-
bined with the spatial layout of the camp can bring back previously forgotten mem-
ories, which come on quite suddenly. one of those volunteers wrote about the expe-
rience of returning to her barrack after a seventy-year absence. “Just standing there, 
for several minutes, i could then remember where the cots were, where the stove 
was, the single light bulb, the blanket that separated my parents’ cot from mine” 
(personal communication, tinker, 2015). on returning with former residents of an 
irish community abandoned in the 1960s, archaeologists have noted a similar flood 
of seemingly forgotten memories (Kujit 2013). cognitive scientists call this “long-
term reinstatement,” theorizing that reconnecting to the context where memories 
were encoded allows the revival of memories that would be otherwise inaccessible 
(smith 1988). for an individual who grew up in a place their parents never dis-
cussed, these reclamations are significant and empowering.

ConClusIon: PlaCe r evea led a nd r e m e m ber ed

despair comes easy in a prison. They are places more commonly associated with 
destruction rather than creation. once abandoned they can become negative 
heritage, “a repository of negative memory in the collective imaginary” (Meskell 
2002:558). Yet the physical remains at amache tell a different story, one where hope 
was literally planted into the soil—hope for a seed to sprout, a tree to shade, a flower 
to bloom. gardens were a gift from the internees to themselves and to their com-
munity. They were also, it turns out, a gift to the future. The gardens of amache 
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are repositories of generational knowledge. in them a philosophical stance toward 
nature is made manifest through horticultural skill. They reveal a hybrid aesthetic 
with deep roots in the homeland but informed by the front yards of america. 
Materials employed in the gardens evidence internee networks and ingenuity. in 
these gardens an uprooted people reclaimed a connection to the land.

That reclamation continues today, as former internees and their families return 
to amache. at the site they walk with the ancestors, sometimes armed like detec-
tives with a few clues—a family photograph, a story told in passing. if it’s a windy 
day (which it usually is), they literally get a taste of the place. a drink of cold water 
will wash the grit out of their mouths, but its texture lingers, informs. at our garden 
excavations, they see how internees combatted that dust, not with curses but with 
beauty. Here they learn a different story as read through the land and have one more 
reason to be proud of their ancestors’ legacy. as one of my volunteers wrote in his 
personal field journal, “by being at the site, i have gained a greater respect for my 
parents’ determination to make the best of a bad situation: to endure with persever-
ance and dignity, and to thrive.”

by combining intensive landscape archaeology with engagement, work at amache 
is enabling the site to come alive. We reveal a past community and the strategies of 
the individuals within it. by working and talking together, we are also creating a 
new community centered around both the tangible and intangible heritage of this 
site. despite our varied backgrounds, we all share an embodied experience of this 
place that for so long was in the shadows. We also share a commitment to preserv-
ing this critical locale. not just because it is a significant historic resource, which it 
is, but because we owe it to those who so carefully remade it.
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This chapter examines a series of sixteenth-century documents that provide valuable 
insights into the organization of household space and the stewardship of private and 
familial property among nahua-speaking people in the Valley of Mexico. it docu-
ments how indigenous notions of household organization and uses of space were 
translated into the idiom of spanish legalism, laying the foundation for the means 
through which the descendants of the conquered would assert land title in the colo-
nial and postcolonial eras. This dialog between indigenous and Western notions of 
property and land tenure created space for cultural continuities whose effects are still 
evident in contemporary nahua-speaking communities. some additional insights 
that emerge from this research involve questions regarding the role of different forms 
of property in indigenous society, as well as the complex historical and social rela-
tionships that often exist behind the seemingly simple concept of a “house.”

central to this analysis are a series of narrative and pictorial texts derived from 
the rich corpus of colonial-era nahua documents. The possession and demarcation 
of land and territories motivated the creation of different categories of pictographic 
documents in sixteenth-century new spain. These include paintings that appear in 
present-day archive catalogs as large-scale historical maps; large-format site plans 
that depict large areas such as entire cities or parts of a city; and smaller-format 
site plans that depict plots of land, buildings, and agricultural fields.1 This work 
will analyze the small-format pictographic documents that are attached to files that 
document lawsuits over the privately owned lands and houses.2
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as a compilation that includes many of the texts involved in this study, i will 
make frequent references to Documentos nahuas de la ciudad de México del siglo 
XVI (reyes garcía et al. 1996).3 from this larger corpus, i focus on a number 
of pictographic site plans that were originally filed in the branch of Mexico’s 
national archives (archivo general de la nación, agn) that deals with land 
tenure (the ramo tierras). The study of these site plans, which focuses on the 
graphic elements of the plans themselves, formed part of an investigation that 
was carried out in a collective project.4 The texts of the files from agn in the cur-
rent chapter are taken from the book Documentos nahuas, which was the result of 
a separate project that focused on the publication of primary texts in spanish and 
nahuatl that were written in the Latin alphabet. This study was directed by Luis 
reyes garcía. My analysis here will be based on sixteen of the twenty site plans 
in the original collection, with a close focus on four of particular interest (see, for 
example, figure 6.1).5

in each of these sixteen site plans, i tried to locate the houses (calli) and the 
lands (tlalli) in question in four major neighborhoods or territorial divisions of 
Mexico-tenochtitlan that surround the thirteen-block district that was desig-
nated for spanish occupation. These peripheral neighborhoods were home to the 
city’s indigenous community and corresponded to the outer portion of the four 
original indigenous neighborhoods of santa María cuepopan (tlaquechiuhcan), 
san sebastián tzacualco (atzacualco, atzacualpa), san pablo Zoquipan (teopan, 
Xochimilco), and san Juan Moyotlan (see appendix 6.a). of the sixteen site 
plans, nine refer to properties in san Juan Moyotlan and three to properties in 
san sebastián atzacualco (three planos), and four planos are not tied specifically 
to a neighborhood.

as a group, these plans provide priceless insight into the organization of lived 
space among sixteenth-century nahua speakers. They contain drawings of houses, 
diverse plots of land, chinampas (raised agricultural fields), and water canals, as 
well as the measurements of these elements. in some cases these documents include 
additional glyphs such as human figures that represent couples that currently or 
formerly owned the property, glyphs that state the price of their estates, or calen-
drical glyphs that state the years of possession of houses and lands. The houses are 
depicted with parallel lines, leaving the entryway open. The canals are often rep-
resented by curving lines or swirls that recall the rivers in historical-cartographic 
documents in the indigenous tradition.

a number of additional glyphs are used to document the size of different lands 
and structures, also providing insight into common units of measurement in colo-
nial Mexico. for example, the measurement known as maitl is commonly repre-
sented with the hieroglyph for “hand,” and translated in Documentos nahuas as 
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Figure 6.1. Plan 9 (AGN, tierras, vol. 29, exp. 5, f. 14r) [Documentos nahuas 123] 
1566. 

braza (roughly equivalent to an english fathom). Mitl, represented with the glyph 
for “arrow,” is translated in paragraphs 403 and 981 as “the span from the elbow to 
the other hand.”6 Yolohtli, represented by the glyph for “heart,” is translated as “the 
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span from the chest to the hand.” Omitl, represented with the glyph for “bone,” is 
translated as “an elbow.”7

The close association between the written documents in nahuatl and these site 
plans hint at the close relationship between the content of these paintings and the 
larger cultural and linguistic world of nahuatl speakers from central Mexico. it 
must be noted, however, that the style of the glyphs such as maitl and yolohtli have 
features that remind us of the forms of these elements in Western art.8 We also 
find the cross element (three crosses in plano 16 associated with the lines that unite 
the pairs in this plano) and posts drawn with white or black circles and in a more 
naturalistic manner in various planos. The posts are associated with the mediation 
or the act of possession of lands and houses. but these and other minor traces of 
Western influence notwithstanding, the terms and concepts of space embodied by 
these documents show clear continuities with pre-Hispanic forms of land tenure.

besides tracing these continuities in ideas of lived space, my goal in examining 
these documents is to learn how the inhabitants of Mexico-tenochtitlan used the 
stewardship of private property as a means of physical and cultural survival in the 
early colonial period. These survival strategies involved both household spaces and 
abutting properties and hydrological features. Thus, i will demonstrate how the tes-
timonies of individual lives reflected in the plans and documents from the sixteenth 
century are evidence of how nahua people responded to their natural surroundings 
in a specific historic moment and manifested themselves in the form of a sense of 
identity and continuity. This process is evident in a range of practices with pre-
Hispanic roots that successfully incorporated spanish influences during this period. 
The long-term ramifications of this process are also observed in the practices of 
present-day nahuatl-speaking communities.

i should clarify that the present study is a first attempt that tries to systemize 
the data on the images found in the indigenous plans that were organized in: (a) a 
graphic catalog and the preliminary study (Yoneda 1996), and in (b) nahuatl and 
spanish texts written in the Latin alphabet published in Documentos nahuas. in 
this last book, they are edited together in the files of different cases, even though 
the published files concerning each lawsuit are organized according to their place in 
the national archive and aren’t presented in chronological order. The presentation 
of these files in Documentos nahuas also stops short of explaining the motives of the 
production of each document in connection with the development of the lawsuit.

Through this new analysis, i have tried to find the particular conflict or strate-
gies that animated a particular lawsuit, with a special focus on how these were 
filtered through the kinds of spatial knowledge that is represented visually in site 
plans. This approach was faced with some problems. even after finding the connec-
tion between a file and a plan, there were often discrepancies between the narrative 
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and visual description of a particular property, which required further analysis and 
explanation. still, this particular confluence of narrative and visual descriptions of 
disputed properties was essential to understanding how particular perceptions of 
lived space were reproduced within the changing legal regimes of colonial Mexico. 
before turning to the documents themselves, i will provide a brief sketch of the 
history of political geography and different regimes of land tenure in the Valley 
of Mexico.

h I sTor ICa l baCkground oF m e xICo-Teno ChTITla n

Most historical scholarship, drawing on the migration myths recorded in the six-
teenth century, state that the ancestors of the nahuatl-speaking Mexica inhabited 
the northern part of Mesoamerica. They were nomadic chichimecas who practiced 
a subsistence system of hunting and gathering, trading occasionally with sedentary 
neighbors. it’s possible that some chichimec groups had known the sedentary 
lifestyle, practicing agriculture in provisional establishments on the path of longer 
migrations (Yoneda 2002:12–15). These chichimecas arrived in waves of migrations 
toward the central and southern parts of Mesoamerica in the twelfth–fourteenth 
centuries, when climate changes motivated their movement south of the northern 
agricultural frontier (rojas rabiela 1991, tomo 2: 220–21).

The Mexicas’ mythological history notes that they departed from aztlan 
chicomoztoc under the guidance of their guardian god Huitzilopochtli. sometime 
after 1325, they founded Mexico-tenochtitlan on the site where they found an eagle 
devouring a serpent, in the location of tenochtli (tetl: stone + nochtli: edible cactus). 
Mexico-tenochtitlan survived for two centuries, from the arrival of the Mexicas in 
the basin of Mexico to the arrival of the spanish. López austin and López Luján 
(2008:210) describe this 200 years as follows:

from 1325 to 1430, the Mexicas settled on an insular zone of Lake texcoco and 
lived under the subordination of groups recognized as tepanecas. in 1337, a faction 
of the Mexica departed from Mexico-tenochtitlan and moved to the islands imme-
diately to the north and founded the twin and rival statelet of Mexico-tlatelolco. 
both Mexica polities of Mexico-tenochtitlan and Mexico-tlatelolco continued 
to pay tribute to the tepanecs of azcapotzalco, who enjoyed customary title over 
the islands. in the fourteenth century, the Mexicas of tenochtitlan and tlatelolco 
forged marriage alliances with native elite lineages of the Valley of Mexico, and 
successfully expanded their own territorial base through a series of conquests.9 by 
1430, the basin of Mexico was reorganized in the triple alliance ruled by Mexico-
tenochtitlan, texcoco, and tlacopan. The Mexican expansion would transform 
both the political and natural landscape of central Mexico.
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Under this alliance, Mexico-tenochtitlan would construct a levee twelve kilo-
meters long by twenty meters wide to stop the influx of salty water from the east.10 
The regulation of soil and water salination influenced the quality of agricultural and 
hydrological resources in the valley, a process that was still evident in the different 
values that were ascribed to some of the sixteenth-century properties that will be 
discussed later. of the sixteen site plans that i analyzed, ten have the drawing of 
water, of which eight site plans represent canals bordering chinampas that form 
part of the lands referred to in the files. This fact confirms the close relation that the 
litigants had with the chinampera zone.11 The lacustrine environment of Mexico-
tenochtitlan permitted agriculture in the chinampas or artificial parcels of land 
constructed in the wetlands and in the riverbanks. The chinampas were plentiful in 
the lakes of the Valley of Mexico, and probably also in aztlan, where the Mexicas 
came from. i will cite what navarrete Linares (1999:17) explains about the construc-
tion of the chinampas and their utility:

to construct a chinampa, one must first place rows of ahuejotes or willows and of 
posts and sticks to form a large square. in between them are placed, one by one, many 
layers of mud taken from the bottom of the lake. The mud doesn’t dissolve in water 
because the roots of the trees and the sticks enclose it. once the land rises above 
the water level, the chinampa is ready to be cultivated. a well-kept chinampa is very 
productive due to the fertility of the mud and the abundance of water in the lake.

Thanks to the chinampas, the inhabitants of aztlan and of Mexico could reclaim 
land from the lake to compliment the abundant food that they extracted from it with 
agricultural products like corn, beans, pumpkins, chilies, and tomatoes.

This agricultural landscape was overlaid by territorial divisions and diverse property 
rights that reflected earlier political consolidations and the military expansion that 
took place from 1469 to 1502. This is the combination of ecological and political 
features that were reconfigured by spanish property regimes after the conquest and 
consolidation of colonial rule. This is the context in which the documents pub-
lished in the Documentos nahuas (reyes garcía et al. 1996) were produced, includ-
ing the plans of Mexico city, that are the focus of this chapter.

P olITICa l a nd Ter r ITor I a l orga nIz aTIon a nd 
Th e la nd Tenur e sYsTe m In Cen Tr a l m e xICo

pre-Hispanic territories in the Valley of Mexico were composed of lands that 
produced for a more-or-less urbanized nucleus. p. carrasco (1996:585) character-
izes this territorial structure as follows: “The altepetl was a political unit ruled by 
a king, or tlatoani. That is, [an altepetl is a] tlatocayotl, the tlatoani’s government. 
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sometimes, the altepetl was an independent entity, but in general various altepeme 
[plural of altepetl]12 united in superior political entities of varying degrees of com-
plexity, even though each of them maintained their own government.”

the cities were the principal seat of the nobility and the specialized artisans 
(p. carrasco 1996:585). each of the three polities that composed the alliance had 
their corresponding territories for subsistence production. The communities of 
farmers, organized in calpicaxgos led by majordomos, or calpixque, supplied the pro-
visions for the palaces or gave other specialized services such as the care of forests 
and gardens (p. carrasco 1996:585). Munehiro Kobayashi (1993:53) notes that the 
specific obligations that the towns had to the hueytlatoque (plural of hueytlatoani 
[huey: big + tlatoani: king, lord, ruler]) varied and could include military service, 
service work in the royal palace or public works, tribute in kind, work as a bonded 
agriculturalist, and other form of service.13 scholars use the following terms from 
the colonial sources, whether from the historians or the archival documents, to 
refer to these territorial units: altepetl (town or city), tlatocayotl, calpulli,14 tlaxila-
calli,15 for Mexico-tenochtitlan (p. carrasco 1996; gibson 1967; Lockhart 1999); 
tlahtocayo and tecpan for cuauhtinchan and tepeaca, state of puebla (Martínez 
2000:196n4; reyes garcía 1996) and tecalli, for tlaxcala (rojas rabiela 1987).16

This variation in political autonomy and obligation is also evident in the differ-
ent forms of land tenure exercised over the territories that were used for subsistence 
production. based on the colonial sources, the following types of land can be recog-
nized in the pre-Hispanic era in the aztec empire. Teotlalli, or land of the temples 
and the gods; tecpantlalli, or land of houses and the community palace (for the 
latter, Lockhart 1999:224; land of the palace); tlatocatlalli (tlatocamilli), or land 
of the tlatoque (rulers); pilalli and tecuhtlalli, or land of the nobles (pipiltin and 
tetecuhtin); milchimalli, or land of the army; and calpulalli, or land of the calpultin 
(gibson 1967:263n1; Lockhart 1999:224).

Various researchers that address the topic of political and territorial organiza-
tion in central Mexico and the states of puebla-tlaxcala have observed that the ter-
ritories of different political groups or categories of landholder often overlapped 
(p. carrasco 1996:586; gibson 1967:270; Kirchhoff et al. 1976:224n5; Kobayashi 
1993:52; Martínez 1984:53, 88–90, fig. 2; reyes garcía 1977:94). in fact, in the 
Documentos nahuas we find this type of information for private properties. pedro 
carrasco (1996:586) explains this characteristic as follows:

The intermingling of territories means that all social segments are represented in the 
many or all territories. [Members of ] the principal ethnic factions of the Mesoamerican 
empires—like colhuas, mexicas, and tepanecas in the tenochca empire—were found in 
all of the kingdoms. Neighborhoods—also related to distinct ethnic elements and with 
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determined professions and cults—were also found in all of the cities. The factions and 
neighborhoods of a city had lands in their distinct rural dependencies. All of this is a 
manner of sharing resources of various places and in different environments. But it is also 
a mechanism of integration, not only economically, but also socially and politically, that 
acts against the fragmentation of the different segments into independent societies.

The complex tapestry of ethnic groups, factions, and other actors in the Valley 
of Mexico made certain categories of private or familial landholding particularly 
important in the reproduction of distinct social segments over time. in “figure 
V.3. general perspective of the indigenous categories of land tenure” (Lockhart 
1999:231), the following categories are found that relate to the analyzed planos:

5.  calalli (land of the house): The parcel or parcels closest and associated most 
permanently with a determined domestic dwelling; they exist among nobles as 
well as among plebeians; . . .

6.  hueca tlalli, inic oncan tlalli (distant land, land in another place): parcels that 
possessed a domestic dwelling,17 in addition to calalli.18

7.  huehuetlalli (old land, patrimonial land): Land inherited or that was expected 
to be inherited indefinitely in a domestic dwelling, and that therefore was under 
the discretion of the possessor; they existed among the nobles as well as among 
plebeians; in many cases coinciding with the calalli and contrasting with the 
calpolalli and tequitcatlalli.19

8.  tlalcohualli (purchased land): often contrasted with calpolalli and tequitcatlalli; 
they existed among the nobles; their existence among the plebeians in prehispanic 
times still hasn’t been definitively established, but is probable.

This system of property—intimately linked with the larger webs of ethnic 
and factional affiliations that defined the political and social life of the Valley of 
Mexico—entered into dialog with spanish legal frameworks in the arguments 
and site plans that are the focus of my work. These plans contain characteristics 
that suggest that they come from a pre-Hispanic system of records. This raises 
larger questions regarding the traditional assumption that pre-Hispanic land use 
had been dominated by different forms of collective tenure. given the content of 
these plans and the way in which legal cases were argued in the sixteenth century, 
there is evidence that purchases of lands also occurred in the pre-Hispanic period 
and that many of the negotiations over inheritance or sale that took place in the 
sixteenth century have earlier indigenous precedents. felipe castro gutierrez 
(2010:121) observes that in the colonial era, the macehuales (the commoner indios) 
had private lands that they inherited, bought, and sold: “it must be taken into con-
sideration . . . that not all lands of the towns and neighborhoods of indios were 
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communitarian; patrimoniales existed as well, assimilated during the colony as pri-
vate property . . . it would also appear that the common claim that the macehuales 
only had the usufruct of community lands isn’t completely true; there are common 
indios that inherited, bought, and sold lands.”

James Lockhart (1999:224) notes that there is a clear disparity in period sources 
between the names of lands that reflect the sociopolitical life of the lords in the pre-
Hispanic era, on one hand, and lawsuits regarding lands whose litigants are individu-
als and not factions, lords, or entire communities on the other hand. This is evident in 
the texts collected in Documentos nahuas, which evidence a distinction between lands 
belonging to the lordly estates, communities, and the private lands of much smaller 
scale. accordingly, the dimensions and characteristics of the pictographic documents 
differ from one category to the other, just as the corresponding lawsuits involve more 
or fewer litigants or territories of smaller or larger scale.20 so, for example, there are 
cases that air out territorial conflicts between lords or communities that were moti-
vated by the rulers,21 while others discuss other types of lawsuits initiated between 
individuals. These questions of scale also seem to be reflected in the gender of the 
principal litigants. susan Kellogg (1995) observed that in the suits filed between 
estates or communities, men are the principal participants. conversely, in various 
disputes between individuals, women appear as litigants or as involved in the trials.22

it is also important to note that litigation does not appear to have been the pur-
view of a particular social class. some litigants in the sixteenth century seem to have 
been relatively well off in the colonial society, given the quantity and quality of 
lands and items listed in their wills. in other cases it seems that the litigants don’t 
own much of anything but the house and the land in dispute. as Kellogg (1995:64–
65) observed: “one social type that appears frequently in the earliest legal texts is 
the lone woman or widow defending her rights. another is the noble, descended 
by kings, surrounded by supporters, and tied politically to spaniards. Yet another 
character type is the ‘common’ man who claimed ownership of modest holdings. 
sometimes he appeared before the audiencia to make a claim for his own holdings; 
sometimes he went to defend his wife’s ownership of property” (Kellogg 1995:64). 
further, she notes, “in case records from the beginning of the colonial period, liti-
gants tended to present themselves in certain stereotypical ways: female litigants 
constantly referred to themselves as poor; male commoners identified themselves 
as hardworking and responsible craftsmen or agricultural laborers; communities 
portrayed themselves as steeped in tradition” (Kellogg 1995:65). These observations 
from Kellogg suggest that the descriptions that the litigants make about themselves 
may have common standards that follow the ideology or the customs of this era.23 
next, i closely analyze how these different categories of landscape, property, and 
landholder are articulated in site plans.
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sITe Pla n 9 (agn, TIer r a s, vol. 29, e xP. 5, F. 14r) a nd 
sITe Pla n 9b (agn, TIer r a s, vol. 29, e xP. 5, FF. 23v–24r) 1563–156 6

it was already mentioned above that the rulers of Mexico-tenochtitlan constructed 
a levee twelve kilometers long by twenty meters wide to stop the influx of saltwater 
from the east of Lake texcoco. The management of drinkable water resources contin-
ued to figure in land use and property rights in the decades that followed the conquest. 
i found a site plan that depicts a house called acalli, or “water house,” which a couple 
owned and operated after the death of an individual named ezhuahuacatzintli. it 
appears that ezhuahuacatzintli started with this occupation when saltwater flooded 
the canals, surely because it was necessary to supply freshwater for human consump-
tion. details about the history of the water house and its place in postconquest soci-
ety are detailed in the documents referred to as site plans 9 and 9b.

site plans 9 and 9b (figures 6.1 and 6.2) are enclosed in the file published with the 
title of “diego Yaotl against gabriel Yaotl and María teuchon,24 indios, regarding a 
piece of land called amanalco. Year 1570” (Documentos nahuas 118). according to 
this lawsuit, diego Yaotl and his wife, Ysabel tlaco, bought a house and three chin-
amitl (enclosures) from baltazar Mocnoteca and his wife, María papan, with the 
former receiving formal title on december 29, 1563 (document 2). diego Yaotl and 
Ysabel tlaco sued gabriel Yaotl and his wife, María teuchon, because the latter sold 
their water in an acalli that is located in the former’s property. on this occasion, in 
accordance with the verdict, the court imposed a fine of 10 tomines to the cámara 
de su Majestad on those who sell the water (december 10, 1563) (document 1).

The three chinamitl and plot of land of seven brazas in width that is drawn in 
plano 9b coincide with what is mentioned (document 1, paragraph 176) in the file.25 
However, the length of eleven brazas doesn’t coincide with site plan 9b because 
they appear drawn about 20–22 brazas. This may be because this measurement 
includes the length of chinamitl.26 in the site plan, apart from the three chinamitl 
and four canals, there are three houses located within the walls that enclose the 
group. There is a small house beside the canal that is located on the extreme lower 
left. This could be the acalli or “water house” that is drawn in detail in plano 9.

other documents detailing subsequent parts of the case are included in the file, 
and dated March 5 and 14, 1566. The March 14 document lists three witnesses—a 
seventy-year-old man, an eighty-five-year-old man, and a sixty-year-old woman—
all of whom affirm that the land with a water house that they call acalli, the place 
where they sell water, two camellones of water (even though it’s not clear which are 
the camellones mentioned here), and their canoes were bought by gabriel Yaotl 
and María teuchon from ana tlaco cihuatl (woman) for 5 pesos approximately 
three years earlier [1563]. but they also note that those properties had already been 
occupied for forty-four years (paragraph 199–200).
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concerning the origin of this water house, the seventy-year-old male witness 
notes: “[f. 17r] He said that what this witness knows is where graviel Yaotl and 
María his wife sell water, first belonged to an yndio named ezhuahuacatzintli in the 

Figure 6.2. Plan 9 bis (AGN, tierras, vol. 29, exp. 5, ff. 23v–24r) [Documentos nahuas 
126] 1563. 
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time when the salt-water lake was growing and when Motelchiuhtzin was becom-
ing lord (tlahtoani) and later he died and said gabriel Yaotl and his wife took it” 
(paragraph 202). The fourth document, dated July 5, 1566, mentions that

appearing in front of us, graviel Yaotl and María teuchon his wife, residents (of 
the neighborhood) of san Juan amanaldo and they said that they demand justice 
on their ownership of a house where they sell water that they call acalli[,]27 that has 
in back (measurements of said house) three brazas and of length it has four brazes. 
(paragraph 191)

That which they have and own for forty years this part, and now diego Yaotl and 
Ysabel [tlaco] his wife (they are worried and they want to leave said house) and that 
at forty years that they bring in cases on the said water house. (paragraph 192)

paragraph 193 notes that the witnesses confirmed that gabriel Yaotl and 
María teuchon, his wife, had the water house in their possession for forty years. 
furthermore, in paragraph 194 it mentions that diego Yaotl and Ysabel tlaco 
bought the house and the land, but didn’t buy the “house to sell water” that was still 
legal property of gabriel Yaotl and María teuchon.

plano 9 contains only the house known as acalli (water house) and the surround-
ing plots of land with measurements.28 There is also a structure that seems as if it 
were made of boards and that perhaps represents steps to descend to the water, 
either to collect the water for sale or to board a canoe that is in the water.29 The 
water from the canals, depicted in the form of an inverted L, is drawn in light and 
dark blue with black lines that signal the movement of the water, in which there is 
a canoe drawn in brown.30

as represented in the site plan and in the narrative descriptions of the case, it 
is evident that when the brackish water rose, an indio named ezhuahuacatzintli 
started to sell the freshwater that comes from this part of the canal drawn in plano 
9, and gabriel Yaotl and his wife continued selling it for more than forty years. The 
acalli appears embedded in the land with a house bought by another couple, about 
seven by eight brazas and three chinamitl (paragraph 176).

although the case began on december 10, 1563, in terms that seemed less advan-
tageous to the water sellers, they received a favorable ruling on July 5, 1566. great 
weight seems to have been given to litigants’ presentation of three elderly witnesses 
who could testify to the sale of water by this couple some forty-four years prior. The 
case is interesting in that it shows how the sale of freshwater (probably from a source 
in this canal) existed in the chinampa zone from the time when the brackish water 
rose, and that its sale lasted over forty years until this conflict was brought forth 
and dealt with. furthermore, it hints at a range of different usufruct or customary 
rights to occupy different sites and use different resources that existed alongside the 
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simple sale and purchase of plots of land. The next case study provides further detail 
on the complex ways in which families and other groups occupied sites, and the 
diverse meanings of the concept of “house” that emerge in these texts.

Calli  glYPh s

When i started to analyze the small-formal site plans, i was drawn to the following 
aspects of the pre-Hispanic glyph calli. one of them is the similarity to an occur-
rence of this glyph in the plans to conventions in the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2 
(Mc2), which uses parallel lines with raised entrances for representing the walls 
of buildings or of an enclosure. an example of these drawing conventions appears 
in the toponymic glyph that combines an eagle (cuauhtli) and a shield (chimalli), 
and two enclosed areas with walls drawn with two parallel lines with an opening or 
entrance (glyph p19) (figure 6.3). another example of walls drawn with two parallel 
lines and openings for the entrances is the depiction of the enclosures of the archi-
tectural complex of cholollan (cholula) (glyphs d17–d28) (figure 6.4).31

The fact that the same conventions were used to depict a range of different build-
ings and architectural arrangements reflects the tendency of the same word, calli, 
to be translated as “bedroom” or “room” and not simply as “house” in the spanish 
glosses and translations of the nahuatl texts published in Documentos nahuas. The 
analyses of site plans 7 and 18 presented below try to further investigate the mean-
ing of the glyph calli. first, i will explain the general observation about the glyph 
calli in the sixteen site plans as a whole, and later i will present the analyses of 
planos 7 and 18.

as i already said above, this corpus of site plans uses two parallel lines to delimit 
the glyph calli, depicting structures as if they were seen from a certain height and 
with the different entrances and exits clearly visible. in many cases, these docu-
ments depict supports that hold up the walls by the entrance of the building, with 
small rectangles drawn from the same perspective. only in the case of site plan 
16 do we see the frontal part of the house with the entrance of the calli marked by 
doorposts and lintel like those in the glyphs that represent a tecpan, or residence 
of a ruler in the colonial codices. site plan 9b marks the entrance from the exte-
rior to the group of calli (houses) and tlalli (land) with an arch made of bricks 
seen from the front. probably, the element of the arch in the site plan is due to 
colonial influence. plano 14 also has an element in the form of an arch as part of 
the construction of the house.

aside from the glyphs of calli, these two parallel lines are also used to depict 
the boundaries of a tlalli, or plot of land, probably indicating the constructed 
walls. The fact that this convention is used to represent constructed walls seems 
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Figure 6.3. toponymic glyph cuauhtli (eagle), chimalli 
(shield) and two areas that are enclosed by walls with an 
opening or entrance (glyph P19). [The identification codes 
are based on yoneda 2002 (thesis) and yoneda 2005, and 
are also used in Carrasco and Sessions 2007, 2010]. [The 
drawing is based on the digital restoration of the Mapa de 
Cuauhtinchan núm. 2 by Castro Mainou, in Marina Straulino 
(2010:74, fig. 2.38)]. 

more likely given that other documents use simple dotted lines to depict similar 
boundaries.32 access points to plots of land or structures are also often depicted 
with human footprints, which are also drawn to depict paths.33 to note the ori-
entations of the entrances of the houses and of the bedrooms and of the loca-
tion of the same with respect to the terrain where they are constructed, they use 
expressions such as Tonatiuh iquizayampa (where the sun rises), Tonatiuh icala-
quiyampa (where the sun sets), or references to Xochimilco,34 coyohuacan, and 
tenayocan, among locations.

in the documents of wills and lawsuits, these different ways of depicting the 
physical forms of structures and plots of land that were purchased or inherited 
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were complemented by descriptions of different rituals of ownership or posses-
sion. These include entering the house or the bedroom, throwing stones from one 
side to the other, measuring the lands by placing stakes or digging up land with 
an agricultural tool next to the houses or bedrooms and scattering the dirt on 
the houses and land.35 perhaps, as Lockhart (1999:243) notes, part of these ritu-
als come from the spanish tradition. However, rituals such as throwing stones 
are reminiscent of the act of shooting arrows in the four cardinal directions that 
the chichimecs performed when taking possession a land or territory (Anales de 
Cuauhtitlan 1975:6).

Figure 6.4. The archaeological complex of Cholollan (Cholula) (glyphs d17–d28). 
[The identification codes are based on yoneda 2002 (thesis) and yoneda 2005, and are 
also used in d. Carrasco and Sessions (2007, 2010)]. [The drawing is based on the digital 
restoration of the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan núm. 2 by Castro Mainou, in Marina Straulino 
(2010:74, fig. 2.38)]. 
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certain elements of the domestic spaces described in these documents remain 
somewhat obscure. This is the case with the terms cihuacalli and miccacalli.36 in the 
case of the plans reviewed for the present study, it seems that cihuacalli corresponds 
to a bedroom larger than the other bedrooms in a house. The structures referred to 
as miccacalli may have played a role similar to a present-day structure referred to as 
a santohcalli in Zongolica, state of Veracruz. today, this is a room where members 
of a household put the body of the deceased to hold vigil:

during the funeral rites, they put the body of the deceased in the santohcalli, space in 
the indigenous house where they place the domestic altar, with the images of saints, 
candles, incense, flowers, and other ritual paraphernalia . . .

it is in the santohcalli, facing the altar, where they perform the vigil. on a bed of 
tables covered with a mat and white sheets, the body, barren and lifeless, [lies] sur-
rounded by flowers and lit candles. (rodríguez 2012:100)

next, i present the analyses of different functions of calli in site plans 7 and 18.

Pla no 7 (agn, TIer r a s, vol. 22, 1a. Pa rTe, FIle 5, F. 122v) 1564

This site plan (figure 6.5) is included in a file that was published with the title “The 
case of Juan Quauhtli, indio, and Juana, india, about a house and chinampas (camel-
lones) [1564].” also appearing in the document are doña María, wife of don diego, 
and don pedro dionisio, residents of san pablo teocaltitlan, who are the sellers of 
a house (centetl tocal) and three chinampas of land (yetetl in chinamitl). The buy-
ers are Juan Quauhtli, his son Miguel popoyotl, his wife, María tiacapan, and his 
daughter-in-law, Ysabel Jacobia. The property was purchased for twenty-five pesos. 
a second seller named anton tlahui sold a house and a chinampa for the price of six 
pesos of gold to the same buyers. doña María and don pedro dionisio clarify that 
they also have two separate houses that are in the west side of the property, though 
they appear as two houses with their entrances facing west.37 These were built by the 
indios simón and María, of tlatilco. They request that the sellers demolish those 
two houses and that they sell them with the remainder of the property; that is, the 
house, the dry land, and the chinampa.

on a first glance at the site plan, it would seem that the houses and the chinam-
pas on the property belong to a family, being that the houses share the same patio 
and the chinampas are together. but, as i discussed above, the text of the file notes 
that they correspond to two different owners who sold properties to the same buy-
ers, as well as two houses that were built by the couple from tlatilco.

site plan 7 is significant because it illustrates the more complex social histo-
ries that can contribute to the origins of a household complex. despite its initial 
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Figure 6.5. Plan 7 (AGN, tierras, vol. 22, 1a. parte, exp. 5, f. 122r) [Documentos nahuas: 
112] 1564. 

appearance, the combination of land, houses, and chinampas that are drawn in this 
plan don’t belong to just one family. in the case of this site plan and the accompany-
ing documents, calli is translated as “house,” reflecting the fact that they are from 
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different families. This instance is in marked contrast to many of the other site plans 
that i reviewed, in which calli is frequently translated as “bedroom” or as “room,” 
being a component of a larger structure that belongs to a single family.

Pla no 18 (agn, TI er r a s, vol. 4 8, FIle 4, F. 16r) 156 6, 1576, 1582

plano 18 (figure 6.6) is connected to a file that is composed of three documents that 
can be presented in the following chronological order (Documentos nahuas 17):38

document 3, dated to 1566, is the Will of diego tlacochcalcatl, which men-
tions his wife, María tiacapan and his daughter, ana tepi.39 document 1, which 
is dated 1576, is the will of Juana francisca, resident of san sebastián tzaqualco. 
finally, document 2, which is dated 1582, provides information about the owner-
ship of houses and lands that balthasar pedro and Marta tepi inherited from Juana 
francisca.

in this file, it is evident that the houses and bedrooms (calli) underwent different 
processes of construction and modifications throughout the years. House plan 18 
appears to be most closely associated with document 2 (year, 1582), both due to the 
number of pages that make up the file and to its contents.40 This document mentions 
that “now only ana tepi remains” (paragraph 432), suggesting that the women who 
had inherited different calli the years before are already dead.41 it is also evident that 
Martha tepi (the older sister of Juana francisca) and balthasar pedro were in charge 
of the houses while ana tepi came to the “age of understanding” (paragraph 432). 
The site plan depicts a house that is labeled as “the large chamber that they call recep-
tion place for women, or ciucalli” (paragraph 439).42 The image of that structure is 
accompanied with the text of “yzcatqui ynical ana tepi (here is the house of ana 
tepi).” This document also includes two separately drawn calli. one is mentioned as 
caltepiton, or “small bedroom” (paragraph 439), and the other as “icalnemac Martha, 
or “house and bedroom given to said Martha” (paragraph 440). document 3 (1566) 
refers to a miccacalli, which is translated as “the house of a deceased person.”

r eFleCTIons on The a na lYsI s oF Pla nos 7 a nd 18

in the two examples i analyzed, only site plan 18 deals with a group of houses or 
rooms that all belong to members of the same family and have their entrances to 
the same patio. at first glance, site plan 7 seems like a group of houses or rooms 
of one family that share the same patio with their chinampas, but further review 
of the file makes us realize that it isn’t so.43 site plan 18 contains information on 
the houses and lands of which ana tepi took possession in 1582. This property was 
inherited from generation to generation, starting with diego tlacochcalcatl and 
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Figure 6.6. Plan 18 (AGN, tierras, vol. 48, exp. 4, f. 16r). [Documentos nahuas: 179] 1582. 

María tiacapan, his wife. They seem to have built and modified the houses (which 
function as bedrooms) over time until they reached the hands of ana tepi in 1582. 
The houses, the patio, and the contiguous land were used by a single family until 
1582, when ana tepi took possession of all of the property as the sole survivor of 
the family that had the rights to the houses and land. in summation, site plan 18 
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represents the patio around the houses (or bedrooms) and were occupied by the 
members of different generations of a single family, not by members of different 
families like in site plan 7.

as observed by means of analysis of site plans 7 and 18, the drawing of the 
group of calli that surrounds a patio—together with the canals, chinampas, and 
lands—doesn’t necessarily represent the groups of houses where members of the 
same family lived. to continue the discussion of this topic, i will turn to ethno-
graphic research on the houses built and modified by the present-day nahua people 
of Zongolica. contemporary practices offer important insights into the larger lin-
guistic and cultural context of household space among nahua-speaking people. in 
particular, these ethnographic analogies are useful for understanding why calli is a 
polysemic term, which can refer to both (a) a single-family house composed of vari-
ous structures, and (b) rooms that form part of a household unit.44 These analogies 
also offer insight into the different functional roles that these structures play in the 
everyday life of nahua communities.

eThno gr a PhIC r eFleCTIons: households In zong olICa, 
sTaTe oF ver aCru z (end oF The T w en TIeTh Cen T urY)

in her work Ritual, identidad y procesos étnicos en la sierra de Zongolica, Veracruz, 
rodríguez (2003:58) describes the evolution of households in the nahua-speaking 
municipality of atlahuilco. The tendency in this community is for parents, their 
children, and their children’s spouses to share a house until the younger couples 
become independent. This act of becoming independent is often referred to with 
the metaphor of “light separate cook fires,” referring to the creation of a sepa-
rate kitchen. referring to the physical structure of houses, rodríguez (2003:57) 
observes that

the majority of indigenous dwellings are wooden constructions, with a packed earth 
floor and a peaked roof of hay, shingles,45 tin sheets, or tiles of baked clay. even 
though the mestizo families of the community have gas stoves, the whole population 
uses open kitchens with wood-burning hearths. The latter are placed on earthen floor 
at the farthest point from the center of the room in an earth-filled square brazier of 
about a meter in height. These houses almost always have also another, larger room 
that they call santohkalli (house of the saints), which is used as a bedroom, shrine, 
and storehouse for harvested corn.

The poorest homes in the community have only one room, in which they cook and 
sleep. [even in these poorer homes] it is considered desirable to have a santohkalli, a 
space designated also for the reception of guests during ceremonial commitments. 
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although a shrine that is built expressly for ceremonial activities doesn’t need to exist, 
every home has an altar where they place images of saints, candles, grains of corn, 
medicinal herbs, eggs, incense, and other equipment for ceremonial use.

These ethnographic examples provide insight into the various uses of calli in six-
teenth-century texts. probably, various “houses” or rooms that appear drawn in the 
site plans of Mexico city have been used as a bedroom, storehouse, shrine, or kitchen. 
given their location in the lagoon district of tenochtitlan, and the fact that chinam-
pas are depicted in a number of the site plans, it is also likely that corn for household 
consumption was stored in some of these structures, even if a broader range of pro-
duce was grown on the chinampas or if grain was purchased in the market.

ethnographic analogy also suggests that households began to evolve when a 
nuclear family composed of a single married couple built one room. The construc-
tion of santohkalli occurs sometime after the initiation of the nuclear family in 
the house of the parents of the young husband.46 its construction implied that the 
couple is more autonomous than in their initial phase. rodríguez (2003:57) notes: 

“The construction of the santohkalli generally occurs after some years that accom-
plish the process of fission of the extended family, that is to say, that they make their 
‘own cook fire.’”

The construction of a santohkalli thus represents the conclusion of a period in 
the cycle of development of a domestic group. it is the moment in which the social 
status of a new couple starts to be recognized. it is likely that a similar process was 
at work in the sixteenth century, accounting for the emergence of the different calli 
elements that are depicted in the various site plans. This construction also provides 
evidence of the multigenerational kinship relationships that existed between the 
inhabitants of different calli units depicted on the plans.

from this perspective, we can infer that the calli elements in the site plans can 
have the following meanings: a house of a family extended or nuclear, or a first room 
built by newlyweds that is a house of a nuclear family within the house of an extended 
family of two (or more) generations, which represents the house of the newlyweds. 
We can conjecture, also, that the element calli in the site plans can be interpreted in 
different ways for each file. in essence, this term could have had different connota-
tions for each family, be it as a house or as a room with various functions depending 
on each group of the inhabitants.47

in this context of discussion, it is interesting to introduce the following reflection 
of p. carrasco (1971:368, in Kellogg 1995:169): “nahuatl words for family are mostly 
descriptive terms that refer to common residence and thus correspond more exactly 
to the english ‘household’: cencalli (‘one house’), cemithualtim (‘those in one yard’), 
techan tlaca (‘people in someone’s dwelling’), and cenyeliztli (literally ‘one stay’).”
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Lockhart (1999:89) mentions that for Molina, cenyeliztli means “to be together” 
and corresponds with the idea of “people whole live in one house.” He observes that 
all of the words that have to do with the notion of “family” emphasize the place 
where life together happens.

finally, we can’t forget that the residents of a calli are not only relatively young, 
recently married couples, but an extended family. in the lawsuits, some cases appear 
in which in these calli lived an unmarried sister of the husband, or a widow or wid-
ower of the first generation. single people, widows, or widowers of both sexes could 
live in these calli. We have seen, as well, that the site plan and its components—calli, 
patio, land, and chinampas—apparently of one family, could pertain, in fact, to 
various families, as is the case of plano 7.

ConClusIons

in summary, this chapter has focused on investigating the nahuatl-language docu-
ments and house plans drawn according to indigenous pictorial traditions, which 
can be found the archivo general of Mexico city. The documents reflect disputes 
that were aired within the indigenous barrios of Mexico-tenochtitlan, which i have 
sought to place in their larger social and historical context. to do this, i explained 
the pictorial system used to represent houses, land, canals, and raised fields, as well 
as various units of measure that establish their dimension. from there, i turned to 
the domestic organization of the units of property that were referred to as calli, (a 
term that can be translated alternately as “house” or “room”) as well as the different 
lands and water resources. in order to further contextualize the history of the par-
ticular properties described in these disputes, i outlined the broader trends within 
the politico-territorial organization of pre-Hispanic Mexico, as well as questions 
regarding the nature of land tenure.

sixteenth-century documents are especially valuable for understanding this con-
fluence of family and household structure, political geography, and land tenure, as 
they reflect the heritage of privately and collectively held lands that could be sold, 
purchased, and inherited through processes for which there are few available data 
from pre-Hispanic sources. from these early colonial documents, we can surmise 
that different practices of inheriting, buying, and selling houses and land among 
indigenous commoners in Mexico probably have pre-Hispanic roots. Through an 
analysis of house plans 9 and 9b, we see the dispute regarding an acalli or “water 
house” which was used to sell freshwater for over forty years after the salination of 
water in the lake. in plans 7 and 19, we can observe how houses and lands that bear 
the superficial appearance of single domestic units have more complicated histories 
and social compositions. for example, plan 7 demonstrates a single plot of land with 
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homes belonging to different families, while plan 18 shows a property whose use and 
form evolved as it was inherited by a single family over numerous generations.

finally, the analysis of these two house plans alongside ethnographic data from 
the nahua community of Zongolica, Veracruz, suggests some of the ways in which 
we can understand the different permutations of the concept of calli and the change 
of properties and domestic units over time. in particular, these data help us under-
stand how the complexity of these different house sites reflects the changes, addi-
tions, and subdivisions that were created as families grew and split.

as a group, these site plans demonstrate elements of household structure and 
ownership in pre-Hispanic and early colonial Mexico that complicate both our 
ideas about the nature of domestic spaces and of traditional indigenous land tenure. 
Just as ethnographic analogies provide insight into the family histories that contrib-
uted to the development of different households, the process through which the 
site plans and legal cases translated indigenous land tenure into the idiom of colo-
nial legalism hints at the mechanisms through which some of these cultural forms 
survived into the present. together, ethnographic and historical materials provide 
a vivid record of the history of quotidian spatial practices and cultural adaptations 
that are the historical legacy of people like the nahuatl speakers of atlahuilco.
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appendix 6.a

s ITe Pla ns Fro m m e xICo CIT Y (sIxTeen Th Cen T urY)

organization of data:

Number: This is the number that was assigned to each site plan during the 
project.

(Vol., exp., f.): Location of the plan in the archivo general de la nación 
(agn), ramo tierras: volumen, expediente, and folio.

[ ]: The page by number on which the plan is found in the compilation
Year of the case: Year as it appears in the files themselves.
(Name of the major or minor barrio discussed in the case): some of the cases in 

Documentos nahuas do not include the name of the barrio containing the 
lands or houses being sued over, but they do always name the barrio of the 
litigants, witnesses, or person who signs a testimony. in these cases, i took 
the barrio of the litigants to refer to the barrio that included the proper-
ties in question, as these were likely omitted by scribes to avoid redundancy.

…………………………………………………..

Plan 4
Vol. 20, 1a. parte, exp. 3, f. 11v [90] 1567
(san Juan Moyotlan) san Juan Moyotlan

Plan 7
Vol. 22, 1a. parte, exp. 5, f. 122v [112] 1564
(san pablo teocaltitlan) san Juan Moyotlan

Plan 9
Vol. 29, exp. 5, f. 14r [123]1566
(san Juan amanalco) san Juan Moyotlan

Plan 9bis
Vol. 29, exp. 5, ff. 23v–24r [126] 1563
(san Juan amanalco) san Juan Moyotlan

Plan 14
Vol. 38, exp. 2, f. 25v [145] 1553
(san Juan Xihuitonco) The main barrio is not identified.
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Plano 15
Vol. 39, 1a. parte, exp. 2, f. 13r [163] s/f ?
(san Juan Yopico) san Juan Moyotlan

Plan 16
Vol. 39, 2a. parte, exp. 1, f. 2r [166] 1577
(santa María cuepopan) san Juan Moyotlan

Plan 17
Vol. 45, exp. 3, f. 8v [174] 1557
(pochtlan [amanalco]) san Juan Moyotlan

Plan 18
Vol. 48, exp. 4, f. 16r [179] 1582
(san sebastian tzacualco) san sebastián tzacualco

Plan 20
Vol. 54, exp. 5, f. 6r [206] 1587
(san Juan tlatilco) The main barrio is not identified.

Plan 23a
Vol. 55, exp. 5, f. 16r [249] 156448

(tlachcuiltitlan) The main barrio is not identified.

Plan 23c
Vol. 55, exp. 5, f. 15v [249] 1564
(tlachcuiltitlan) The main barrio is not identified.

Plan 25
Vol. 59, exp. 3, f. 16r [267] 1586
(san Juan necaltitlan) san Juan Moyotlan

Plano 27
Vol. 1810, exp. 1, f. 5r [280] 1585
(Ueuecalco) san Juan Moyotlan

Plano 29b
Vol. 2789, exp. 1, f. 8v [revisar] [286] 1572
(san sebastián ahuatonco) san sebastián tzacualco
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Plano 29d
Vol. 2789, exp. 1, f. 6r [290] 1584
(san sebastián Zacatla) san sebastian tzacualco

noTes

 1. The registration system used in pictographic documents catalogued as cartographic 
or historical-cartographic from the early colonial era (glass 1975) probably has its origin 
in the pre-Hispanic era. The historical-cartographic documents often, on the one hand, 
mark the trajectory and route of migrations and conquests; and on the other hand, record 
lands and borders of the lords who produced the paintings. The principal objective of the 
production of these maps and canvases is, almost always, political and territorial to justify 
the reasons for which they claim to defend certain lands, including the involved lords 
or estates. for better information on the cartographic and historical cartographic docu-
ments of different owners and their registration systems, see boone (2000), caso (1949), 
dibble (1951), douglas (2010), glass (1975), Leibsohn (2009), Melgarejo Vivanco (1970, 
2015), smith (1973), Mundy (1996), Williams and Hicks (2011), and Yoneda (1981, 1991, 
1994, 1996, 2002, 2005, 2007, 2010).

 2. The sixteen planos reviewed for the present chapter, which share general characteristics 
that are explained soon, in general measure approximately 21.5 cm × 31.5 cm, with the exception 
of plano 9b (28 cm × 34.5 cm), plano 16 (39 cm × 43 cm), and plano 29b (24 cm × 31 cm).

 3. from here on, i will cite this work as Documentos nahuas or with the complete title.
 4. The collective project i-8a was ascribed to the institution in the period of transition 

from cisinaH to ciesas in 1979–1980 and was coordinated by Joaquín galarza and 
Keiko Yoneda. The manuscript is dated 1981. This investigation did, however, remain incon-
clusive, leaving two volumes of preliminary, unfinished manuscripts (Yoneda et al. 1981, 
Ms.): (vol. 1) typological classification of the component elements of the planos (graphic 
repertoire); and (vol. 2) preliminary analysis of the elements that contain the planos, by 
means of the comparison between the planos and the texts in nahuatl and in spanish of the 
reunited files in Documentos nahuas.

 5. in appendix 6.a (end of this chapter), i present the data on these sixteen planos as 
the number of the plano assigned in the study, the location and year of the document, and 
the names of the major and minor neighborhoods. Through this study, i refer to each plano 
with the number used in Yoneda et al. (1981, Ms.) noted in this figure.

 6. for now, it is not known why the measurement mitl is the only unit of longitudinal 
measure used to measure houses and lands that doesn’t have an apparent relation with the 
human body (see Matías alonso 1984). i think, in that regard, that the measurement mitl, 
which is translated as “the span from the elbow to the other hand” in paragraphs 403 and 
981 in the Documentos nahuas, originates from the position of the arms and hands when they 
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place an arrow in a bow in preparation for shooting an arrow. in this manner, it is explained 
that the measurement mitl in reality has a close relationship with the human body when the 
body is preparing to shoot and, it is probable, a close relationship to the indigenous concept 
of using the bow and arrow with dexterity, with these instruments conceived as an extension 
of their own bodies.

 7. The translation of these measurements can vary. see Matías alonso (1984), Lockhart 
(1999:209, fig. V. 1.)

 8. in the forms of the glyph of maitl there is a great variety, and in many of the forms 
there is a noticeable occidental influence in how they are stylized. some glyphs of yolohtli 
look like hearts of metallic votive offerings or of paintings from the catholic religion.

 9. Thus, the people of tenochtitlan obtained their first tlatoani (ruler) from the cul-
huacan lineage, while those of tlatelolco received theirs from azcapotzalco. by means of 
these matrimonial and military alliances, the Mexicas succeed in improving their political 
position and became allies of the tepanecas from azcapotzalco. When Huitzilihuitl ruled 
Mexico-tenochtitlan, the Mexicas conquered the colhuas, the people from the town where 
their ruling lineage came from. Upon the death of tezozomoc, lord of azcapotzalco and 
ally-protector of the Mexicas, Maxtla, the successor to tezozomoc, assumed the throne. 
given that there was no alliance between the Mexicas and Maxtla, this time the Mexicas 
allied themselves with the acolhuas from texcoco and defeated the tepanecas in 1430.

 10. i refer to the construction of the wall/cistern because planos 9 and 9b, analyzed later, 
have to do with the sale of freshwater.

 11. ten of the sixteen planos have the element of water as chinampas and canals, only 
canals, or a dike. it is observed as a rule to draw the chinampas and canals in the lower part, 
or on the right side of the planos, since five of the ten planos have canals and chinampas or 
another type of water (only canals, dike) in the lower part, four plans draw them in the right 
side, and one plan puts the element in the upper part.

 12. Yoneda’s clarification.
 13. Kobayashi (1993:54) explains as follows the hierarchical relationship between a tla-

toani and a hueytlatoani: “The estates of the basin of Mexico varied greatly in their popula-
tion and territorial extension. consequently, some were under the intervention of the other, 
more powerful tlatoani. for example, the hueytlatoani of tenochtitlan imposed his calp-
ixque on the estates of the basin of Mexico and its environs.”

 14. The definition of calpulli was a topic of discussion between academics since the work 
presented by bandelier (1966). gibson (1967:263) in note 1 comments on the studies that 
correct bandelier’s idea. L. reyes garcía (1996) and H. Martínez (2000) present other 
reflections to specify the definition in the sense that calpulli doesn’t represent a self-sufficient 
community of the macehualli that existed in the prehispanic era, and should be better recog-
nized as a synonym of tlaxilacalli, tecalli, tecpan, or tlahtocayo. in spite of the fact that many 
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decades have already passed since scholars started to correct the proposal made by bandelier 
(1966), to date, researchers exist that repeat his same proposal.

 15. Tlaxilacalli was translated as neighborhood or señorío in the documents in spanish 
(gibson 1967:37).

 16. it seems there are terms that include concepts associated with the land or the locality 
where the seats of political and territorial units are established, connected to the supernatu-
ral entity attributed to the place and the ritual that was practiced in the entity’s honor, such 
as altepetl, calpulli, and tlaxilacalli. other terms underline more, rather, the authority and 
political territory of the aforementioned entity (reyes garcía 1996; p. carrasco 1996:146; 
Lockhart 1999:235).

 17. i consider that rather a family or a “domestic unit” possessed hueca tlalli or inic oncan 
tlalli.

 18. in plano 4 reviewed for the present study, the lands are drawn in tola that aren’t 
found next to the calli (house, accommodation) wherein lived the owners of the calli. in 
some records written in Latin, characters published in the Documentos nahuas also refer to 
the lands located far from the place where the owners lived.

 19. (2. Calpolalli) lands of the calpulli. The right of corporation was strong, and these 
lands were subject to allocation. (3. Tequitcatlalli. Tequitlalli.) land with obligations of trib-
ute. essentially, they are the same lands as calpolalli (Lockhart 1999:231, fig. V.3.).

 20. as already mentioned above, the majority of the measurements of the pages of the 
16 planos consulted for the present study are about 21.5 cm × 31.5 cm, with the exception of 
plano 9b (28 cm × 34.5 cm), plano 16 (38 cm × 43 cm), and plano 29b (24 cm × 31 cm).

 21. see Yoneda (1996:ch. iV; 2007, 2010).
 22. in some of these suits, women don’t only participate in the disputes as litigants but are 

the ones who “talk” when their husbands silently file the complaint (gibson 1967:154n75).
 23. Kellogg notes that these characterizations of the indios and other characteristics of 

the spanish start to disappear through the sixteenth–seventeenth centuries.
 24. María teuchon appears as María tiacapan (paragraph 177) and María papan (para-

graphs 179 and 180). The motive for these variations is unknown for now. besides, in the 
title of the third document it says María teuhcho, and in paragraph 198 of the same docu-
ment, María teucchon. she is mentioned, also, as María tecuicchon in the title of the 
fourth document. gabriel Yaotl appears referred to, as well, as graviel or grabiel (para-
graphs 202 and 191).

 25. in accordance with Yoneda et al. (1981, Ms. Vol. 1), the separated “position of the 
planos” mentions that plano 9b seems to be missing after it was photographed in 1978. based 
on the upper/lower relationship of the text in the following page, i determined the position 
of the plano in such a way that the chinampas are located in the lower part of the page. it 
should be noted that the position in which plano 9b is published in the book Documentos 
nahuas is turned 180 degrees, leaving the upper and lower parts inverted.
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 26. “ . . . and the land on which the house is located measures seven brazas in width, and 
eleven [brazas] in length with three chinamitl” (Documentos nahuas: paragraph 176).

 27. as fray alonso de Molina (1977) mentions, acalli means canoe, and in fact there is a 
glyph of a canoe in the water, but in the case of this file, i mention that the “casilla de agua 
(little house of water)” or the house where they sold water is what they called acalli. Lock-
hart (1999: 383n5) observes that acalli literally means “water house.” based on this informa-
tion, i think that the glyph acalli (canoe) drawn in the water (in plano 9) represents the 
name of the house where they sold water and doesn’t indicate precisely the existence of a 
canoe in itself.

 28. The walls of the house are drawn in red.
 29. The structure is drawn in yellow.
 30. it’s important to mention that the form in which the water is drawn with movement 

(by way of curved lines) using the colors light blue, dark blue, and black lines, adds informa-
tion about the characteristics of the water. it should be remembered that the water in the 
canals in other planos are drawn with simple lines, without color, representing the lack of 
movement. probably, the water in plano 9 is a source, and for this reason served for sale 
when the brackish water rose.

 31. The identification codes are based on: Yoneda 2002 [thesis] and Yoneda 2005, used 
also in d. carrasco and sessions (2007, 2010).

 32. as already mentioned in previous pages, in these plans the chinampas are separated 
by the water from the canals. These canals are generally located in the lower or right side, 
and are drawn with wavy or straight lines, occasionally combined with swirls. some terms 
in nahuatl relative to the parts of the house or architectural characteristics of calli are 
saved in the work of Marcos Matías alonso (1984:95–97), and the names of the longitu-
dinal measurements of calli and tlalli are found in Matías alonso (1984) and in Lockhart 
(1999:209, fig. V. 1.).

 33. The human footprints are one of the most versatile glyphs that are found in the pic-
tographic documents of the indigenous tradition in central Mexico. aside from marking 
the entrance/exit and paths, they indicate routes of migration, routes to note boundaries, 
military expeditions, and transfers of various meanings. The human footprints indicate, 
also, longitudinal measurements, and they form part of the anthroponymic and top-
onymic glyphs.

 34. perhaps this refers to the larger neighborhood of this name: san pablo Zoquipan 
(teopan, Xochimilco).

 35. “and as a sign that the buyers took ownership (with a coa they dug up land next to 
said houses) and they took from it and scattered it over all that they had bought [so that 
those who sold it don’t say something again]” (paragraph 168 of Documentos nahuas, refer-
ring to the file that contains plano 7).

 36. concerning cihuacalli, Lockhart (1999:88–89, 201) presents some reflections.
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 37. We consider that the tlacuilo described in nahuatl information on these houses is 
incorrect, because the only houses that could correspond to these two houses in plano 7 
have their doors facing west.

 38. in the book, the order of publication of the documents is 1, 2, and 3.
 39. This ana tepi isn’t the ana tepi that appears in documents 1 (1576) and 2 (1582), 

since in the latter, ana tepi is mentioned as the daughter of Juana francisca. probably, the 
names of family members repeat in different generations of the same family.

 40. document 2 is composed of pages 15r, 15v, 16r, and 17r, with the plan being page 16r. 
We can connect, without equivocation, plano 18 to this document.

 41. These are María tlaco (the sister of ana tepi and daughter of Juana francisca) (para-
graph 430) and Marta and Magdalena (who “were born together”) (paragraph 431).

 42. as i already mentioned above, the function of cihuacalli isn’t clear (see Lockhart 
1999:88–99, 201). in the files and planos that i consulted, it seems that, in general, they are 
calli of a larger size than the rest of the bedrooms.

 43. it is still not clear if the two houses toward the top of the plano correspond effectively 
to these houses that they thought of demolishing because, as i noted above, the orientation 
of the doors doesn’t correspond to the orientation mentioned in the text.

 44. on this and other topics connected to calli, see “chapter iii: The domestic dwelling” 
by Lockhart (1999:89).

 45. Tejamaní, tejamanil, tajamanil (s.m. cuba, Mexico, and puerto rico): thick panel 
placed like a tile on the roof or ceiling of a house (El pequeño Larousse ilustrado 2004 
2003).

 46. The community of Zongolica, Ver. The term patrilocal (however, for the moment, i 
don’t know if it is patrilineal or not). “Patrilineal: adj. antrop. said of a form of filiation 
that only has kinship through the paternal line” (El pequeño Larousse ilustrado 2004 2003). 

“Patrilocal: adj. antrop. said of a form of residency of newlyweds, who must live with the 
family of the husband” (El pequeño Larousse ilustrado 2004 2003).

 47. it should be mentioned that the works referenced in the chapters of the book About 
the House: Levi-Strauss and Beyond (carsten and Hugh-Jones 1995) offer many possibilities 
for deepening the study of the concept of calli by means of focusing attention on the house 
as an object of study through different perspectives. it would be interesting to contrast the 
results of the chapters of the book About the House with the data contained in the planos and 
the files material of the present study, in future research.

 48. for plans 23a and 23c i retained the labels that were used in the original project 
(Yoneda et al. 1981). i should add that despite the ordering of the individual pages in plan 
23c, (found in file 15v), this one is placed before plan 23a (located in file 16r). also, the file 
indicates that 23a was first used as a reference during the trial and 23c after the resolution.
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in his 1996 address to the american society of ethnohistory entitled Mesoamerica’s 
Ethnographic Past, John chance advocated a more skeptical stance toward cultural 
continuity lest anthropologists risk inventing their own historical traditions. He 
remarked that because “an ethnographic past had been fashioned to meet the needs 
of an ethnographic present” (chance 1996:385), many of Mesoamerican ethnogra-
phy’s most cherished concepts have not received the historical attention that they 
deserve. in this chapter i examine one of those concepts—the assumed continuity 
of relations between place, community, and patronym group on Mexico’s Yucatán 
peninsula among Maya-speaking descendant communities of chichén itzá. Using 
nineteenth-century censuses and padrones from the archivo general del estado de 
Yucatán (ageY) for the town of ebtún and related communities located southwest 
of the city of Valladolid,1 i examine evidence of the connections between people 
and place for an era where there should not be any continuity—before and after 
Yucatán’s caste War, a violent indigenous revitalization movement that unfolded 
between 1847 and 1901 (bricker 1981; dumond 1997; reed 2001; rugeley 1997, 
2009; sullivan 1989).

My goal is to examine “who lived where” and to uncover the foundations on 
which historical memories were reproduced in ebtún and related communities in 
the post–caste War era. Were the same connections between people and place evi-
dent after the violence of the rebellion abated? My analysis draws on the notion that 
landscape change is a historically contingent process (Lightfoot 2004). Landscapes 
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are produced as the “spaces” that delimit physical experience and are bound to 
“places” that are imbued with meanings derived from experience, which create car-
tographic representations of the world (ingold 1993; smith 2003:11). chief among 
the practices that ascribe meaning to locations is the act of dwelling (ingold 1993), 
which in turn is bounded by residents’ decisions of where to live, how long to stay, 
and when to leave. These processes inscribe the archaeological record and create 
variation in the life histories of sites and their associated material systems—an 
archaeology of place (alexander 2012a; e.g., basso 1996; binford 1982; Mcanany 
1995; rubertone 2008).

P oP ulaTIon CIrCulaTIon a nd r es IlIenCe

in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, place making among the descendant 
communities of chichén itzá was inextricably tied to the process of population 
circulation (see schachner 2012 for the american southwest)—the intraregional 
and multiscalar movements of households and individuals across the landscape, 
known in Yucatán as dispersal, drift, and flight (alexander 2006; farriss 1978, 
1984). changes in an individual’s or a group’s residence underwrote access to land, 
resources, and redefined kin and community obligations (Quezada 2014; redfield 
and Villa rojas 1934; roys 1939). population circulation typically transforms the 
relationship between people and space, resulting in subtle shifts in the composition 
of social groups, interactions, leadership, and the reproduction of social memory. by 
using written evidence to map out who lived where in space and time, it is possible 
to understand how past shifts in social configurations underpin representations of 
both tangible and intangible heritage for contemporary stakeholder communities.

Questions about the cultural changes produced by population movements in the 
wake of Yucatán’s caste War challenge established explanations for cultural continu-
ity developed for traditional Maya-speaking peasant communities in my study area. 
today the narrative of Maya cultural continuity in the face of overwhelming global 
pressure has a new name—smallholder resilience (alexander 2012b). smallholders 
are autonomous agriculturalists who practice intensive and sustainable cultivation 
on their own land for their own subsistence and for sale in local or regional markets 
(netting 1993). smallholding agricultural systems are resilient because they have the 
capacity to cope with political uncertainty and environmental change in ways that 
are sustainable over the longue durée (Holling and gunderson 2002; scarborough 
and burnside 2010). Yet, this does not mean they are unchanging and immutable. 
over time smallholders create distinctive landscapes recognizable across the globe, 
which are characterized by high levels of biodiversity and are maintained through 
careful micromanagement of the environment. smallholding landscapes owe their 
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longevity to sustained transmission of traditional ecological knowledge that inte-
grates both social and environmental learning (netting 1993; stone 1996, 2007; 
Wilk 1991). Moreover, continuities in the transmission of ecological knowledge 
clearly depend on the ways that population movement reconfigures residence, place, 
and the composition of social groups.

two things especially underwrite resilience among smallholders—stability of 
land ownership and autonomy of local leadership (netting 1993). The corpus of 
Maya-language documents known as the Titles of Ebtun (roys 1939), which basi-
cally defines this study, attests to constancy of native leadership and landhold-
ing throughout the colonial period for ebtún and the related communities of 
cuncunul, Kaua, tekom, and tixcacalcupul (figure 7.1). it is important to note that 
notions of land ownership do not follow european norms (Quezada 2014). rather, 
security of usufruct depended on the historically contingent interplay among pat-
ronym groups, residence, kin and community obligations, and place, which were 
expressed in oral tradition, in Maya- and spanish-language documents, and in the 
material record. an important accomplishment of roys’s research was to docu-
ment long-term continuities in land use that linked patronym groups (chibal) to 
new colonial settlements (cah) and to places and locations mentioned in the docu-
ments (cenote2 [natural water source], kax [forest], chen [well], labcah [abandoned 
or rotted town]) from 1600 to 1833. Yet, for the era following Mexico’s indepen-
dence from spain in 1821, historians point to instability of both native leadership 
and landholding as causes of the caste War (cline 1947; dumond 1997; reed 
2001; rugeley 1997). in the area around ebtún, the violence of the revolt resulted 
in drastic population decline, settlement aggregation, population movement, and 
political-economic reorganization.

it is possible to ascertain how the relationships between people and place shifted 
over time by reading the evidence gleaned from Yucatán’s detailed nineteenth- 
century censuses against the archaeological record. below, i scrutinize the writ-
ten evidence from the ageY censuses for stability in landholding and leadership 
before and after the 1847 revolt. i begin with an outline of the social and spatial 
transformations that occurred after the spanish invasion. next, i analyze changes in 
population, settlement, and household size to reveal variation in their composition 
over time. i compare the distribution of surnames among settlements before and 
after the caste War to reveal changes in the stability of leadership. My results show 
how population movement created different trajectories in the ways communities 
were tied to place, which are manifest in both tangible and intangible expressions 
of historical memory (alexander 2012a). finally i consider how nineteenth-cen-
tury population movements and caste War experiences are reflected in the mate-
rial record. a discussion of the occupation history of two land parcels, the cenotes 
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of tzaab and bubul, in comparison to chan Kom illuminates the connections 
between the past and the present. place making at both tzaab and bubul stand in 
stark contrast to the migration narrative of the founding of chan Kom (redfield 
and Villa rojas 1934)—an “ethnographic past” (chance 1996) that has long been 
considered the archetypical model for intraregional population movement in this 
region (see alexander 2006, 2012a).

m aYa so CI a l orga nIz aTIon

in Yucatán, as in other Mesoamerican regions, place—rather than language, class or 
ethnicity—is the idiom for expressing sociocultural identity (berdan et al. 2008). 
The Titles of Ebtun (roys 1939) and other Maya-language colonial documents 
describe a range of social units that also have spatial referents (Hanks 2010; okoshi 
Harada 2006, 2009, 2011; Quezada 1993, 2014; Thompson 1999) (table 7.1). in ad 
1450 Yucatán’s farming communities were organized under numerous, autonomous 
political jurisdictions or city-states. some were politically centralized and ruled by 
a halach uinic (great lord, king); others were collections of towns ruled by batabs 
(governors) (okoshi Harada 2006; Quezada 1993, 2014; roys 1943, 1957,). The 
towns united under the cupul polity—which later included ebtún, cuncunul, 

Figure 7.1. Locations of sites in the study area in Eastern yucatán. 
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Kaua, tekom, and tixcacalcupul—were governed by batabs who were consanguin-
eally related (Quezada 1993, 2014; roys 1957). The batab was a political leader and 
member of a noble house who administered various cuchteel, a social unit composed 
of extended or multifamily households, including consanguineous and affinal kin, 
who recognized a local leader and who often lived contiguously in the same resi-
dential unit or ward. The cuchteel also functioned as a corporate unit, providing for 
cooperative labor arrangements and mutual aid. Households known as otochnalob 
(householders; the suffix –ob is plural in Yukatek/Yucatec) also belonged to a pat-
ronym group (chibal). in addition, householders were identified as native to spe-
cific towns (okoshi Harada 2009; Quezada and okoshi Harada 2001; roys 1939; 
Thompson 1999). families were identified with particular places, often described 
as kax (forest), dzonot (cenote), chen (well), labcah (abandoned town), and col 
(milpa), which became the basis for claims of usufruct, community rights, and land 
tenure in the late sixteenth century.

since these and other Maya-language terms have come down to us from sixteenth-
century and later documentary sources, debates center on how social organiza-
tion was altered after the spanish invasion (e.g., farriss 1984; okoshi Harada et al. 
2006; Quezada 1985, 1993, 2014). in the wake of demographic decline wrought by 
the disastrous introduction of european pathogens, the spaniards implemented a 
forcible resettlement policy known as congregación, whereby people living in small, 
dispersed settlements were relocated to planned towns. The inhabitants of the city-
state of cupul who moved to the new communities of ebtún, cuncunul, Kaua, 
tekom, and tixcacalcupul retained the right to cultivate lands near their previous 
residences (labcah—abandoned towns) (roys 1939:10). in addition, they recorded 
which families had previously resided in specific places and to which of the con-
gregación towns they had moved. specific cuchteels became established in named 
barrios or wards of congregación towns, often maintaining a degree of political 
autonomy as a parcialidad (ward, barrio). for example, in tixcacalcupul, the par-
cialidad of tahtun is still recognized as a separate barrio surrounding the cenote of 
tahtun today. Thereafter, the cah (community), the chibal (patronym group), and 
the household (otochnal) became the principal units of social organization (farriss 
1984; restall 1998).

demographic information from the early colonial period suggests that house-
holds may have ranged in size from two to eleven persons who resided in two–
three structures grouped around a patio within a solar or house lot (restall 
1998:3).3 spanish authorities also tried to split up large extended and multifamily 
households and resettle them as nuclear family units, though some evidence sug-
gests that extended family organization persisted, particularly in areas of lax eccle-
siastical supervision (roys et al. 1959; roys et al. 1940; scholes and roys 1948; 
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Table 7.1. Maya social organization

Maya term Description

cuchcabal a politically centralized city-state or kingdom ruled by a halach uinic who 
resided in the capital, and consisting of several dependencies (batabils); political 
jurisdiction composed of noncontiguous places (not territory) containing settle-
ments and resources.

batabil chiefship, a politically decentralized jurisdiction consisting of towns and places 
under the authority of a batab (governor, cacique) and consisting of subunits 
called cuchteels.

cah community, town; labcah—old, abandoned, rotted town.

cuchteel a group of patrilineally related extended families, including consanguineous and 
affinal kin, forming a social and corporate unit who recognized a local leader 
(ahcuchcab, ah kul) and lived contiguously in the same ward. before congregación 
(explained below), this group gave its patronymic to the location its members 
inhabited.

chibal patronym group, a shallow patrilineage; patronyms are widely distributed among 
towns in any given region, but some patronyms are clustered in specific towns.*

otochnal Household, homeowner, native of a particular town; usually residing in two–
three dwellings grouped around a patio within a house lot or solar.

sources: Hanks 2010; okoshi Harada 2006, 2009, 2011; Quezada 1993, 2014; Quezada and okoshi Harada 
2001; restall 1997; roys 1939, 1943, 1957; Thompson 1999:35–36.

* The chibal should not be equated with distinct sociopolitical or ethnic groups. Thompson (1999:77) men-
tions that in the early colonial period, chibals were grouped into patriclans known as kilacabil, and some 
evidence from tekanto and sotuta (located south of the area depicted in figure 7.1) suggests that patriclans 
were viable into the eighteenth century.

Weeks 1988). The fate of the chibal (patronym group) is particularly murky. in the 
early colonial period, patronym groups held land; marriage was exogamous; and 
people of the same chibal living in different villages recognized a social connection 
(farriss 1984; okoshi Harada 2011; restall 1998; roys 1943; Thompson 1999). Yet, 
by the eighteenth century the chibal had become shallower (Thompson 1999:77). 
among some patronym groups, there was a tendency for community endogamy, 
but it is a common misconception that patronyms are exclusive to specific towns 
or regions in Yucatán. some patronym groups dominated the leadership of specific 
towns over long time periods (okoshi Harada 2009, 2011; roys 1939). for exam-
ple, many batabs of ebtún were drawn from the camal patronym group from the 
sixteenth century to the present (roys 1939:48–49). today, we know that people 
construct identities around place, especially the cah (town) and the household, but 
patronym groups are still pivotal to understanding shifts in political authority and 
place making.
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it is important to point out that the colonial congregación orders entailed 
much more than the movement of people from one place to another. according 
to William Hanks (2010:xiv, 7), congregación was a means of coordinating the 
transformation of space, but the total project of reducción (forced resettlement) 
purposefully reformed conduct and language as well as space and place. settlement 
aggregation and changes in town layout went hand in hand with the franciscan 
missionaries’ efforts to instill christian civility, correct behavior, and governance 
among the native population, which in turn were shaped by the transformation 
of Maya language, grammar, and notions of proper speech (Hanks 2010:4; 2012). 
resettlement was coordinated with systematic attempts to alter meanings and 
usages in the Mayan language, but the consequent landscape transformations did 
not simply replace older meanings with contemporary ones. instead, reducción 
added new semantic values to places, “layering perspectives” in the community’s 
collective memory (Hanks 2010:306).

i suggest that this layering of geopolitics, kin politics, and household organiza-
tion provided the basis for negotiating leadership and landholding before and after 
the caste War. My evidence for who lived where comes from a remarkable series 
of censuses in the archivo general del estado de Yucatán,4 which list all towns 
and affiliated outlying communities in my study area and the names of residents 
with their sex, age, and marital status, grouped into household units for the years 
1841, 1883, and 1890 (figure 7.2).5 The analysis is informed by the results of my 2006 
archaeological survey, which relocated many of the places described in the Titles 
of Ebtun and on the censuses (alexander 2012a; alexander et al. 2008; roys 1939) 
(see figure 7.1).

P oP ulaTIon a nd household orga nIz aTIon

The analysis of nineteenth-century censuses indicates that household size and com-
position shifted markedly during the caste War. Unlike most regions in Mexico, 
native people in Yucatán retained Maya surnames. every resident listed on the 
nineteenth-century censuses had a single patronym, and women did not take their 
husbands’ names upon marriage. Kinship was bilateral with a strong preference 
for patrilocal residence after marriage. at least, that is how the census takers saw 
things; we do not know how many individuals, households, or communities may 
have resisted inventory.

in the Titles of Ebtun, households and families are associated with specific 
places, but the documents provide no information about their composition and 
size. otochnalob (literally, homeowners) is most often translated as “natives of / 
natural de” a specific congregación town, whereas places from which people were 



Figure 7.2. A page of the padrón of Kaua in 1841 showing household divisions. 
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resettled (e.g., lab cah panba / the old town of panba) are associated with a plural-
ized patronymic (e.g., Tunob), translated as belonging to the tun family (chibal) 
and their ancestors (kilicabil, patriclan) (roys 1939:121–25, see also Quezada and 
okoshi Harada 2001).6 clearly, this is an example of the layering of perspectives 
about the associations between domestic groups and places. The form and size of 
coresidential units, however, are variable in time and space; they are sensitive indi-
cators of how families organize day-to-day activities, as well as how family cycles 
unfold over time (see fortes 1958; netting et al. 1984; r. Wilk 1991). because most 
of the nineteenth-century censuses from the study area are organized by household, 
it is possible to discern variation in household form and size during a period of 
drastic population decline and among different kinds of settlements.

The 1841 censuses reveal that before the onset of the caste War, rural populations 
were large, and settlement was dispersed among cabeceras (administrative seats), 
towns (pueblos), ranchos (small communities of maize farmers, or small private par-
cels used for apiculture and raising pigs and goats), small haciendas (cattle estates 
with resident workers owned by spanish creoles), and sitios (agricultural parcels). 
by contrast, the 1883 censuses indicate that in the caste War’s aftermath, settlement 
was aggregated and overall rural populations had declined by 72 percent (table 7.2).

The 1890 census suggests that redispersal occurred quickly.7 Most haciendas 
had been abandoned, and smallholders developed new sites as ranchos and sitios. 
generally, the households and patronym groups that resided in specific ranchos in 
1841 were not the same patronym groups or descendants who reoccupied them in 1883.

Household size and form are also variable before and after the revolt. among all 
households in the study area, household size, mean age, the number of generations, 
and the ratio of dependents are significantly different before and after the caste 
War (table 7.3). Household size and the number of generations increased as the 
revolt subsided. Mean age increased temporarily, falling back to twenty-two years 
by 1890, while the ratio of dependents (measured here as the percentage of adults) 
decreased. The statistical patterns suggest that in 1883, households were composed 
of older adults with more children, and population recovery resulted in a decrease 
in mean age by 1890.

further, if one examines household variation among different kinds of settle-
ments (pueblos, ranchos, and haciendas), the 1841 census clearly shows that before 
the caste War, settlements of all sorts were composed of nuclear families (table 
7.4). There are no significant differences in household size, mean age, the number 
of generations, or the ratio of dependents among towns, ranchos, and haciendas 
in 1841. in 1890, however, the censuses show that household size among all settle-
ment types is significantly larger. Yet, among the few surviving haciendas listed in 
1890, household size and the number of generations is significantly smaller than in 
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Table 7.2 population distribution in the study area

Year Settlement class n Pop. mean Pop. sum %pop Decline 1841–83
1841 cabecera 2 1211.5 2,423 14.2%

pueblo 8 1302 10,419 61%

rancho 21 64 1,360 8.0%

Hacienda 29 94 2,734 16%

sitio 8 15 122 0.7%

Total 68 251 17,058

1883 cabecera 2 678 1,356 28.6% 44%

pueblo 8 342 2,742 57.8% 74%

rancho 20 11 229 4.8% 83%

Hacienda 10 39.5 395 8.3% 86%

sitio 3 7.3 22 0.46% 82%

Total 43 110 4,744 72%

pueblos and ranchos, and mean age is higher. Hacienda laborers did not own their 
land (i.e., they were not smallholders), and this pattern may suggest that the estates 
were hiring more single and able-bodied adults with nuclear families, rather than 
larger extended families and households.

shifts in household size and composition provide clues to changes in the bound-
edness of social units and smallholder labor organization, as well as social repro-
duction and meaning. according to richard Wilk (1991), household size and form 
depend on the organization of household labor and the degree to which simul-
taneous scheduling of tasks requires formation of intermediate-size work groups, 
which help avoid risks and shortages triggered by bottlenecks in the agricultural 
calendar. Where household strategies are diversified, agricultural tasks are most 
likely to involve complicated simultaneous scheduling and larger work groups, 
and settlements tend to be composed of household clusters that facilitate labor 
sharing above the nuclear household level. in situations where the domestic agri-
cultural calendar follows a simpler, linear schedule, settlements tend to be com-
posed of nuclear families.

before the caste War, then, it is likely that rural communities of all sorts were 
sufficiently large to permit simpler, linear agricultural schedules, and diversifica-
tion of agricultural produce was achieved through exchange and local markets. 
intermediate-size labor groups could be organized easily among nuclear family 
households, especially with consanguineous or affinal kin in larger settlements, 
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Table 7.3. Household change in 1841, 1883, and 1890

Year n (Households) Mean Median St. Dev.

1841 Household size 1,824 3.76 3 3.77

generations 1,824 1.77 2 0.45

Mean age 1,819 22.43 19 11.05

ratio dependents 1,824 0.85 .82

1883 Household size 262 5.39 5 3.36

generations 262 2.00 2 .64

Mean age 262 24.23 21 10.75

ratio dependents 262 .75 .71

1890 Household size 352 5.46 5 2.49

generations 352 2.13 2 .52

Mean age 352 22.31 20 9.07

ratio dependents 352 .60 .21

Notes: outliers are present in the distributions, but means, medians, and modes coincide reasonably well. 
Kruskal-Wallis (nonparametric) comparison of mean ranks (alpha = .05)

House size: p < .0001
generations: p < .0001
Mean age: p < .0027
ratio dependents (adults/household): p < .0236

to cope with short-term scheduling bottlenecks and shortages. Households of 
the same patronym group often resided in particular barrios or sections of towns, 
which facilitated labor sharing. Yet, with the drastic population decline and settle-
ment aggregation during the most violent years of the revolt, local markets were 
disrupted, and farm produce was often appropriated by rebel Maya and Yucatecan 
militias (dumond 1997). These conditions inspired a range of social coping strate-
gies that included remarriages, adoptions, and single adults who moved in with kin 
(see also bricker and Hill 2009). Larger households were advantageous for cop-
ing with bad year economics, because fewer opportunities for labor sharing and 
exchange were available in small shrunken communities. Larger household size 
offered opportunities for subsistence diversification and greater efficiency and flex-
ibility in labor scheduling.8

lea der sh IP a nd la ndholdIng

changes in the size and household structure of smallholder households and com-
munities had a profound influence on leadership. in the early colonial period, 
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households were grouped into a community (cah) and governed by the república 
de indios (town council, cabildo) after the congregación orders were implemented 
in the sixteenth century. The structure of town governance was based on the batabil, 
and formal positions in the cabildo included a batab (governor), escribano (scribe), 
alcaldes, regidores, and other assorted lower-rank offices (Thompson 1999:19, 49–54). 
one of the principal functions of the república de indios was to notarize all transac-
tions involving property within the town boundaries and defend the community’s 
land rights. as a result, continuity of landscape knowledge was tied to the stability 
of local administration. according to Thompson (1999:283), the batab’s term was 
twenty years (one katun within the Maya calendrical system) and was legitimized 
as hereditary rule within an elite group, and sometimes within a single chibal. The 
batab and other cabildo offices were chosen from a pool of elite families with privi-
leged access to political office within the town (restall 1997: 65, 73–78, cf. 61–64).

The república de indios constituted the crucial interface between the town 
and all other economic and political institutions of the colony. Therefore, it is 
not surprising that colonial authorities meddled in local affairs and attempted to 
limit the power of the batabs from the sixteenth century onward (see Thompson 
1999:38–45). Under the bourbon political reforms, colonial authorities became a 
significant and interfering presence in rural communities. by the early nineteenth 
century, the powers of the república de indios were progressively limited, first 
with the implementation of the cortes de cadiz (1812–14) and most severely after 

Table 7.4. comparison of household size among pueblos, ranchos, and haciendas in 1841, 1883, 
and 1890

Year Site class # Households Mean household size Mean age Mean generations

1841 pueblo 1415 3.76 22.57 1.77

rancho 102 3.57 22.40 1.76

Hacienda 307 3.77 21.79 1.77

1883 pueblo 221 4.73 24.65 2.02

rancho 11 5.57 22.12 1.82

Hacienda 30 4.33 21.92 1.93

1890 pueblo 282 5.53 22.52 2.16

rancho 49 5.61 20.62 2.06

Hacienda 21 4.19 23.46 1.90

Notes: Kruskal-Wallis (nonparametric) comparison of mean ranks (alpha = .05)

1841 1883 1890
House size p < .597 House size p < .386 House size p < .031
Mean age p < .0597 Mean age p < .208 Mean age p < .435
generations p < .597 generations p < .529 Generations p < .042
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independence (1821), as nonnatives gained control of political positions in local 
rural government (ayuntamiento) (güemez pineda 1994, 2005; rugeley 1997). The 
república de indios and native ruling elites forged new factions and alliances with 
creoles, clergy, and government authorities, especially in the east around Valladolid 
(rugeley 1997:94,162).

The nineteenth-century censuses are not the right sorts of documents for tracking 
changes in village leadership and political organization, but they offer key insights 
into the composition and size of the pool of elite patronym groups from which 
local political officials were selected. in 1841, before the onset of the caste War, 
the total number of distinct surnames for all male household heads in the study 
area was 148, but during the aftermath in 1883 and 1890, the number of patronyms 
had shrunk to 65 and 68 respectively. The distribution and size of the largest pat-
ronym groups, measured as the number of male household heads who shared the 
same surname, also changed between 1841 and 1883. for the 1841 census, it is pos-
sible to compare the distribution of male patronyms (number of household heads) 
among the towns of ebtún, Kaua, tekom, and tixcacalcupul. table 7.5 shows that 
households belonging to the largest patronym group could top 16 percent of all 
households in the community. Yet, a range of several influential patronym groups 
who shared or competed for leadership positions were situated in each town. The 
batab was not always a member of the most numerous patronym group, but he 
was always from one of the larger ones. further, a simple tally of male and female 
patronyms by household shows that members of the largest patronym groups inter-
married, though people with spanish surnames tended to marry their distant cous-
ins of the same patronym (table 7.6) (see Thompson 1999:212). nevertheless, there 
are exceptions to this tendency. at least one influential patronym group, the Koh 
from tixcacalcupul, showed no preferential marriage pattern. it may indicate that 
the Koh were forging alliances broadly, with as many different patronym groups as 
possible. overall in 1841, the recruitment pool for leadership positions was diverse. 
individuals could be tapped from six to ten different patronym groups that con-
sisted of more than ten households within each community (table 7.5).

after the caste War the 1883 census shows that the largest patronym groups of 
1841 were still dominant, but a much narrower range of other influential patronym 
groups remained within each community (table 7.7). in tekom, the batun and tec 
patronym groups displaced the cocom and chulim patronym groups that were 
more numerous before the caste War. a shuffling of rank order in the number 
of households belonging to each patronym group is apparent in ebtún in 1883. a 
comparison of tables 7.5 and 7.7 clearly shows that some towns experienced greater 
continuity in the pool of leaders (ebtún, Kaua), whereas others underwent more 
disruption (tekom, tixcacalcupul).



Table 7.5. The top ten most numerous male surnames (household heads) in 1841
Eb

tú
n

# % K
au

a

# % Te
ko

m

# % Ti
xc

ac
al

cu
pu

l

# %
camal 47 16.97 tus 58 15.59 cocom 36 16.22 canul 34 9.09

Uc 29 10.47 Mis 36 9.86 chulim 26 11.71 tun 28 7.49

dzul 25 9.03 alcoser† 31 8.33 batun 24 10.81 Koh* 18 4.81

Un 22 7.94 canul 28 7.53 tec 17 7.66 chan 17 4.55

noh 20 7.22 chi 21 5.65 cauich* 11 4.95 Hoil 15 4.01

couoh 20 7.22 che* 19 5.11 May 11 4.95 alcoser 14 3.74

Huchim 18 6.50 poot 17 4.57 Ku 10 4.5

balam 17 6.14 Ku 16 4.30 puc 10 4.5

cen 12 4.33 May 16 4.30

poot* 12 4.33 Xul 16 4.30

others 79 19.85 others 114 30.5 others 77 34.7 others 248 66.31

Total 301 19.85 372 100 222 100 374 100

* in 1841 the caciques of each town were patrisio poot, ebtún; asencio che, Kaua; Martin cauich, tekom; 
Juan Koh, tixcacalcupul.

† alcoser is the only spanish patronym on this list.

Table 7.6. Marriage patterns in 1841

Ebtún M-F # Kaua M-F # Tekom M-F # Tixcacalcupul M-F #
camal-dzul 7 tuz-Mis 14 batun-cocom 7 tun-canul 6

couoh-dzul 6 Mis-tuz 12 cocom-chulim 6 canul-tun 4

Huchim-camal 6 alcoser-alcoser 12 chulim-cocom 5 alcoser-alcoser 4

camal-couoh 5 tuz-canul 10 batun-chulim 5 canul-Hoil 3

dzul-Uc 5 canul-tuz 8 cocom-chay 5 canul-Kumul 3

Un-camal 5 tuz-tuz 6 tun-Hoil 3

Un-noh 5 chan-canul 3

Hoil-canul 3

Hoil-tun 3

Hoil-Kumul 3

Note: alcoser is the only spanish patronym listed on this table; all others are Maya patronyms.
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Table 7.7. Most numerous Male surnames (household heads) in 1883

Ebtún # % Kaua # % Tekom # % Tixcacalcupul # %
camal 8 22.22 Mis 5 17.24 batun 13 13.40 canul 5 10.20

noh 6 16.67 poot 4 13.79 tec 11 11.34 tun 4 8.16

balam 3 8.33 tus 4 13.79 Ku 9 9.28 fernández 3 6.12

cen 3 8.33 Ku 3 10.34 chulim 7 7.22 Hoil 3 6.12

couoh 3 8.33 May 3 6.12

dzul 3 8.33 tec 3 6.12

alcoser 2 4.08

others 10 27.78 others 13 44.84 others 57 58.76 others 26 53.08

36 100 29 100 97 100 49 100

Note: This census does not identify the names of batabs or other political officials.

in addition, a tally of the incidence of male and female patronyms for each 
household in 1883 suggests shifts in alliances and factions, and more intermarriage 
among people belonging to the same patronym group (table 7.8) (see Thompson 
1999:206–12). The marriage pattern is undoubtedly the result of fewer choices of 
potential spouses. Yet, possibly the pattern indicates that the reshuffling of village 
leadership was accompanied by forging marriage alliances among families of the 
same patronym, which may have streamlined inheritance and strengthened the 
wealth and position of some groups.

The censuses make it possible to map the spatial distribution and density of any 
patronym group for 1841, 1883, and 1890. although the analysis of these data is not 
yet complete and an in-depth discussion of population movement is beyond the 
scope of this brief chapter, a few trends are worth mentioning. first, for all census 
years, some patronyms (e.g., batun, camal) cluster in one or two towns, whereas 
others (e.g., canul, poot) are found in all of them. There is no pattern of increas-
ing compartmentalization of patronym groups in distinct geographic locations as a 
result of the caste War. in 1841, the largest patronym groups within each town were 
widely distributed among haciendas and ranchos of the region. Yet, connectedness 
was variable. a few influential patronym groups, such as the noh from ebtún and 
the tec from tekom, were found in a narrower range of settlements. also, members 
of all patronym groups could be found in the city of Valladolid and the parish seats 
of Uayma and chichimila.9 This suggests that the patronym groups that comprised 
the leadership pool enjoyed broad intraregional connectedness across the study area.
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Table 7.8. Marriage patterns in 1883

Ebtún M-F # Kaua M-F # Tekom M-F # Tixcacalcupul M-F #

camal-camal 3 Ku-Mis 3 tec-cauich 3 Hoil-tun 2

balam-cen 2 batun-batun 2 fernández-alcoser 2

batun-Ku 2 May-tun 2

tec-batun 2

Ku-chay 2

cauich-chay 2

second, by 1883 the most prominent patronym groups still resided in towns, but a 
few surnames were widely distributed among rural settlements. for example, house-
holds of the noh and poot patronym groups, previously among the most numerous 
from ebtún, dispersed to reside on a number of haciendas and ranchos by 1890. a 
process of dispersal to new ranchos, sitios, and haciendas rearranged the relative 
frequencies of patronym groups in the towns and suggests that village factional-
ism was resolved through movement in the aftermath of the revolt. Yet, households 
belonging to specific patronym groups did not reoccupy the same places where they 
had resided before the caste War, nor did whole patronym groups up and leave 
town for the forest in 1890.

Third, movement of patronym groups to new geographic locations was not always 
accompanied by severing political ties or kin obligations in the parent community. 
in many cases dispersal to rural settlements and movement to larger towns and 
the urban center of Valladolid enhanced both the community’s and the patronym 
group’s economic potential and political connectedness. although post–caste War 
population movement is exceedingly complex in this region, the towns of tekom 
and tixcacalcupul experienced more movement of patronym groups than ebtún 
and Kaua, which led to greater instability in the leadership pool. These landscape 
shifts set the stage for changes to smallholders’ livelihoods that occurred with the 
push for modernization in the twentieth century.

r eConFIgur Ing PlaCe a F Ter The Ca sTe wa r

changing relations between people and place, described above, had a profound 
influence on the structure of landholding and leadership that emerged out of the 
caste War and into the postrevolutionary agrarian reform of the 1930s and 1940s. 
The migration narratives for individual patronym groups are clearly rooted in post–
caste War experience (see armstrong-fumero and Hoil gutiérrez, this volume) 
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and are further reflected in the development or lack of development of the built 
environment (alexander 2012a). as elizabeth brumfiel (2003) observed, the con-
struction of social identity is rooted in people’s understandings of the past, which 
are frequently reinforced by interpretations of material remains. in my study area, 
place-making negotiations that resulted from the tensions of population move-
ment are expressed through variable combinations of written, oral, and material 
media. The following examples from tzaab, bubul, and chan Kom highlight how 
place making produces variation in the social reproduction of tangible and intan-
gible heritage.

tzaab
Yucatán’s caste War resulted in the creation of a new religion centered on the cult 

of the speaking cross with its own priesthood and religious practices (bricker 1981; 
dumond 1997; rugeley 1997, 2009; sullivan 1989). arguably, the conflict also is 
the source of a new Maya “cruzob” identity, which traces its roots to the rebels—or 
cruzob—of noh cah santa cruz, the first seat of the talking cross (gabbert 2004). 
The movement created a political divide on the peninsula between communities 
who supported the rebellion and adopted the new religion and those who did not. 
The schism is still expressed in the distribution of “dressed” crosses (wooden crosses 
covered with an embroidered cloth huipil [woman’s blouse]) across the landscape 
(dumond 1985, 1997:plate 4).

in my study region, all named locales—including unoccupied cenotes, rejolla-
das (sinkholes), and wells—are marked by wooden crosses set in stone footings, 
called mojoneras. These crosses were established in the early colonial period but 
have become new emblems for signaling the community’s relations with the past. 
cruzob identity is marked spatially in the region by the distribution of dressed 
crosses (with a cotton cloth or embroidered huipil spread over the crossbeam) that 
mark the entrances to communities (figure 7.3). today, tixcacalcupul, tekom, and 
all of their dependent settlements—including land parcels, wells, cenotes, haci-
endas, and ranchos—have dressed crosses at settlement entrances. by contrast, 
the inhabitants of ebtún, Kaua, cuncunul, and chan Kom erect plain crosses 
at the entrances to their pueblos or dependent communities. The maintenance 
of dressed crosses for dependent settlements of tixcacalcupul and tekom is an 
important aspect of historical identity that commemorates community experience 
during the caste War.

Yet, tekom and tixcacalcupul also experienced the greatest disruption to leader-
ship during the mid-nineteenth century. new politicoreligious identities and ideolo-
gies, visibly expressed as dressed crosses, clearly tied dependent ranchos, haciendas, 
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and sitios to new political authority in the parent towns of tekom and tixcacalcupul. 
The rancho tzaab is a good example of the material expression of intangible caste 
War heritage that also recalls the early colonial period resettlement of patronym 
groups from pre-Hispanic sites (labcah) to congregación towns (alexander et al. 
2008). a small community of maize farmers (pop. thirty-four, nine households) 
reestablished itself at the pre-Hispanic site situated around a large, deep cenote in 
1841. The settlement was abandoned during the caste War but was reoccupied in the 
twentieth century by different patronym groups whose patron saint was santa cruz. 
after Hurricane gilberto in 1988, they returned to tixcacalcupul, and at least one 
family from tzaab held a leadership position in town in 2006. families still return 
to tzaab on May 2 to celebrate the feast of santa cruz. today they maintain a shrine 
to santa cruz, with elaborately dressed crosses oriented east-west, situated on top of 
one three-meter-high pre-Hispanic structure (figure 7.3).

bubul
Migration narratives about how and why new communities were founded in the 

first half of the twentieth century became enshrined in the ethnographic cannon 
with redfield and Villa rojas’s (1934) publication of Chan Kom. Yet by the time 
chan Kom had become politically independent from its parent community of 
ebtún, population movement and dispersal had been ongoing for over fifty years 

Figure 7.3. A shrine at tzaab. 
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(alexander 2006). between 1890 and 1905, families from ebtún resettled sixteen 
ranchos, haciendas, and sitios.10 to show how post–caste War dispersal layered 
additional meanings on the landscape, i situate the founding of rancho bubul in a 
comparative context.

bubul is a dependency of ebtún, the most politically stable town in my study 
region. Material expression of politicoreligious affiliation or dependency is not 
evident at the site, as it is at tzaab. instead, ebtún’s place-making negotiations 
involving bubul were conducted with the power of the pen and by linking colonial-
era primordial titles to the petitions for ejido (collective land grant) lands during 
the cardenist agrarian reform. The history of landscape transformation at bubul 
diverges sharply from the story of chan Kom and offers an alternative perspective 
on the Maya ethnographies produced during Mexico’s agrarian reform (1924–40) 
(redfield 1941, 1950; redfield and Villa rojas 1934; steggerda 1941; Villa rojas 
1978; see also armstrong-fumero 2007, 2013; castañeda 1996; re-cruz 1996; 
strickon 1965).

first and foremost, bubul (like tzaab) is a cenote located eighteen kilometers 
northwest of ebtún (figure 7.4; see also figure 7.1). The name bubul means half 
filled with water, which is an apt description since water is found only on one side 
of the twenty-meter-deep cylindrical depression at the base of a steep vertical lime-
stone wall. Water is only accessible by lowering a jar or bucket on a rope from a 
wood platform or scaffolding perched on the edge. There is a well located a short 
distance away from the cenote, known as txeth. dense primary and high secondary 
forest vegetation and large mamey (Pouteria sapota) fruit trees are associated with 
the cenote. The trackway to the cenote is marked by a plain, undressed wooden 
cross set into a stone base, and the surrounding land is used for milpa cultivation.

bubul is also an archaeological site consisting of numerous pre-Hispanic struc-
tures, the largest of which are five to seven meters high. architectural features and 
surface ceramics (slateware) indicate the site dates from ad 900–1200 and likely 
extends to the conquest. surface artifacts (ceramics and metal) dating to the twen-
tieth century were scattered on top of one of the pre-Hispanic structures, but gener-
ally the ruins are well preserved and have not been looted or stripped of stone for 
building material. it seems likely that bubul’s inhabitants were resettled in ebtún 
under the sixteenth-century congregación orders. The site is a labcah, though it 
does not appear in the earliest boundary survey in the Titles of Ebtun (roys 1939).

eighteenth-century documents from the Titles of Ebtun show that the lands 
around bubul and txeth had a checkered history of ownership, involving dis-
putes with the batab of Uayma. patronyms associated with the transfer of the 
property to ebtún include alcocer, tus, cime, Kak, Huh, and Kantun (roys 
1939:315). although the town of ebtún acquired these tracts from individuals 
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Figure 7.4. The cenote of bubul. 

who had inherited them in the eighteenth century (called kax cah [town’s for-
est] in the documents), they became private property afterward (roys 1939:58, 
272). Members of the Un and couoh patronym groups inherited parts of the tract 
in 1812 and therefore held legitimate interests in bubul, along with the town of 
ebtún itself.
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in 1890 Vicente Un appears to have been the senior household head of a group 
of twenty people who resided at bubul. Households consisted of two multifam-
ily groups, headed by men of the Un, pat, and noh patronyms and women of the 
noh, camal, and Ydzincab patronyms. They were composed of widowers, married 
couples, their children, and a widow caring for children whose consanguineous 
relationship with the family is unclear.11 since no members of the couoh patro-
nym group appear on the list, it appears that the links between place and patronym 
group were reconfigured in the aftermath of the revolt. The group became full-time 
residents of bubul sometime after 1862, since both Vicente Un and his wife Martina 
noh appear on ebtún’s 1862 census.12 The inhabitants remained at bubul until 
after 1905, when the rancho is listed as having six houses and forty-six residents.13 
Throughout this period, bubul’s residents were identified as being from ebtún.

in the years leading up to Mexico’s agrarian reform (1924–40), the new munici-
pality of chan Kom considered bubul to be part of ebtún’s “unduly large” ejido, 
yet the town of cuncunul tried to claim the cenote and surrounding lands as part 
of their grant (armstrong-fumero 2007:139). in 1940 the people of ebtún chal-
lenged cuncunul’s ejido petition and produced a 1798 land title with its boundary 
survey establishing ownership of bubul (armstrong-fumero, personal communi-
cation, 2010, 2013; roys 1939:272).14 as the story goes (alexander et al. 2008:128), 
a group of outsiders had already built a town hall, houses, and a school, but the 
Mexican army evicted them, forcing them to leave all their belongings behind, and 
transported them to tihosuco (see Leventhal et al. 2012).15 in the second half of 
the twentieth century, bubul was occupied for a stretch of eighteen years by a 
group of farmers from ebtún, including members of the Un patronym group. They 
returned to ebtún after Hurricane gilbert in 1988, and bubul remains the town’s 
forest (kax cah) today.

chan Kom
in Yucatán, the relationship between population circulation and culture change 

were originally understood from within an acculturative framework—robert 
redfield’s folk-urban continuum—in which the village of chan Kom was pro-
posed as the archetypical example of Maya folk culture. Chan Kom: A Maya Village 
(robert redfield and alfonso Villa rojas 1934) became a touchstone for all sub-
sequent ethnographic studies in Yucatán, as well as one of the principal sources 
of direct historical analogies for archaeologists. i offer the following comments 
only as a comparison to the archaeologies of place for bubul and tzaab; a com-
plete analysis of chan Kom’s founding and subsequent development is beyond the 
scope of this chapter.
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redfield and Villa rojas (1934:34) described the founding of chan Kom as a 
response to agricultural necessity, an explanation that is not supported by mine 
and others’ analyses of nineteenth-century demography and agriculture (alexander 
2006; strickon 1965). it was an agricultural parcel containing a water source 
(kom) that was farmed by people from ebtún. by 1918 it had over a hundred peo-
ple (redfield and Villa rojas 1934:25–28). once the place became permanently 
inhabited by several pioneer families, a community spirit developed, which led to 
political independence and local sovereignty from ebtún, its parent community. 
Movement to milperías and rancherías such as chan Kom was also an important 
safety valve for peasant communities—a way of resisting the worst exigencies of 
colonial and postcolonial regimes (Wolf 1957, 1990). redfield and Villa rojas pre-
dicted constant dispersal and down-the-line expansion of settlement—that chan 
Kom would eventually establish milperío colonies of its own. chan Kom’s break 
with its parent community came in 1923 when the population petitioned the gov-
ernment for an ejido grant. Under the leadership of eustaquio ceme, chan Kom 
grew as it absorbed refugees from Yaxcabá, Kancabdzonot, and Yaxuna who fled 
the violence of the liberalist and socialist disputes in the region (see figure 7.1).

although the early history of chan Kom is similar to bubul’s and tzaab’s, place 
making at chan Kom involved a different set of strategies that link the town’s 
origin story and emerging political autonomy to its architecture and infrastruc-
ture. compared to tzaab and bubul, chan Kom’s foundational narrative reflects 
a divergent trajectory of development and the formation of a distinct political 
identity, which are clearly expressed in in the built environment (alexander 2012a; 
armstrong-fumero 2013). residents went on a building spree to commemorate 
their commitment to modernization, Mexico’s 1910 socialist revolution, and the 
subsequent agrarian reform.

chan Kom no longer resembles the traditional farming village so carefully docu-
mented by robert redfield and alfonso Villa rojas (redfield and Villa rojas 1934; 
see also goldkind 1965; re-cruz 1996). The success of the community’s bid for polit-
ical autonomy is starkly reflected in the town’s buildings and layout. chan Kom’s 
town center is dominated by a massive administrative building (palacio municipal) 
that faces a modest church with two bell towers across the main plaza. The middle 
of the plaza contains the cenote or kom, a collective and communal space improved 
with cemented pathways and retaining walls to permit easy access to the water. The 
original perishable constructions have been replaced by masonry and cement block 
buildings constructed in postrevolutionary style. Houses are laid out on a grid plan 
and are constructed of cement block, some with red tile roofs, and express varia-
tion in socioeconomic strata, in contrast to the perishable, pole-and-thatch single-
room buildings that were already being replaced with masonry construction during 
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redfield and Villa rojas’s time. The principal paved roads lead directly north and 
south from chan Kom and connect it to Yucatán’s main east-west highway, not to 
ebtún. Material expressions of the community’s earlier colonial history or caste War 
experience are generally absent, as they are in redfield and Villa rojas’s (1934) eth-
nography (see castañeda 1996; strickon 1965). That is because chan Kom’s claims 
for political autonomy were not legitimated by its past; rather, they were substanti-
ated by a move toward modernity and progress (redfield 1950).

FIna l ConsIder aTIons

it is clear that in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, ebtún and related com-
munities were fully engaged in social dynamics that layered new perspectives, 
meanings, and social memories across a landscape that could hardly be described as 
static and unchanging. analysis of nineteenth-century census records clearly shows 
that relations among space, place, community (cah), patronym group (chibal), and 
the household (otochnal) were reconfigured to address the demographic, political, 
and economic challenges of the caste War and the agrarian reform of the twenti-
eth century.

The dispersed settlement pattern of the early nineteenth century at first became 
more aggregated in response to caste War violence. Yet, redispersal of settlement 
occurred in the last decades of the nineteenth century, which helped to mediate 
village factionalism caused by population decline and movement among towns. 
population circulation reconfigured the size and composition of households. They 
increased in size and generational depth after the caste War, and their age structure 
and ratio of the numbers of dependents were altered.

nineteenth-century population movements caused shifts in the size and con-
nectedness of prominent patronym groups, and the pool of potential village lead-
ers remained more stable in some towns than in others. in most cases one or two 
patronym groups became notably dominant after the caste War, whereas before 
the revolt leadership positions had been shared among a broader range of patro-
nym groups. Marriage between members of the same patronym group became more 
common by 1883.

rural landholdings were in flux in the late nineteenth century. Land parcels, 
haciendas, and ranchos were abandoned during the most violent years of the caste 
War. but by the 1890s new multifamily households had moved away from the towns 
to form new rural communities. dispersal to new locations after the caste War was 
legitimated through a group’s affiliation to a town (cah) that had possessed politi-
cal jurisdiction over the place, and usually not through claims of prior individual 
private ownership.
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finally, population movement altered the ways that communities were tied 
to place, which are manifest in both tangible and intangible expressions of his-
torical memory (alexander 2012a). different histories of population movement 
for tzaab, bubul, and chan Kom clearly influenced the strategies and choices of 
media (oral tradition, written records, or the material record) employed in the 
construction of heritage.

This study reveals that in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, social-orga-
nizational categories and their relationships to place were reformulated through 
population movement. it does not demonstrate static continuity of household 
structure, leadership, or stability of landholding. The landscape forged by Yucatán’s 
caste War was markedly different from that of the colonial period, and it was 
remade again in the aftermath of the Mexican revolution and agrarian reform. it 
is this process of continual transformation of the relations between people and 
place—adjusting everyday practice to cope with political and environmental uncer-
tainty—that attests to smallholder resilience in Yucatán.
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noTes

 1. a padrón is a poll, a register of persons in a place who pay taxes.
 2. a cenote is a karst solution feature produced when the collapse of the limestone cap-

rock exposes the freshwater aquifer.
 3. nancy farriss (1984:41) suggests that a nuclear family consisting of a married couple 

with three surviving children and three dying in infancy is a reasonable estimate of colonial 
family size and structure. Yet, she also discusses evidence for patrilineal extended families 
(farriss 1984:133135) who lived in residential clusters.

 4. archivo general del estado de Yucatán [ageY]:

ageY fondo colonial, ramo censos y padrones, Vol. 2, exp. 4, 1811.
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ageY, poder ejecutivo, censos y padrones Vol. 2, exp. 17, 1841 ebtún. padrón gen-
eral de habitantes del pueblo de ebtún, partido de Valladolid, con expresión de 
sexos, edades y ocupaciones, 17 f., caja 1.

ageY, poder ejecutivo, censos y padrones Vol. 3, exp. 25, 1841 pueblo de Kahua 
(Kaua). padrón general de habitantes del pueblo de Kahua y su comarca de haci-
endas, sitios y ranchos del partido de Valladolid, con expresión de sexos, edades y 
ocupaciones. Kahua, abril 24, de 1841. folios 12, caja 2.

ageY, poder ejecutivo, censos y padrones, Vol. 1, exp. 6. pueblo de cuncunul. pa-
drón general de habitantes del pueblo de cuncunul del partido de Valladolid, con 
expresión de sexos, edades y ocupaciones, cuncunul, Mayo 1 de 1841, fjs. 10, caja 1.

ageY, poder ejecutivo, censos y padrones, Vol. 1, exp. 10. pueblo de chichimila. 
padrón general del pueblo de chichimila y su comprensión, partido de Valladolid, 
con expresión de sexos, edades y ocupaciones. chichimila, agosto 25 de 1841. fjs. 
42 caja 1.

ageY, poder ejecutivo, censos y padrones, Vol. 5, exp. 70. pueblo de tixcacalcupul. 
padrón general de habitantes del pueblo de tixcacalcupul y su comprensión 
de haciendas, sitios y ranchos del partido de Valladolid, con expresión de sexos, 
edades y ocupaciones. tixcacalcupul, mayo 5 de 1841, fjs 41 caja 2-bis

ageY, poder ejecutivo, censos y padrones, Vol. 6, exp. 73. pueblo de Uayma. pa-
drón general de habitantes del pueblo de Uayma y su comarca de haciendas, sitios 
y ranchos del partido de Valladolid, con expresión de sexos, edades y ocupaciones, 
Uayma, mayo 14 de 1841. fjs 11. caja 2-bis

ageY, poder ejecutivo, censos y padrones, Vol. 7, exp. 59. pueblo de tekom. padrón 
general de habitantes del pueblo de tekom y su comarca, partido de Valladolid, 
con expresión de sexos, edades y ocupaciones. tekom, mayo 4 de 1841 fjs 15.

ageY, fondo Municipios, Libros Valladolid #2, padrón general de todos los habi-
tantes de este Municipio 1883.

ageY población, libros complementarios 1890, padrón general del municipio de 
Valladolid.

ageY fondo Municipios, Valladolid 1910, caja 16(384), exp. 1, vol. 38, 42 folios.

 5. for this analysis i used only the towns of ebtún, Kaua, tekom, and tixcacalcupul. 
The 1841 census for the town of cuncunul did not group people according to households, 
thus prohibiting comparison after the caste War.

 6. it is interesting that the term cah—town—is used both for congregación towns and 
settlements that people were forced to abandon, whereas the term otochnalob—household-
ers—is only used for congregación towns. it is possible that otochnal is a purposeful transla-
tion of a european concept designed by the friars to encourage political civility and proper 
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conduct, in the same way that William b. Hanks (2010, 2012) describes the translation and 
commensuration of concepts such as baptism into Maya as part of conversion and reducción. 
Thompson (1999:55–80) also describes changes in Maya kin terms and considers its implica-
tions for the friars’ attempts to regulate household composition and marriage in eighteenth-
century tekanto.

 7. My analysis of census information for 1890 covers a smaller jurisdiction than the 1841 
and 1883 censuses and includes only the pueblos of ebtún, cuncunul, Kaua, tekom, and 
tixcacalcupul and their dependencies.

 8. dispersal is a form of agricultural intensification on the Yucatán peninsula. typically 
it moves household labor closer to the agricultural plot, which provides greater efficiency in 
agricultural movement (alexander 2006; see stone 1996). This pattern raises an intriguing 
issue. it is possible that the persistence of extended family and multifamily households in 
the sixteenth century was a response to drastic population decline and the need for larger 
household and intermediate-size labor groups, which facilitated agricultural diversification 
(see alexander 2006).

 9. an analysis of post–caste War urbanization is beyond the scope of this brief chapter.
 10. ageY ramo Municipios Valladolid, presidencia, caja 10, Vol. 26, exp. 6, 1905, censo 

de la división topográfica del partido de Valladolid. it is worth pointing out that land pres-
sure clearly was not the motive for dispersal, given the drastic population loss of the late 
nineteenth century in this area (see alexander 2006). further, the founding of chan Kom is 
not a “typical” example of the dispersal process. rather, the community was founded fairly 
late in the game (1918) and became independent of ebtún in 1923–26 following an episode 
of violent disputes between political liberalists and socialists. it was not established by mem-
bers of larger and more influential patronym groups in ebtún.

 11. ageY población, libros complementarios 1890, padrón general del municipio de 
Valladolid.

 12. poder ejecutivo, ayuntamiento de Valladolid, censos y padrones, padrón general de 
los habitantes del municipio de chichimila, Valladolid (chichimila, ebtún, Xocén), 29 abril 
1862. caja 66, Vol. 16, exp. 5.: 2d.

 13. ramo Municipios Valladolid, presidencia, censo de la división topográfica del par-
tido de Valladolid. caja 10, Vol. 26, exp. 6, 1905.

 14. archivo de la reforma agraria nacional (ran). ebtún dotación 155, solicitud 
20/11/1923, dictamen 22/12/1930, 5/5/1940 Vecinos de ebtún a Jefe caM. The copy of the 
letter matches word for word document 180, certified copy of acknowledgment for bubul, 
in the Titles of Ebtun (roys 1939:272). i thank fernando armstrong-fumero for sharing his 
notes and observations.

 15. This story was related by ebtún’s comisario ejidal, florentino camal, and his uncle 
eleuterio Un Un, while surveying bubul in 2006.
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In TroduCTIon

The chatino language of san Juan Quiahije (Quiahije), oaxaca, Mexico, is rich 
with interplay between language and culture in the area of person reference. in 
this chapter i focus on the discursive use of language and landscape to construct 
person reference in Quiahije chatino. The chapter has a large linguistic compo-
nent, since linguistic analysis contributes to our understanding of how place is 
constructed and interpreted. another factor that contributes to this construc-
tion and interpretation is the social layering of the community, and the com-
munity’s relationship with the national project of assimilating indigenous people 
into spanish-speaking society. This project of assimilation fits into a broader 
context of interest, which includes political reordering, patterns of intense 
christianization, and linguistic imposition in indigenous communities. one 
finding in the study is that the people of Quiahije mediate linguistic impositions 
on their social life by creating their own naming practices through the use of 
place-names.

personal names in Quiahije play an important role in the social and cultural life 
of the community. every member of the community has a first name, two last names, 
and a family name that is derived from a place-name. some community members 
also have a nickname. The analysis that follows explores how people from Quiahije 
engage in person reference in their social lives; how speakers verbally associate an 
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individual with known properties, such as his or her face, name, social identity, or 
personality; and how tones function in names borrowed from spanish. The chapter 
draws on extended participant observation in the san Juan and cieneguilla com-
munities, as well as metalinguistic discussions with adult speakers.

i was born in cieneguilla, a village that is part of the municipality of san Juan 
Quiahije, but i have lived most of my life outside of the community. My interest 
in the topic of names came from a desire to learn more about social interaction 
between native chatino speakers. in particular, i wanted to better understand the 
crucial role of personal names in the social lives of the people of san Juan. i am a 
fluent speaker of chatino, but fluency is not sufficient to understand face-to-face 
communication and person reference in the communities of cieneguilla and san 
Juan. The focus of this chapter is the set of linguistic and communicative rules that 
make this interaction successful, such as the rules governing tone of voice and other 
linguistic choices that are used to avoid uncomfortable social situations. finally, i 
include a discussion of the geographic aspect of person reference.

in my research i observed and actively participated in hours of conversations in 
kitchens (figure 8.1) and public spaces, and took video of narratives in which speak-
ers made reference to various people. further details regarding the participants, 
types of conversations, and locations will be provided below.

Throughout the chapter i discuss person reference in interactions in chatino. 
section 1, “The communities,” introduces the community, describes its geographi-
cal location, and discusses the ideologies of what i will call “base” and “temporal” 
home. section 2, “Ways of referring to people in san Juan,” introduces the con-
struction of person reference in Quiahije. section 3, “personal names,” discusses 
how the people of Quiahije receive their names.

The Co m munITIes

The seat (cabecera) of san Juan Quiahije has 2,120 inhabitants, while cieneguilla 
has 1,330 inhabitants, according to the Mexican census (2010). cieneguilla is a sep-
arate village (agencia policía) within the municipality of san Juan (figure 8.2). The 
distance between the two communities is about ten kilometers.

residents of both communities speak the chatino language. chatino is one 
member of the oto-manguean language stock and belongs to a genetic subgroup 
within the Zapotecan branch (campbell 2013; Kaufman 2007). chatino com-
prises three varieties: Zenzontepec (Zen), tataltepec (tat), and eastern chatino 
(campbell 2011; cruz and Woodbury 2006). eastern chatino, in turn, comprises 
an internally diverse set of varieties spoken in twenty-one communities, including 
san Juan Quiahije. There are fifteen varieties of eastern chatino in all, each with its 



Figure 8.1. Kitchen interaction. Photo by author. 

Figure 8.2. Cieneguilla seen from San Juan. Photo by Frida Cruz. 
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own tone system. Most varieties are monosyllabic, except for santa María Yolotepec 
(field notes) and san Marcos Zacatepec (Villard 2007). The chatino of Quiahije is 
most notable for its tonal complexity (e. cruz 2011). phonetically there are twelve 
tones, and phonologically there are fourteen tones distinguished at the lexical level 
(e. cruz 2011; see also table 8.8 in appendix 8.a).1

residents of this area consider san Juan to be “the old place,” but san Juan is 
a relatively new municipality in the chatino region. The place where san Juan 
would eventually be founded was settled in a wave of migration sparked by evan-
gelization. While scholars have not determined the exact year of the migration, 
some suggest that it occurred around 200 years ago (Wenceslao cruz cortes, per-
sonal communication). according to oral tradition, san Juan was founded when 
a few citizens saw a rooster crowing on top of a hill in san Juan (see figure 8.6: 
#43). below the hill there was a pond, where residents claimed to see saint John 
appear. This caused people who lived in surrounding areas to move to san Juan. 
over time this pond dried up, and the local church now sits at its site (see figure 
8.3: #92; Wenceslao cruz cortes, personal communication). The people from 
the surrounding areas who moved to san Juan adopted names related to the new 
places where they settled (see table 8.9 of appendix 8.a for examples).

Looking north from the hill where the rooster was found, one can see a flat 
expanse of land. This was where residents of san Juan raised animals such as cows 
and chickens. The people of san Juan remember this place as being full of an incred-
ible amount of netleaf oak (Quercus rugosa), orchids, ponds, and creeks. They 
describe it as a wetland. san Juan residents did not have permanent houses in the 
flat area but would go only to visit their livestock and then return to san Juan.

cieneguilla was settled in the early 1970s, when the franciscan friar edmundo 
ávalos covarrubiasa convinced a group a people to move to the flat land (figure 
8.4). The group of san Juan residents included tomás cruz (my father), elucterio 
Jarquín, odilón cortés, and many other families. The people who migrated sought 
independence from san Juan. Their leaders, especially tomás, dreamed of having a 
self-sustaining community. They would be able to have gardens and wells nearby—
something tomás believed would not be possible in san Juan due to the local 
politics and geographic conditions. (san Juan sits on a high mountain, so there is 
limited room for gardens and little space to build wells for people to have access to 
water closer to their homes.)

after forty-five years, the communities of san Juan and cieneguilla maintain 
strong family connections but also have political disagreements over state funding. 
The state government gives funding for projects to san Juan, and san Juan is respon-
sible for distributing the funds. according to the people of cieneguilla, however, 
the san Juan municipality is not fair and gives little funding to cieneguilla.
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The split between the communities is relatively recent. This is one of the rea-
sons why the people of san Juan and cieneguilla speak the same variety of chatino, 
unlike other chatino communities, which speak different dialects. When the fami-
lies who founded cieneguilla left for the lower land, they continued to consider san 
Juan as their permanent home, viewing cieneguilla as a temporary place.

This view of cieneguilla as temporary is reflected linguistically in what Hilaria 
cruz has called the “base” and “temporary” uses of the verb ‘to go’ (H. cruz 2008). 
The verb ‘to go’ temporary is tsa  J ‘He/she is going temporary’, and the verb ‘to go’ 
base is kya  J ‘He/she is going base’. in discourse, san Juan is always the base. for 
example, even if someone is born in cieneguilla, the person still uses kya  J to talk 
about going to san Juan.

The following cases demonstrate some of the uses of the base and temporal ver-
sions of “to go.”

Figure 8.3. Map of location-based names.
Meanings of the symbols:  family with place name,  area,  pond,  sacred place, 

 well,  trail.
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Figure 8.4. The first plane that landed in Cieneguilla (1973). Source unknown. 

case 1. Xna H ‘Josephine’, born in cieneguilla, will go to visit relatives in san Juan. 
examples (a–f ) refer to Xna H of cieneguilla. in the following examples, Kchi̹ A 
means village in Quiahije chatino. The * symbol indicates that the sentence is ill 
formed.

a. Xna H kwa F kya  J kchi̹ E.
 Josephine that will go san Juan (village)
‘Josephine will go (base) to san Juan’.

b. *Xna H kwa F tsa  J kchi̹ E.
 Josephine that will go san Juan
‘Josephine will go (temporal) to san Juan’.

case 2. Xna H is standing in san Juan. she is going back home to cieneguilla after 
visiting her relatives in san Juan.

c. Xna H kwa F tsa  J nte ̹ʔ F.2

 Josephine that will go cieneguilla
‘Josephine will go (temporal) to cieneguilla’.

d. *Xna H kwa F kya  J nte ̹ʔ F.
 Josephine that will go cieneguilla
‘Josephine will go (base) to cieneguilla’.

case 3. Xna H is standing in Sʔwe F ‘Juquila’, a mestizo commercial town. she is 
going back to cieneguilla or san Juan (figure 8.6).
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e. Xna H kwa F kya  J xi I-tyi A.
 Josephine that will go hometown
‘Josephine will go (base) to [her] hometown’.

f. *Xna H kwa F tsa  J xi I-tyi A.
 Josephine that will go hometown
‘Josephine will go (temporal) to [her] hometown’.

However, in the common speech of people born in san Juan, san Juan is the base, 
even for people who have moved elsewhere  —for example, the many people from 
both communities who are migrating to oaxaca city and the United states. They 
use the temporal form tsa  J to describe this migration. see the following examples:

g. Xna H kwa F tsa  J no Frte  J.
 Josephine that will go north
‘Josephine will go (temporal) to the United states (north)’.

h. Xna H kwa F tsa  J loI ntʔa B.
 Josephine that will go to guaje
‘Josephine will go (temporal) to oaxaca city’.3

The following examples show the base and temporal form of returning. in exam-
ple i, Josephine is coming to visit. example j, Josephine is coming back to her home.

Figure 8.5. Map of San Juan Quiahije and Cieneguilla (Google Earth 2014). 
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i. Xna H kwa F ka̹ A ti C ʔa E.
Josephine that will come adv later
‘Josephine will come (temporal) later’.

j. Xna H kwa F kya̹  J ti C ʔa E.
Josephine that will come adv later
‘Josephine will come (base) later’.

My cousin, Lorenzo cruz, used the above examples to show me the differences 
between temporal and base forms used to express, for instance, going to san Juan 
and cieneguilla. according to him, young people are starting to use base forms 
for both. Lorenzo is from san Juan and has come to believe the ideology that the 

“important town” such as san Juan should only be base and not temporal, because 
the people from cieneguilla left from san Juan.

waYs oF r eFer r Ing To PeoPle In sa n Jua n

some of the common lexemes used in person reference are neʔ A kwla A ‘old person’ 
(respectful); no A-ʔa̹  E lyuʔn ‘girl’; no A-kyʔyu E lyuʔn ‘boy’; ʔi ̹A-ma K ‘deceased per-
son’; ma H-xuʔ F ‘old lady’ (disrespectful); mba B ‘compadre’ (my child’s godfather); 
and lyi B ‘comadre’ (godmother). When speakers of any language make reference to 
objects, persons, or events, they do so in terms of the social and linguistic categories 

Figure 8.6. Map of San Juan Quiahije, Cieneguilla, and Juquila (Google Earth 2014). 
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of their communities (Hanks 2007). in Quiahije the kinship terms are inalienable 
nouns. The possessive kinship terms are the unmarked reference form in the com-
munities of san Juan. social norms learned through religion, family, local govern-
ment, and other institutions govern social interaction. for example, in Quiahije 
it is sometimes the case that when people refer to a member of the community or 
family, as in yʔa ̹E Tyu B ‘peter’s mother’, the speaker references some background 
information. This background knowledge is part of the perspective from which the 
speaker individuates the referent (Hanks 2007). research on informal conversa-
tion in Us english suggests that the simplest way of referring to a person is by first 
name (schegloff 1996), but this is not the case with chatino. There are, however, 
some similarities in person reference between Yucatecs and Quiahije chatinos. in 
both formal and informal conversation in san Juan, the use of personal names is 
not customary.

during my research, i often participated in conversations in which personal 
names were the main topic. on one particular day, i was in cieneguilla with my 
family, and a woman came to visit my mother. since we reside outside of the san 
Juan area, we do not know the name of every person who lives there. i asked the 
visitor, ʔwą K niya K na K ʔwę K neʔ A kwla A ‘Miss, what is your name?’ i sensed that 
the question was invasive, but i was not sure why. The visitor did not answer, but 
instead laughed to herself. When the visitor left, my mother advised me against ask-
ing people for their first names, as this is considered invasive: “people get uncom-
fortable with those types of questions.” in this community people prefer the use 
of kin terms for person reference. since i reside outside the village, sometimes i 
embarrass myself by using first names inappropriately to refer to people. in contrast, 
residents learn the rules that govern the use of names at an early age and therefore 
avoid the mistakes that i might make. after the incident with the visitor, i became 
interested in understanding person reference in my community. in the following 
subsections i will discuss person reference using examples of nicknames and kin-
ship terms.

nicknames
nicknames are used only in the absence of the named person. The following 

examples show various kinds of nicknames. They can be based on verbs, nouns, 
adjectives, or nominalizations of full sentences. The people in san Juan create nick-
names frequently and in different ways. one way of creating nicknames is on the 
basis of a person’s idiosyncrasies. some people are given nicknames because of their 
unique physical appearance or for something unusual they once said, as in the fol-
lowing examples.
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a. Xwa F  ntyku  J tya E

 John eats corn
 ‘John the corn eater’
Xwa F got this name because he ate a lot of corn.

b. Xwa F  ktyįʔ B

 John  lice
 ‘Lice John’
Xwa F got this name because he had lice.

c. yʔa̹ E ktyįʔ B

 mother lice
 ‘Mother of lice’ 
This person got this name because she had a lot of lice.

d. Xwa A ta F knyi C

 John hunt bird
 ‘John the bird hunter’
This person got this name because he was a bird hunter.

e. Se B tso ̹0

 Jose warm
 ‘Warm José’
José got this name based on a conversation he had with his lover, which someone 
overheard.

The following is natural conversation with someone talking about nicknames in 
san Juan:

Mm A-mm F, Wwa F Ko ̹H, Xwa F Ko ̹H. [EC4: M A-m F, ʔo E ko̹ H

nga  J ja̹ʔ Gno A ko B re̹ʔ  J a  J]. Xwa F Ko ̹H ne  J re̹ʔ E chaʔ F

lyuʔ H ti  J kuʔ F. Chaʔ F tlyu C ljoʔ E (ri H nde H niya ̹ J), lyuʔ H ja̹ʔ H xtya ̹H chaʔ F,
sa A ʔa K ʔwi K ke A lye B ra K ti K nsʔwi  J. [EC: na F nga E ke K lye B ra K ja̹ʔ G]. No A

nga  J ke K lye B ra K ja̹ʔ G na F ntyʔwi  J jyaʔ C na F nga  J ja̹ʔ G-i ̹H. [EC:
a: ke F lye B ra K]. Ja A ne I ja A ne I, Xwa F Ke A Lye B ra K. Na H-ji ̹C xwa F ke A lye B

ra K ʔne K ra̹ʔ E ʔo E ja̹ʔ H. ʔo E na H ji̹ C si K tykwiʔ K re̹ʔ  J chaʔ F xlya K Jwa ̹H

Ke A Lye H ra H ʔne  J re̹ʔ E ʔo E ja̹ʔ H [cien-2010_02_16-txt_intv_Lbg_bcs-ec-
clip_04.dv]

Translation: Yes, John Pigeon, John Pigeon. [EC: Yes, that nickname means to grind?] 
They gave him that nickname because he was short. Also, there is One Rock John; he 
was round like this (rounding arm), he was squat, he looked like a one-pound rock. 
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[EC: What is this one-pound rock?] One-pound rock is the rock that is used for weigh-
ing. [EC: ahh, to weigh things.] Yes, yes, John One Pound Rock, they called him One 
Pound Rock. But if you say it in Spanish, you say Juan One Pound Rock.

teknonymy
in san Juan the use of first names is uncommon when addressing and referring 

to others. one way this is avoided is by addressing or referring to people using the 
name of a relative, a pattern known as “teknonymy.” for instance, parents in san 
Juan are referred to using the name of their oldest child. My parents were called by 
the name of my oldest sibling, yʔa̹ E La Hya  J ‘Hilaria’s mom’. in addition, locals use 
teknonymy in a variety of ways (see table 8.1).

The following are some examples of teknonymy in conversation. a father con-
verses with his son-in-law about his daughter (the wife of the son-in-law). When 
the father refers to his daughter, he refers to her as ‘the mother of the children’. in 
natural conversation i once saw a woman chasing down a cow. she came upon some 
young children who were playing and asked to see their mother. When the mother 
came outside, the two adults had the following conversation:

a. speaker a: ja A ʔne A chi̹ʔ H marka K ʔnya K sʔe̹ A ntʔe̹ A yʔa̹ E wa Aldo Ame Fro  J kwa F

 ‘please call Waldomero’s mother’s house’
 speaker b : jo F ʔwa̹ K niya̹ K tykwe̹ʔ H ʔo E ka̹ʔ H

 ‘Yes. What do you want me to tell her’

Table 8.1. teknonymy

Chatino Gloss

no A-xwe I ʔnya A (the little ones) ‘my children’

no A-ʔna E tʔą  J (my female sibling) ‘my sister’

no A-kyʔyu E tʔą  J (my male sibling) ‘my brother’

yʔą E no A xwe I (children’s mother) ‘my wife’

sti A no A xwe I (children’s father) ‘my husband’

yʔą E Sa Awe B ‘isabel’s mother’

sti A Sa Awe B ‘isabel’s father’

sti A no A xwe I ʔnya A (father of my children) ‘my husband’

yʔą A no A xwe I ʔnya A (mother of my children) ‘my wife’

nte ̹B ʔi̹K tʔą  J (person of my sibling) ‘my sibling’s spouse’

neʔ A kla A ʔnya A (my elders) ‘my parents’
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in example a, the speaker refers to the person she needs to contact as ‘Waldomero’s 
mother’, using the woman’s son’s name instead of the woman’s own name.

kI nshIP Ter ms

in san Juan, kinship terms are commonly used to refer to a person. However, they 
are rarely used to refer to a relative, mainly because the person already has knowl-
edge of the relationship.

privacy and intimacy play an important role in how people communicate with 
each other. Thus, people refer to each other differently when they are at home than 
when they are in public. at home, children address their mother as ma B ‘mom’ and 
their father as tyi B ‘dad’. outside the home, children avoid directly addressing their 
parents. indirect conversation is preferred. The vocative ways parents address their 
children are ma H ‘dear girl’ and tyi H ‘dear boy’. The nonvocative term for referring 
to children is no A-xwe I ‘little people, children’. in addition, there are two ways of 
referring to grandparents (see table 8.2). The first is ma H steʔ A ʔi ̹A ‘granny of,’5 a form 
that is alienable and occurs with the possessive marker ʔi ̹A. The other form, yʔa ̹E 
steʔ I ‘grandmother of ’, is inalienable and is inflected for possessor. of these forms, 
the alienable one is informal and the inalienable one is formal.

in conversation there are some restrictions on the use of kinship terms when 
referring to a close relative—such as a mother, father, or grandfather—in that rela-
tive’s presence. for example, if i am in a room with my mother, and another person 
and i are talking about a situation in which my mother is the focus, i would not 
say, “Then my mother said . . . ” instead, i would use, “Then this old person said . . . ” 
if my mother is not present, i would say, “My mother said.” When i am speaking 
about a person who is not kin, i would say, “The person said,” whether or not that 
person is present.

Compadrazgo ‘co-parenthood’
to refer to their compadres, or godparents, people use terms that indicate the 

compadrazgo relation: ‘nliM̹ ‘my comadre’, and mbanM ‘my compadre’. This is clearly 
due to the influence of the catholic church. The most important coparenthoods 
(or godparenthoods) are created in two main events: baptisms and weddings. since 
time immemorial, the parents of a couple who wish to marry must sanction the 
marriage after discussing the relationship between the families. if a pending dis-
pute is discovered, the marriage will not be approved. The reason is that coparent-
hood is like becoming one family. in san Juan a woman does not take her spouse’s 
patronymic last name; she keeps her last names. i interviewed a woman from san 
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Table 8.2. consanguinity (kinship terms)

Chatino Gloss
sti A father of

tyi H ʔi̹  J father (vocative)

kwiʔC ʔi̹ E baby of

tyi H jneʔ H ʔi̹  J male caregiver of (father role)

ma H nchiʔ H ʔi̹  J female caregiver of (mother role)

kwiʔ H ʔya F baby of (whose mother is pregnant)

cho ̹ʔ G ndyi G youngest child of

kwiʔ H kchiʔ A youngest son of

tʔa G la H sibling of

ma H steʔ A ʔi̹ A granny of

yʔa̹ E steʔ I grandmother of

tyi H steʔ A ʔi̹ A grandpa of

sti A steʔ I grandfather of

tʔa G sti A uncle/aunt of (maternal and paternal)

tʔa G steʔ A cousin of

yʔa̹ E ska ̹A great-grandmother of

Juan who said that her parents did not let her marry the person that she wanted to 
marry. This was due to some past issues between the two families. The following is 
her story:

No A ya̹ G naʔ H ji ̹C Se B neʔ  J jla  J Ko Fpyo  J ndywiʔ  J re̹ʔ  J i ̹H, ya ̹G jnya E ʔnya  J ja ̹H-i ̹H ja A ne I 
ʔo E naʔ H-ji ̹C ʔo E chaʔ F no  J yʔwi  J wa G xlya E-i0̹. ʔo E ka̹ʔ G chaʔ F ntyʔwi A lyo ̹A ntyʔo H 
chaʔ F ntyʔi jya C wa G ntʔa̹ I chi̹ʔ H no A no A xwe ̹ J ntyʔi A jya ̹C. Sʔwe F sʔwe̹  J ntyʔo H chaʔ F. 
Chaʔ F no  J ntyʔya B wa G ja A tla I ʔwa G ntyʔya B naʔ H-ji̹ C ngya  J chaʔ F no  J ja A sʔwi I 
yja A ku Aja A ntsʔwi I. naʔ H-ji̹ C ka̹ʔ H ʔo E ykwiʔ A kyʔa̹  J yja I chaʔ F no  J. No A wjyaʔ C re̹ʔ C 
ndiyaʔ C chaʔ F no A wjyaʔ C nte ̹B ndiyaʔ C chaʔ F ja̹ʔ H-i ̹ J. ʔo E kyʔa̹  J ʔa E yja A tla I ntyʔya E 
ja̹ʔ H-i ̹K ʔo E ʔo E wa G re C ntyʔa̹  J yku  J wa G re C ja̹ʔ H-i ̹C naʔ H ji ̹H. Sʔwe F sʔwe̹ H ʔo E ntyʔo H 
chaʔ F sʔwe F sʔwi  J wa G ndiya A ʔo E maten H kwa F ndiya A wa F. ʔo E ja E no K no  J naʔ H-ji ̹C. 
ka̹ʔ G naʔ H-ji ̹C ykwiʔ A ʔo̹ E ska  J yaʔ  J naʔ H-ji̹ C. Nde H ndywi I neʔ A kla A ʔnya A chaʔ F no  J 
naʔ H-ji ̹C tsa  J jnya H ʔi̹ G kwa̹ H nya  J ntykwiʔ I ndywiʔ A. ʔa H sʔwe F ra ̹F ka̹ʔ H ndywe̹ʔ H ʔo E 
wa C nkʔa̹ E selo  J wa F pero A ja A ja A-la I ndiya B re̹ʔ0 sa A ʔa E ti E. Ka̹ʔ G ndywiʔ A tyi̹ ʔnya  J 
ʔo E no A ngwa C ma H ʔnya  J ja E no0 no  J wa C ya ̹G nte ̹ʔ B ja̹ʔ G no E ya ̹G ya ̹G jnya K ʔnya  J ja̹ʔ H. 
Kwna G nda F chaʔ F jyaʔ F chaʔ F jnya E re̹ʔ  J jnya  J ʔo E ka̹ʔ G ʔo̹ G ndo ̹H ra E no K ya ̹G jnya E 
re ̹ʔ  J ʔnya  J ʔo̹ G ndo ̹Hja̹ʔ H-i ̹H. Ka̹ʔ G ndywe̹ʔ H ʔo E ja̹ʔ H naʔ H-ji ̹C. Nda F lya  J wa ̹ J ʔnya  J 
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ʔi̹  J nte ̹B re K ndywe ̹H sʔa̹  J ʔo E ra K ʔo G jyo ̹E ʔnya E nkʔa̹  J tu F-sko ̹G ndo ̹H ja̹ʔ H. ʔi E ʔa E-no K 
wa C ntʔo E nte̹ B ja̹ʔ G ngya  J ka̹ʔ G no A naʔ H-ji̹ C. ʔya G re̹ʔ  J naʔ H-ji ̹C, ʔnyi E yka  J re̹ʔ  J ʔnya  J.  
[cien-2008_06_txt_intv_anonymous-ec-clip_05.wav]

translation:  One day, José and his father, Copyo, came to my parents’ 
house to ask for my hand. I knew José. We went to school together. We were the 
same age, and we were good friends. He brought lots of tortillas to school. He 
came from a rich family so he would bring lots of tortillas. He would share his 
tortillas with my brother and me. Also, he was a good friend of my brother, 
Martín. One day, José told me, “My parents say that they are going to talk to 
your parents so we can get married.” I said, “Sure, but that guy Marcelo asked 
for my hand, and he now lives at the house. I do not want to marry him.” One 
day, José and his parents showed up at my house. Since I already told José that I 
would marry him, I was present in the room while the adults talked. I was ready 
to go with José and his family. I even had my scarf under my arm so I could go 
with them straight away. José and his parents left without me. My parents never 
let me marry him. Later, I had to marry [the man who is now] father of my 
children.

The above story shows the importance of creating a new family in marriage. 
However, stories like this are more common among older generations. nowadays, 
young people find ways to get married even without their parents’ consent.

infant baptism is a ritual that was extremely widespread among the people in 
san Juan, though it is no longer universally practiced, due to the influence of the 
evangelical church, whose adherents prefer a later baptism ritual. When a child is 
born to catholic parents, they seek a married couple to be the godparents of their 
child. to choose a godparent they use the same strategy as is used in marriage, since 
they need to make sure there are no past conflicts with the prospective godparents. 
More recently, people create coparenthood by selecting godparents when children 
graduate from different stages of school. in these cases, it is not necessary to review 
the history of the relationship between the families.

describing people’s identity
self-reference in chatino is a form of identification. The term for a chatino 

person is a compound, neʔ A tnya E. Neʔ A means ‘person’. The meaning of tnya E is 
unknown in Quiahije, though other varieties of chatino would call this ‘work’. The 
following sentences are examples of self-reference and of the lexemes that are used 
for referring to oneself (table 8.4).
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We now turn to chatino names for other groups of people. geographically, san 
Juan neighbors one mestizo town, Juquila; the rest of the neighboring towns are 
chatino villages. table 8.5 lists names for some of the neighboring people.

personal names
in addition to the unofficial forms of reference discussed in the previous section, 

every citizen in san Juan has an official name listed on catholic church and gov-
ernment records. in modern Mexico the act of giving a person a name is standard 
from a legal and cultural perspective, and having a name recognized by the state 
is considered part of one’s social identity. naming in san Juan takes place upon 
baptism, which serves as an important cultural rite of passage (smith-stark 2000).

Table 8.3. coparenthood

Chatino Gloss

lyi B comadre/comother/godmother

mba B compadre/cofather/godfather

snyiʔ A tya  J godchild of

snyiʔ A ntʔa̹ H stepchild of

Table 8.4. autonym

Chatino Gloss

naʔ G nga ̹ J neʔ A tʔi B ‘i am poor’

naʔ G nga ̹ J neʔ I tnya E ‘i am indigenous’ or ‘i am chatino’

naʔ G nga ̹ J stru K ‘i am a teacher’

naʔ G nga ̹ J neʔ A tu F-ke A ‘i am of the people of the cave’

Table 8.5. ethnonym

Chatino Gloss

neʔ A wya H ‘person from nopala’ (a chatino town)

neʔ A ta ̹I ‘mestizo’ (lit. ‘lard person’)

neʔ A xaʔ C ‘mestizo’ (lit. ‘different person’ or ‘mestizo’)

neʔ A kta E ‘foreigner’

neʔ A pi H ‘gringos or europeans’ (lit. ‘turkey* people’)
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official names
every Mexican citizen must be registered with the government when he/she is 

born. The official name consists of a first name and two last names in spanish. The 
parents submit the name of the child, and the civil registry records it. it is important 
to mention that the practice of naming is changing; some people choose names for 
their children that they hear in the media or on the internet, television, or radio. in 
the last twenty years, there has been a massive migration to the United states, and 
many children come back home with english names, for example, Ke Fvi ̹ J ‘Kevin’.

in addition, in colonial and postcolonial Mexico the government forced people 
to follow exogenous naming systems in order to identify individuals accurately 
and to have better control over the population. currently, every citizen of san 
Juan has to be registered. Up until a few years ago people had to walk eight hours 
to register their children, but now the government visits the community to register 
people. in the following subsections i will discuss in detail the practices of linguistic 
borrowing names of the people of san Juan. to adequately understand these prac-
tices, it is important to note that the chatino speakers of san Juan were forced by 
the catholic church and Mexican government to speak spanish. This has led to 
diverse patterns of linguistic borrowing between spanish and chatino.

names derived from spanish
The official first names and last names of the people of san Juan are all derived 

from spanish. The first research on the borrowing of proper names in chatino 
started with Kitty and Leslie pride in their dictionary of the eastern chatino of 
panixtlahuaca, a town neighboring san Juan, where a moderately distinct dialect of 
chatino is spoken (pride and pride 2004). They made a list of about seventy names 
that were derived from spanish. table 8.6 shows a list of names from Quiahije and 
panixtlahuaca that are derived from spanish.

traditionally, names in spanish were taken from saints’ days listed on the calen-
dars. These calendars were brought by priests to the village of san Juan during evan-
gelization (Wenceslao cruz cortes, personal communication). The pre-Hispanic 
traditions of naming in san Juan are unknown, though it is possible that chatinos 
shared or adopted the practices of nearby Zapotecs and Mixtecs: “in pre-Hispanic 
times, Mexican people had four names (Horcasitas 1973). The tonaltoca, which was 
from a calendar; tlalticpactoca, a name of the period of occurrences; a god’s name; 
and a dignitary’s name. The Mayas from Yucatán used a patrilineal and matrilin-
eal last name (roys 1940). The Zapotecs used a calendar for naming. The Mixtecs 
used the calendar and at the age of seven got another name” (caso 1977, quoted in 
smith-stark 2000; translation mine).
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it is difficult to determine whether these practices were part of chatino customs. 
even the chatino elders do not know their ancestors’ naming practices. i am not 
aware of any person who has a chatino name based on the practices mentioned in 
the quote above. all names, to my knowledge, are derived from spanish.

Last names
official last names, as mentioned above, are actually two names: a patronym and 

a matronym. in san Juan there are few last names. out of 300 speakers, i found 30 
last names. if shared last names indicated a consanguineous relationship, it would 
seem that everyone was related. However, people regard their last names as imposed 
by the catholic church, so they find ways of distinguishing blood relatives from 
nonblood relatives despite common patronyms. people with the same patronym 
can marry one another, so their children end up with the same surname as both 
patronym and matronym, e.g., cruz cruz.

place-names
The family names in chatino are unofficial names that are based on where one’s 

family lives. every member of the community has a family name. When a family 
settles in a particular area of san Juan, it will adopt the name of that location and 
transmit the name to the next generation of the family. a similar phenomenon was 
found historically in english, for example, Hill, overbrook, Woods.

in figure 8.6 one can see that people in san Juan mainly settle around the church 
(#92). There are many aspects of landscape that are considered for use in informal 

Table 8.6. names derived from spanish

Panixtlahuaca Quiahije Spanish

a. bla Me Hla  J Manuela

b. be nyi Fnyo  J benigno

c. Jwasyu Jwa Fsyu  J bonifacio

d. beyu be Hyu  J silverio

e. sabe sa Awe B isabel

f. Xuwa Xwa F Juan

g. Laria La Hya  J Hilaria

h. Jeyu Je Hnyo  J eugenio

i. Marku Mar Fku  J Marcos
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last names, such as place descriptions, ponds, fluids (urine, saliva), animals, riv-
ers, sacred places, plant names, and architectural constructions such as wells and 
churches, and trails. table 8.7 lists the distribution of places used in family names in 
the new settlement of san Juan Quiahije.

Locatives
in chatino, like many languages of the world, speakers use body parts to talk 

about location. for example, in english, speakers at times use “the foot of the 
mountain” to refer to the base of a mountain. an instance of this in chatino is the 
following:

a. tu C kchi C neʔ C yka E kyji̹ B (#2 on map)
 hole glen his/her stomach tree type 
 ‘glen of the kyji̹ B tree forest’

in example a, the referent is a glen, which is in the forest of yka E kyji̹ B. This glen 
is named after a particular tree.

a number of family names use body parts to refer to location. The following 
examples are of family names referring to places around trees. While the particular 
trees mentioned in the names often no longer exist, they remain in the memory of 
the people in san Juan.

Table 8.7. distribution of family names and place-names

Item Numbers in the map

description 11, 34, 53, 63, 65

pond 49

animal 44

river 37, 40

religion 60

fluids 61

trails 22, 54

plant 1, 16, 42, 55, 64

Well 18, 23, 31, 46

church 12, 58

body parts 9, 15, 20, 21, 28, 34, 57, 62
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b. neʔ A soʔ G yka A kyaʔ a (#2 on map)
 people his/her bottom tree his/her foot 
 ‘The family who lives at the bottom of the tree’

c. neʔ A tʔwa a kxi̹ʔC (#20 on map)
 people his/her mouth bush 
 ‘people of the edge of the bush/ranch’   

d. neʔ A soʔ G kytye C (#21 on map)
 people his/her bottom pine tree 
 ‘people of the bottom of the pine tree’

e. neʔ A soʔ G yka A ksu I (#62 on map)
 people his/her bottom tree specific tree 
 ‘people of the bottom of yka A ksu I’

The following examples use body parts in conjunction with more permanent 
locations:

f. neʔ A kyaʔ A yu I (#28 on map)
 people his/her foot earthy place/hill 
 ‘people of the bottom of the hill’

The next example uses an inset body part to refer to a place. The natural interpre-
tation of the name used would be that the family lives above the anthill. The story 
told about this place is that in the past it had many anthills, which explains how the 
family that lives there got their name.

g. neʔ A ke G tykwaʔ C (#44 on map)
 people his/her head anthill

 ‘people of the head of the ant hill

a long time ago, people did not use latrines. When they had to go to the bath-
room they went to an empty area, in particular a hill named lo0 nte̹ I kyʔi̹ C ‘poop 
mountain’. The people who lived in that area were named neʔ A lo0 nte ̹I kyʔi̹ C ‘people 
of the poop mountain’ (#61 on map).

The complete list of place names of san Juan can be found in appendix 8.a.

ConClusIon

in this article i explored naming themes of indigenous knowledge by analyzing the 
connection between the linguistic and physical landscape of san Juan Quiahije munic-
ipality. Like many indigenous communities, the speakers of Quiahije chatino are 
undergoing a rapid shift away from the indigenous heritage language toward spanish.
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Why, how, and to what extent do elders transmit speech about the land to their 
communities, which are encountering homogenizing influences? Meandering to 
and from issues on our journeys, elders offered counternarratives to the dominant 
one of broader social, economic, and political change: of Mexican state-building, 
local development initiatives, democracy, migration, and globalization. This was a 
conscious struggle on their part to articulate the value of the landscape to chatinos. 
place and species names in chatino languages refer to aspects of the surrounding 
environment, such as the ecological or cultural uses of the noun in question.

The Quiahije local government is giving new official names for place-names. The 
assigned names included erroneous spanish translations of eastern chatino lexi-
cons. for example, for kqya C tan B, eastern chatino for ‘mountain and oak tree’, 
authorities gave cerro de manteca, spanish for ‘mound of lard’. authorities also bor-
rowed words from Mexico’s catholic heritage, the names of christian saints, which 
now appear on official maps and new street signs.

despite these impositions of nonindigenous personal and place-names, many 
older means of referencing social life and landscape remain common in the every-
day life of chatino communities. chatinos name each other not only according to a 
spanish-derived system of names set at birth, but also according to the actions they 
and their families take as members of a chatino town. perhaps the most striking dif-
ference between the ways of naming is that church and state mandate the first, while 
the community shapes the other. but it should also be noted that the second way is 
grounded in a community space; that is, in a particular place and between people 
in relationships. Those relationships cannot be transplanted. These ways of nam-
ing were found to occur in common circumstances, such as when chatinos select 
coparents at the church in san Juan, when a woman chases a cow in cieneguilla, 
and when chatinos talk about friends. it is a way of naming rooted in the way the 
community lives, so it is inseparable from an understanding of chatino culture.
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Table 8.8. tones

Level tones Rising tones Descending tones
kna E[ H] ‘snake’ kon H[M0] ‘i will eat’ tla B[ HL] ‘night’

kak[0] ‘cow’ sqe̹ I[M H] ‘scorpion’ kla  J[ML] ‘twenty’

kna C[M] ‘theft’ ko ̹G[L H] ‘tuber’ tyuM[OL] ‘dear little’

kna A* ‘sandal’ skwa̹L[L0] ‘i threw’

si F[LM] ‘butterfly’

note: The letters are the practical representation of the tones: a = [Low], b = [High-Low], c = [Mid], 
e = [High], f = [Low-Mid], g = [Low-High], H = [Mid-superhigh], i = [Midhigh], J = [Mid-Low], 
K= [superhigh], L = [Low superhigh], and M = [superhigh Low].

*This is a toneless tone.

Table 8.9. place-names in san Juan Quiahije

Number Symbol Name in Chatino Gloss

1 neʔ C yka E kyji ̹B people of the kyji̹ B tree

2 tu C kchi C neʔ C yka E kyji ̹B place of the kyji ̹B tree

3 tyku E neʔ C yka E kyji ̹B river of a specific tree

4 sʔe̹ A ndwa B ksi0 tyku E kwi E the cross at tyku E kwi E

5 tyku E kwi E pure river

6 tyku E yaʔ C kwti E river with seven hands

7 twe̹ F nda F naʔ A trail to nda F naʔ A

8 twe̹ F xkwa ̹E trail to xkwa ̹E

9 twe̹ F sʔwe F trail to sʔwe F

10 tyku E sna F kchi ̹A river snaf kchi ̹A

11 neʔ A lo A yu I nkʔa H people of the red land

12 neʔ A ʔwa I la G people of the front of the church

continued on next page

appendix 8.a

1. Tones

There are twelve tones in san Juan Quiahije. table 8.8 provides some examples 
of words with different lexical and phonetic tones.

2. PlaCe-na m es



Table 8.9—continued

Number Symbol Name in  Chatino Gloss

13 nte ̹ʔ F ntyʔo H tyu F place where they make bricks

14 neʔ A lo A ksi K people of the cross

15 neʔ A so ̹G kchi ̹A people of the bottom of the village

16 neʔ A yka A xwa G people of the custard apple tree

17 tyku E ʔo E ska ̹I well

18 neʔ K tyku E ska ̹I people of well ʔo E ska ̹I

19 neʔ K so ̹G yka A kyaʔ A people of the bottom of the tree

20 neʔ A tʔwa A kxi ̹ʔc people of the edge of the bushes

21 neʔ A so ̹G kytye C people of the bottom of the pine tree

22 neʔ A twe ̹F sʔwe F people of the trail to Juquila

23 neʔ A tyku E kyʔya  J people of the well

24 tyku E kyʔya  J well of kyʔya  J

25 ʔo F pa̹tiyo ̹B cemetery

26 tyku E kyaʔ B above the well

27 tyku E ste ̹ʔ B curled creek

28 neʔ A kyaʔ A yu I people of the bottom of the hill

29 ʔwe B kchi ̹0 the middle of town

30 tyku E tʔwa A la G well in front of the church

31 neʔ A tyku E la G people of the well in front of the church

32 lo A kchi ̹I nte ̹ʔ F on flat land

33 neʔ A lo A kchi ̹I nte ̹ʔ F people of the flat land

34 neʔ A ja A ke I people between rocks

35 lo A nte ̹I tʔwa A yka A xwa G edge of custard apple tree mountain

36 tyku E la G church well

37 neʔ A tyku E swi B people of swi B river

38 twe ̹F nte ̹ʔ F trail to flat land

39 twe ̹F ngya  J tyku E kwi E trail that goes to kwi E river

40 neʔ A tyku E ke A xe C people of ke A xe C river

41 tʔwa A yka A ntya I edge of the ntya I tree

42 neʔ A tʔwa A yka A ntya I people of a specific tree

continued on next page



Table 8.9—continued

Number Symbol Name in  Chatino Gloss

43 ke G nte ̹A top of the hill

44 neʔ A ke G tykwaʔ C people of ant hill

45 twe̹ F ngya  J tyku E tsa  J road that goes to the well-founded well

46 neʔ A tyku E tsa  J people of the well-founded well

47 tyku E tsa  J well-founded well

48 tyku E lo A ykwaʔ I pond creek

49 neʔ A tyku E lo A tykwaʔ I people of pond creek

50 ke A ʔo C sacred rock

51 tʔwa A nte ̹A sti A ʔo C edge of sacred father mountain

52 twe̹ F tʔwa A nte ̹A trail at the edge of the hill

53 neʔ A tu C ke A people of rock

54 neʔ A tʔwa A nte ̹A people of the edge of the hill

55 neʔ A so ̹G ki G people of the bottom of the bamboo

56 ykwaʔ A sʔe̹ A la E ste ̹ J pond where our father was born

57 neʔ A neʔ C ʔo F people of the cemetery

58 neʔ A cho ̹ʔ G la G people behind the church

59 ksi K lo0 ʔya C cross on top of the mountain

60 ksi K no0 ndwa B lo0 nte ̹I kyʔi̹ C cross that is on poop mountain

61 neʔ A lo0 nte ̹I kyʔi̹ C people of poop mountain

62 neʔ A so ̹G yka A ksu I people of the bottom of a specific tree

63 neʔ A lo A ʔya C people of the mountain

64 neʔ A yka A ksu C people of the avocado tree

65 neʔ A kyʔya C xʔya I people of xʔya I mountain

66 tʔwa A nkaʔ A edge of leaf

67 tyku E lo A yu C cascade river

68 twe̹ F si K ke0 trail to flower cross

69 tyku E ʔya C tykwe̹ʔ E ʔya C tykwe̹ʔ E river

70 tyku E neʔ C ksu I lyuʔ H ti  J inside-of-a-small-bag river

71 lo A ykwaʔ I no A ngya A tyku E 
xkwa̹ I

pond that goes to xkwa ̹I river

72 nte̹ʔ F ndywa B ti F kweʔ G flat land where ti F kweʔ G sits

continued on next page



Table 8.9—continued

Number Symbol Name in  Chatino Gloss

73 tyku E neʔ C ksu I tlyu C inside of a small bag river

74 tyku E tʔwa A ykwaʔ A nda F naʔ A edge of pond river

75 twe ̹F ngya  J lo A nkʔa H road that goes to red soil

76 twe ̹F ngya  J lo A ʔya C kwa ̹C road that goes to up high mountain

77 twe ̹F ngya  J ke G kchi ̹A road that goes to the top of the village

78 twe ̹F ngya  J sʔwe F road that goes to Juquila

79 twe ̹F ngya  J kyʔya C kcheʔ B road that goes to thorn mountain

80 twe ̹F ngya  J tyku E xkwa ̹I road that goes to xkwa̹ I river

81 twe ̹F ngya  J ʔwe B kchi ̹0 road that goes to the middle of the village

82 ksi K ʔwe0 kychi̹0 cross of the middle of the village

83 twe ̹F ngya  J ntyʔo H ʔo C cho ̹ʔ G 
nte ̹A

road that goes around the sacred mountain

84 ksi K cho ̹ʔ G nte ̹A cross that is around the mountain

85 ksi K tʔwa0 nkaʔ A cross that is at the edge of the leaf

86 lo F ʔya C tʔwa A nda F naʔ A top of the mountain at the edge of nda F naʔ A

87 twe ̹F ngya  J cho ̹ʔ G ki G road that goes around the bamboo

88 ntʔa̹ A xla K ʔi̹0 no A xwe I kcheʔ H preschool

89 ntʔa̹ A xla K primarya  J elementary school

90 ntʔa̹ A xla K secundarya  J middle school

91 ntʔa̹ A xla K ʔi̹0 yebo  J high school

92 la G ʔi̹ A kchi ̹A Sa ̹A   Jwa̹  J san Juan catholic church

93 la G ʔi̹ A ʔerma̹o  J protestant church

94 ksi K ʔi̹0 neʔ A tu C ke A cross of the cave people

96 twe ̹F ngya  J ke G nte ̹A trail that goes to the top of the mountain

97 twe ̹F ngya  J ʔwa I nte ̹A trail that goes to the edge of the mountain

98 twe ̹F ngya  J neʔ C yka E xwa G trail that goes inside the custard apple tree

99 twe ̹F neʔ C yka E ntʔwa I trail that goes inside the ntʔwa I tree

note: The meaning of the symbols are as follows:  family with place-name; area;  pond, sacred 
place;  well;  trail.
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 1. i use a practical orthography in this article, rather than international phonetic alpha-
bet (ipa), to write chatino. The consonant phonemes, in practical orthography and ipa, 
are as follows: bilabial p = [p], b = [nb], m = [m]; apicodental t = [t], d = [nd], ts = [ʦ], s 
= [s], n = [n], r =[ ɾ], l = [l]; laminoalveolar ty = [t̻ ], ny = [n̻], ly = [l̻]; alveolopalatal ch = 
[ʧ], x = [ʃ], y = [j]; Velar k = [k], g = [ng]; labiovelar w = [w]; glottal ʔ = [ʔ], j = [h]. The 
consonant phonemes, in practical orthography and ipa, are as follows: oral vowels, as /i/, 
/u/, /e/, /o/, /a/. The nasalized vowel, as /i̹ /, /a̹ /, /e̹ /, /o̹ /.

 2. nte̹ʔ f means ‘flat land’ in Quiahije chatino. The syntax of the examples a through j 
are acceptable.

 3. The place-name oaxaca comes from the nahuatl language and means “land of Leu-
caena leucocephala.”

 4. ‘ec’ stands for the name of the interviewer ‘emiliana cruz.’
 5. Here the object of the preposition ‘of ’ is a third person.
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a Culturescape built over 5,000 Years, archaeology, 
and vichama raymi in the Forge of history
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The norte chico region of peru was home to some of the earliest large-scale 
monumental mound construction in the andean region and the new World. 
The myth of Vichama, collected in this region in 1617, explains human origins 
and naturalizes status distinctions as well as relating archaeological features of 
the landscape to local origins. The archaeological record shows the emergence 
of a system of agriculture, complex economic and social relations, and central-
ized decision making. The myth of the young gods Vichama and pachacamac 
describes the arrival of cultigens and the creation of ruling and working classes. 
together, archaeology and myth provide a local context for the region’s history, 
both ancient and recent. The myth’s depiction of inequalities of class and gender 
has enduring resonance, even though it was recorded in the seventeenth century. 
The myth of Vichama has been adopted as documentation of distinctive regional 
history and celebrated in community pageantry, helping form a regional identity 
through which local stakeholders can lay claim to elements of the archaeological 
heritage that surrounds them.

after presenting a condensed version of the “Myth of Vichama,” we sketch the 
archaeological components of that same landscape at around 2000 bc. almost 

4,000 years later, the myth was published by Henry Marcelo, director of the museum 
at the Universidad nacional José faustino sánchez carrión (UnJfsc) in Huacho, 
peru. a pageant of the myth was enacted at the fortress of paramonga, an imposing 
archaeological site. The graphic novel format of the publication, the pageant, and 
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the well-known, imposing venue were all intended to capture the interest of young 
people and foster pride in the region’s history. The pageant has developed a popular 
following, stressing the symbolic value of archaeological mounds and monuments 
as a component of deep cultural continuity across the region, despite the relatively 
high mobility of the contemporary population.

in presenting the myth and the archaeological associations it describes, we illus-
trate the value of myth in forging history. The myth of Vichama intimates that agri-
culture and fishing have an ancient past represented by archaeological settlements. 
The myth depicts agriculture and fishing as fundamental parts of the regional 
economy. Young people may not want to follow in their parents’ and grandparents’ 
footsteps in these pursuits, but they seek validation from their forebears. crowds 
visit an archaeological site to witness reenactment of the myth that reflects rural 
memory, connecting the current generation to ancient sites as places where they can 
acknowledge older values without ceding their current lives.

The r egIon

The norte chico is a segment of the peruvian coast consisting of four adjacent val-
leys, from south to north: Huaura, supe, pativilca, and fortaleza (figure 9.1). This 
region has long been a zone of natural and cultural transition between the areas 
further to the north and south. biologically, the area represents a mixed transitional 
zone between northern and southern coastal biotic regimes (dillon et al. 2003). 
brian billman (2001) has also argued that this portion of the coast marked a natu-
ral transition between the larger northern coastal valleys with more frequent el 
niño events and the smaller southern coastal valleys, where el niño effects are less 
frequent. Historically, the label “norte chico” itself is indicative of its provincial 
role as an intermediate sociopolitical zone between the peruvian capital of Lima on 
the central coast and regional center of trujillo on the north coast. culturally, 
the norte chico was also a frontier zone. during the Late intermediate period (ad 
1000 to 1400), the enormous chimú fortification of paramonga in the northern 
fortaleza Valley represented a southern frontier of the empire (rowe 1946) and 
stood in opposition to the contemporaneous chancay fortification of acaray 
(brown Vega 2009; ruiz estrada and domino torero 1978;) in the southern 
Huaura Valley.

during the third millennium bc, however, this region was a center of early irri-
gation agriculture combined with trade between inland farmers and coastal fisher-
men. The pyramidal structures, sunken courts, and upright stones erected across 
the region during this period were unique, and they kicked off the development 
of a distinct and complex coastal culture. although the connection is distant, it is 
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possible to see the archaeological sites of the norte chico as indicators of a glorious 
past, which the myth both explains and celebrates.

The m Y Th oF vICh a m a

The myth of Vichama was collected by a Jesuit priest, father Luis teruel, living in 
the norte chico in 1617 and was reported by fray antonio de la calancha (1638). 
a condensed version is as follows:

Figure 9.1. Map of the Norte Chico region. 
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There were so many huancas (upright monoliths) along the coast that teruel and 
his assistant ( Jesuit father pablo Josef de arriaga) asked about their origin in sev-
eral towns, and this is what he was told.

at the beginning of the world there was no food for a man and a woman that the 
god pachacamac had made. The man died of hunger and only the woman was left, 
looking for sustenance among the thorns and cactus, and digging up roots, crying 
piteously to the sun. Hearing her lament, the sun came down to console her. He 
told her to continue pulling the roots, and while she was doing this, the sun sent 
his rays and a boy was conceived, who within four days was born, insuring that 
she would see good fortune and an abundance of food; but the contrary occurred, 
because the god pachacamac was indignant that the sun would favor another. He 
took the newly born semigod, and disregarding the cries of his mother, he killed his 
brother and tore him into small pieces. He then sowed the teeth of the dead child 
and corn [maize] was born (figure 9.2a), whose seeds resembled teeth. He sowed 
the ribs and bones, and yucas and other fruits of the earth with similar roots were 
born (figure 9.2b), roots whose roundness has the proportions in length and white-
ness of the bones. from the flesh was produced the pepino (Solanum muricatum), 
pacae (Inga feuillei) (figure 9.2c), and the other fruits and trees, and from that time 
the people of the coast never suffer the previous kind of extreme hunger.

This did not placate the mother, because in every fruit there was a memory of 
her son. she asked for either punishment or resolution. The sun came down, and 
though he was not powerful enough to go against his son pachacamac, he consoled 
the woman, and he asked her for the belly button of the dead child. she showed it 
to him, and the sun gave life to the belly button, and out of it grew another son, and 
he gave the baby to the mother, telling her that his name was Vichama. The child 
grew up and was a beautiful, strong young man, who, in imitation of his father the 
sun, wished to walk the world and see everything grown on the earth. He consulted 
his mother and departed on his trip, but pachacamac killed the now aging mother 
and divided her up into small pieces. When Vichama returned to his homeland, he 
wanted to see his mother but could not find her, and the chief told him the cruel 
treatment of his mother.

at that, furious flames came out of his eyes, and from his heart came cries of his 
feelings. He brought together the people who inhabited these valleys, asking for 
the bones of his mother, and they knew where they were and they brought them 
together as they were before, and he gave life to his mother, and in doing so he 
calmed his sense of revenge. He still wished to destroy the god pachacamac, but 
pachacamac did not want to kill his brother Vichama and, angry with the men, 
went into the ocean at the site where today his temple is, and the town and valley 
are called pachacamac. Vichama, seeing that pachacamac had escaped, angry that 
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Figure 9.2. (a) From the 
teeth of the murdered child 
grew maize whose seeds 
resembled teeth; (b) the 
ribs and bones yielded yuca 
and other fruits of the earth 
with similar roots whose 
roundness has the proportions 
in length and whiteness of the 
bones; (c) from the flesh was 
produced the pepino, pacae, 
and the other fruits and trees. 

the people had allowed this to happen and that they did not cooperate in punish-
ment of pachacamac, asked his father the sun to turn the people into stones.

after having carried out the punishment on the people, the sun and Vichama 
repented the actions taken in anger and repented that they could not correct the 
punishment. The sun and Vichama wanted to mend the grief they had caused and, 
determined to give the honor of divinity to the chiefs and leaders, to the nobles and 
powerful ones, they carried them to the coast and ocean beaches. They left some of 
them to be adored as shrines (guacas) (figure 9.3a) and others they put into the sea, 
where they are the peninsulas, rocks, and islands (figure 9.3b) and to whom they 
gave titles of divinity. every year they were offered sheets of silver, corn beer, and 
native fruit, with which the converted one would be placated.

Vichama, seeing the shrines and the world without men and the sun without any-
one to worship him, begged his father the sun to create new men. The sun sent three 
eggs, one of gold, another of silver, and the other of copper. from the gold egg came 
the chiefs, the leaders, and the nobles who were secondary persons and principals, and 
from the silver egg were engendered the women of these men, and from the copper 
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egg came the people of the lower classes, who were called Mitayos, and their women 
and families. This conviction was taken as an article of faith by the indians of Huaura, 
supe, barranca, aucallama, Huacho, Vegueta, and those who inhabit the coast, and 
they believed this more than they believed the articles of faith (de la calancha 1638).

The myth of Vichama explains the origin of men and women, domesticated 
plants, social classes, the rocky coastline, and veneration of monoliths. in the myth 
domesticated plants first grew from the bones and teeth of a child murdered by 
pachacamac. peninsulas, rocks, islands, and monoliths represent the remains of 
chiefs and leaders murdered by the sun and Vichama, while social classes of men 
and women emerged from three eggs sent by the sun in reparation. in his account 
of the myth of Vichama, de la calancha stressed that the people of the region, sup-
posedly converted to christianity, believed in the myth more fervently than they 
believed in the tenets of their new faith. The myth built on familiar local tradition 
and had been repeated over generations. archaeological data provides evidence that 
an agricultural society with hierarchical leadership similar to that described in the 
myth may be more than 4,000 years old in this region, suggesting the myth articu-
lates long-standing relationships between man and the environment.

The a rCh a eolo gY oF m Y Th

Myths are sometimes absorbed into national consciousness, such as the cac-
tus, eagle, and snake of the aztec origin myth that appear on the flag of Mexico. 
archaeological finds, too, suggest connections between current populations and 
the ancient past and have contributed to revitalization of the myth of Vichama. 

Figure 9.3. (a) Huanca, or monolith, at Huaricanga, Fortaleza Valley: “dead chiefs and 
nobles were carried to the coast and ocean beaches to be adored as shrines [guacas]” (de la 
Calancha 1638). (b) Headland at the mouth of the Fortaleza River: “Others they put into 
the sea where they are the peninsulas, rocks, and islands” (de la Calancha 1638). 
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in 2007, excavations at the Late archaic site of Huaricanga in the fortaleza Valley 
turned up a small (four centimeters tall) clay figurine of a woman (figure 9.4) asso-
ciated with a temple dating to the middle of the third millennium bc. While clay 
figurines have been found at other sites in the norte chico (see shady 2004), this 
one had attributes that seemed in their own tenuous way to link the archaeological 
record of the distant past to the historical record of the seventeenth century.

The figurine is a woman who appears to have tears flowing from her eyes, and on 
her back in the center of her long hair is a clear symbol of the sun. although the 
original significance of this person is hidden in prehistoric memory, the woman 
brings to mind a key figure, the mother of Vichama, whose tears brought the sun 
to save her. a symbol of all mothers, she was reborn in the myth through the efforts 
of her devoted son. The myth may be seen as a universal message of a compassion-
ate god. The crying woman may also be interpreted as referencing an ongoing belief 
system, a symbol such as La Llorona or the Virgin Mary rather than a relic of an 
unknown, irrelevant past. finds like this one can alter public perception of sites and 
artifacts as having a real connection to present-day residents based on individual 
or even imagined themes.1 The image of the “crying woman” figurine subsequently 
appeared on posters and other publicity associated with the Vichama pageant. This 
convergence of a third millennium bc figurine, a seventeenth-century myth, and 
a contemporary celebration is an especially eloquent testament to the often con-
voluted trajectories through which diverse elements of archaeological heritage are 
made intelligible to stakeholders today.

Figure 9.4. Figurine of a woman with white paint streaked on her cheeks, and a figure 
of the sun inscribed on the back of her head from the site of Huaricanga, Fortaleza Valley, 
Peru. 
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norTe ChICo a rCh a eolo gY

  This convergence of archaeological remains, myth, and contemporary identity 
offers some especially rich possibilities for narrating the longer history of human 
interactions with the environment of the norte chico. beginning in the third mil-
lennium bc, the andean region underwent a deep and lasting cultural transforma-
tion that not only distinguished it from other parts of the americas but ultimately 
led to the florescence of one of the world’s six independently developed civilizations. 
for over a thousand years, the norte chico region served as the focal point or “cru-
cible” for the development of the earliest expressions of andean civilization (Haas 
and creamer 2006). Work in recent years has discovered thirty major ceremonial 
and residential centers in the four valleys of the norte chico, all occupied in the 
time between 3000 and 1800 bc. (creamer et al. 2007; creamer et al. 2013; Haas 
et al. 2004; shady 2004; shady and Leyva 2003d; shady et al. 2001) (figure 9.1).

  archaeological research over the course of the past fifteen years has demonstrated 
that a distinctly andean pattern of economy, society, and ceremonial architecture 
emerged in the norte chico region in the first centuries of the third millennium bc. 
(see Haas and creamer 2004, 2012; Haas et al. 2013; shady and Leyva 2003a, b, c, d). 
elements of this societal framework are employed in the myth of Vichama. The body 
parts of the first son yield corn and other crops that are still the economic engine of 
the coastal valleys. Marine resources come from the “peninsulas, rocks and islands” 
of the coast. The description of monoliths, or huancas, as the remains of errant chiefs 
and nobles blurs the boundary between man and nature, where punishment can be 
harsh and the social order as timeless as the rocky coastline.

Pla n T CulTIvaTIon

norte chico occupation from 3000 to 1800 bce is marked by a number of charac-
teristics that differentiate it from the preceding pattern of smaller settlements and 
mobile groups of hunters, foragers, and fishermen. one of the greatest distinctions 
of the occupants of these early sites is that they were economically dependent on 
irrigation-based agriculture and domesticated plants (Haas et al. 2013). analysis of 
pollen, phytoliths, starch grains, coprolites, and macrobotanical remains has shown 
the presence of maize, cotton, gourds, beans, pacae (a legume), lucuma (a fruit), 
avocado, chile, squash, guava, and achira (purple arrowroot) (alarcon 2005; Haas 
and creamer 2004, 2006; Huaman et al. 2005; shady 2003d, 2006; Vergel 2009; 
Zechenter 1988). as with people elsewhere in peru (dillehay et al. 2007), the resi-
dents of the norte chico were moving from harvesting natural resources to pro-
ducing their own harvest. The transition to an agriculturally based economy hap-
pened relatively quickly in the norte chico region, as the local residents adopted 
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a comprehensive suite of domesticated plants in the course of only several hun-
dred years. Most or all of these plants were independently brought under human 
control elsewhere (see dillehay et al. 2007; piperno and pearsall 1998), but a fully 
sedentary, agriculturally dependent economy emerged very rapidly and early in the 
norte chico itself. The people of the norte chico took advantage of small-scale 
experimentation or tinkering with plant domestication in other areas and then 
brought them together in an interconnected regional economy (Haas 2001; Haas 
and creamer 2004, 2006, 2012; Haas et al. 2013).

m a r Ine r esourCes

crucial to the growth of society during the Late archaic period was exploitation 
of marine resources. although there is ample evidence of plant cultivation, the pro-
tein requirements of Late archaic people living on the coast were met with marine 
resources of fish and shellfish. excavations at sites from a few to more than twenty 
kilometers from the coast reveal large quantities of fish bone in midden and in cop-
rolites, and few or no remains of terrestrial fauna. twenty species of shellfish have 
been identified at each site tested (creamer et al. 2011). although bone from some 
large fish was recovered, the vast majority of fish bone comes from small species 
such as anchovy and sardine. The widespread presence of fish and shellfish remains, 
as well as of net fragments, indicates that a portion of the population of each site 
was involved in obtaining marine foods, whether directly traveling to and from the 
coast or by means of exchange.

monolITh s—HuanCas

coupled with the transition to an agricultural economy was an explosion in the 
occupation of large sites and the construction of monumental architecture in the 
norte chico region in the third millennium bc. The thirty early sites recorded in 
surveys of the four norte chico valleys are all quite extensive, ranging from 10 to 
over 100 hectares in area, and have monumental communal architecture. each of 
the sites has from one to seven terraced platform mounds that range from 3,000 to 
over 100,000 cubic meters in volume. The large majority have at least one and up 
to four sunken circular courts fifteen to forty-five meters in diameter (figure 9.5). in 
addition to the consistent plan of the mounds, the circular courts also show strong 
patterning, centered on the atrium of the adjacent mound with a stairway leading 
from the atrium to the base of the mound and then to the floor of the circular court. 
There is commonly an opening on the opposite side of the circular court that leads 
into the public space beyond. Upright stone huancas are associated with many of 
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the circular courts. These stones range from one to three meters in height and clus-
ter between 0.75 and 1.00 meters across. The largest of these weighs several tons 
and required a significant workforce to transport them from their quarry (authier 
2005) to the site and then to lift them into position (figure 9.3a). While the use 
of huancas is common throughout the norte chico, they appear to have different 
roles at different sites. at caral and chupacigarro grande, huancas were used to 
mark the openings into circular courts. at caballete and pampa san José, the entire 
diameter of the court was outlined in huancas. There are also isolated huancas at 
many sites that stand as independent features (see shady 2004).

Later sites with similar terraced platform mounds, sunken courts, and mono-
lithic stones are found to the north and south on the coast, as well as to the east 
in the highlands, and all of these can be traced back historically to norte chico 
antecedents. such platform mounds with associated sunken courts, for example, 
appear at initial period (1800–1000 bc) sites such as sechin alto and pampa de 
las Llamas-Moxeke in the casma Valley (s. pozorski and t. pozorski 1986, 1987, 
1990; t. pozorski and s. pozorski 2000) to the north and cardal in the Lurin Valley 
to the south (burger 1995; burger and salazar-burger 1991). The same pattern is 
also a dominant element in the site layout of the early Horizon (1000 to 200 bc) 
highland center of chavín de Huantar (burger 1995; Lumbreras 1970, 2007) to the 
northeast of the norte chico region as well as at the contemporary site of chiripa 
in the southern highlands (Hastorf 1999). terraced platform mounds and sunken 

Figure 9.5. Photo of the mounds, circular courts, and U-shaped layout at Caballete, 
Fortaleza Valley, Peru. 
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courts are an integral part of the andean architectural landscape up until the time 
of the inca empire. overall, the historical continuity of public architecture appears 
to indicate that the beginnings of a distinctive andean pattern of ceremonialism 
and associated ideology can be traced back to the third millennium occupation of 
the norte chico.

so CI a l sTr aTIFICaTIon

  The norte chico also appears to mark the beginnings of a stratified, centralized 
political organization in the andean region. The people who occupied and used 
these sites appear to have been socially ranked. based on her excavations at caral, 
shady and colleagues (blanco flores 2006; noel 2004; shady and Leyva 2003a, 
2003c, 2005:183–84) have asserted the presence of at least two and perhaps as many 
as four separate social classes based on architectural differences. similar patterns of 
distinct architectural differences are found at other sites in the region (Haas and 
creamer 2006; rubio ruiz 2007), where complexes of large formal residential units 
with well-plastered stone walls and floors are juxtaposed with much smaller wattle-
and-daub residential structures. The formal construction of platform mounds by 
itself indicates a centralized organization (Haas and creamer 2006). These monu-
mental mounds are not simply piles of stone and dirt but carefully engineered with 
large formally shaped and plastered retaining walls; fill of stone-filled fiber bags, or 
shicra; and a consistent plan from one mound to the next. The outside surfaces of 
the mounds were coated with fine clay of varying colors—shades of pink, red, white, 
yellow, and beige. The U-shaped site layout aligns a raised atrium with a sunken 
circular court (figure 9.5). rooms with restricted access lay behind the atrium and 
off to the sides.

  The combination of carefully engineered construction of the mound and court 
complexes, the monumentality of these structures, the ubiquity of monolithic 
huancas, and the formal layout of site architecture around a central court is highly 
indicative of centralized organization and direction (billman 1999, 2002; feldman 
1980, 1987; Haas and creamer 2004, 2006; Moore 1996; Moseley 1975, 1985; shady 
and Leyva 2003a, 2003c, 2003d, 2005; cf. Vega centeno 2005, 2007). altogether, 
the transformation of culture in the third millennium bc involved significant num-
bers of people living in residential-ceremonial centers, centralized organization of 
labor for monument construction, organized religion as manifested in prescribed 
canons of public ceremonial architecture and the use of huancas, and distinct differ-
ences in social ranking or classes (Haas et al. 2005; shady 2004).

at the end of the Late archaic, after 1,200 continuous years of building, remod-
eling, and using these numerous platform mound/court sites, the norte chico 
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cultural landscape began to change and its preeminent role in the andean region 
declined (sandweiss et al. 2009). a few smaller Late archaic sites continued to be 
occupied after 1800 bc, but most were abandoned, and new sites were built in the 
subsequent initial period (1800–1200 bc). following the initial period, and for 
the ensuing 2,500 years, the norte chico appears to have played a role mostly as 
a frontier zone between much larger and more powerful polities to the north and 
south. There are no major cities, political or religious centers, or royal cemeteries. 
indeed, the monumental architecture of the numerous Late archaic sites was the 
largest-scale construction ever to appear in the norte chico.

Just as ceremonies carried out on platform mounds and in sunken courts served 
to materialize the political and ideological organization of the Late archaic (see 
deMarrais et al. 1996), these monumental constructions also materialized power 
and ideology for subsequent generations (earle 2001; Moore 1996). Mounds were 
originally designed to be seen by people coming into the valleys from different 
directions, and they still stand in salutation to visitors entering the valleys by paths, 
roads, and highways (rutherford 2008). These monuments loom from open que-
bradas: broad, dry alluvial fans reaching back into the foothills bordering the valley 
bottoms. There are also indications that these large early sites were recognized as 
exceptional places in later time periods. There was remodeling and reuse of some 
Late archaic sites during the early Horizon (1000 to 200 bc) and the Middle 
Horizon (ad 600 to 1000). circular courts were intentionally selected as cemetery 
locations (Haas and creamer n.d.). today, a number of these sites are the focus of 

“magic” and local mythology. empty bottles of alcohol-based “elixirs” are discarded 
on a hillside overlooking one Late archaic site amid candles, coca leaves, and a heap 
of skulls retrieved from looted burials. a black candle in the form of a female torso, 
stuck with pins, was among items left behind. overall, the selective reuse of these 
early sites and their physical prominence on the norte chico landscape over more 
than 4,500 years points to a lasting place in the cultural memory of the region. This 
association is an indirect one. Most visitors could probably say very little about the 
age or history of a mound site, yet many visitors would agree that an unspecified 

“power” or “spirit” is associated with archaeological sites where large structures can 
still be seen. We argue that this is a materialization of power as transmitted from 
one generation to the next.

Forwa r d To The Pr esen T, vICh a m a r aY m I

revival of the myth of Vichama began in 2002. after a presentation on the myth at 
a conference in paramonga during the fiestas patrias national holiday in July 2002 
by arturo ruiz estrada (1979; ruiz estrada and Haas n.d.), regional authorities 
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became interested in sharing the story with a public audience. a popular version of 
the myth, described as an “epic prose poem,” was written by Henry Marcelo castillo 
(2002), director of the museum at UnJfsc in Huacho, peru, assisted by students 
in the department of communication science. The work was part of a project 
called “recovery of cultural and natural patrimony as sustainable ecotourism 
for regional development.” popularization of the myth was intended to help 
strengthen regional identity in an area of considerable population mobility.

The following July, a pageant called Vichama raymi was held. The pageant 
presented the myth of Vichama with a cast of costumed participants, music, and 
folkloric dance groups in a historic setting, the fortress of paramonga. Visitors 
began arriving around 1:00 pm, taking advantage of booths selling food and crafts. 
regional dance groups began performing traditional dances from the highlands of 
ancash, source of most recent migrants. shortly after 4:00 pm the pageant began 
on the summit of the fortress, with the principal characters announced by a large 
sound system. The highlight of the pageant is the return of Vichama from his travels 
to seek restoration of his mother and the repopulation of the world (figure 9.6). The 
event was enthusiastically adopted by people of the region, who seem to accept the 
myth as a way to renew their connection to the landscape. Those involved include 
individuals whose families no longer farm and city dwellers who seek a sense of 
connection with the region. others are among the thousands of migrants from the 
highlands to the coast who are creating new traditions of belonging.

a rCh a eolo gY, eThnohI sTorY, la ndsCa Pe, a nd CulT ur esCa Pe

The myth of Vichama demonstrates the value of ethnohistory in linking the ancient 
past to the present day with documentary accounts. in this case we suggest that the 
myth collected by de la calancha from the norte chico region conveys an aware-
ness of the ancient past that endured for many centuries. bringing the myth to pub-
lic attention in association with recent archaeological research further expanded 
the impact of the document. The tale of Vichama reminds us that archaeological 
features are still present on the landscape as reminders of people of the past. in the 
myth, huancas are literally people from the past, though they may be viewed dif-
ferently today. further, the myth is a focus of regional solidarity, bringing people 
together to witness a pageant that reenacts the initial peopling of the coast and 
reaffirms the long-term importance of agriculture and the sea. This reenactment of 
myth has proved successful in highlighting solidarity in a region where many today 
see themselves as newcomers and seek a sense of belonging.
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noTe

 1. There is a negative side to the adoption of archaeological sites or artifacts as contem-
porary icons such as looting to find “lucky” objects, or the use of an archaeological site for 
contemporary ceremonies such as a pago (au: possible to translate?) or as a shrine (cf. Haas 
and creamer n.d.).
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This chapter seeks to combine a retrospective analysis of archaeology in amazonia 
with a reflection on how scholarly agendas evolved to dovetail with the interests 
and perspectives of living amazonian peoples. in mid-twentieth-century scientific 
approaches, amazonia was seen by pioneering social anthropologists and archaeolo-
gists as a wilderness that limited human adaptation to a unitary tropical forest culture 
of camps and villages relying on slash-and-burn cultivation and foraging. although 
these scholars did not conceive of the possibility of indigenous impacts on the for-
est, the cultural geographers of that time did, based on cultural features of soil and 
topography that they observed. in the later twentieth century, ethnographers also rec-
ognized in amazonia evidence of cultural effects on habitats, in the course of research 
on surviving indigenous land management systems and the cultural concepts behind 
them. at the same time, research in the approaches of “new archaeology” revealed 
evidence of not just one indigenous tropical forest culture but a wide variety of chron-
ologically and regionally distinctive indigenous human cultures and landscape adap-
tations through prehistory and history that had significant effects on the habitat even 
to today. Throughout this whole period, researchers’ approaches tended to bifurcate 
into those who used deductive scientific hypotheses and empirical tests of them on 
the one hand and those who used description and analysis of native views and knowl-
edge on the other, approaches not always compatible with each other.

native amazonians, as informants and as assistants in research studies, have 
made their own observations about and interpretive insights into both ancient and 
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modern human-environment interactions, via traditional cultural approaches that 
embody deeper and broader memories and understandings of these relationships 
than do the Western ones. in their more integrative cultural systems of ancient land-
scapes, acute and fundamental scientific knowledge is interwoven with emotional 
states and symbolic concepts into a rich tapestry of a widely shared great tradition 
of amazonian mythic and historical cosmology. These traditions explain the cre-
ation of the world, the origins of human societies, and the relationship of human 
societies with their environments through time and space. With such expansive 
knowledge and concepts, amazonians have maintained high levels of sustainabil-
ity and a high quality of habitat and human health over more than 13,000 years. 
However, the domination by european populations from the outside has marginal-
ized amazonian people politically, geographically, and economically and has sig-
nificantly damaged their physical and mythological environments, as well. in the 
future, by taking a more sovereign role, amazonian communities can contribute 
further to the preservation of their cultures and habitats as both project directors 
and contractors in research based on more holistic, nuanced, and practical views 
of amazonian landscapes through time and space. Their participation as sovereign 
stakeholders could also help secure their rights to both territories and lifestyles and 
lead to fairer, more effective, and more productive sociopolitical, judicial, and envi-
ronmental management there in the future.

a Th eor eTICa l J o ur neY In a m azonI a: en vIronm en Ta l lI m ITaTIon 
Th eor Ies on hu m a n o CCuPaTIon oF The a m azon r a InFor esT

in the mid-twentieth century, in approaches of the first generation of scientific 
anthropologists and archaeologists to the question of indigenous land use in 
amazonia, the environment was seen as an unalterable given that limited or even 
forcibly directed human affairs. as such, the character of the environment was 
assumed and thus not investigated by researchers at the time. The overall environ-
mental determinism theory seemed so logical that it was used more to explain the 
archaeological record than to be tested by that record. Human adaptation to the 
amazon environment was seen as more or less unitary and unchanging through 
time: an archetypal “tropical forest culture.” so, human subsistence and land-
management patterns in amazonia were not treated as archaeological problems 
but as givens. similarly, the behavior of indigenous populations through time had 
expected characteristics for scholars. people were assumed to have adapted to habi-
tat by migrating from one place to another, rather than by developing new ways 
to use resources in place and cultural methods to maintain connections to com-
munities in other regions. scholars nevertheless recognized major variations in the 
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environment over space, and these were incorporated into their statements about 
regional differences in tropical forest culture and changes through time as popula-
tions migrated through amazonia (Lathrap 1970; Meggers 1972; steward 1949). 
generally, anthropologists contrasted the resource productivity of the major allu-
vial floodplain regions to the resource poverty of the uplands away from large riv-
ers. such differences were considered the causes for contrasts in population size 
and density and in cultural complexity between regions. but this approach—often 
called cultural ecology after the concept developed by cultural anthropologist 
Julian steward—only saw causality from environment to humans, not the other 
way around. Thus, people in resource-rich areas could develop denser settlement 
and more complex cultures, and people who moved out of those areas into poorer 
areas were considered to have been diminished in population and cultural complex-
ity because of the lesser resource availability there.

The ga I a hYP oThesI s

in the natural sciences, however, field researchers had recognized for a long time that 
both animals and plants could have strong effects on their habitats and each other. 
different levels of population density of deer, for example, were known to have very 
different effects on forest vegetation and thus on other animals, and even plant spe-
cies distributions were recognized to have influenced other plants in the community, 
as when certain tree species, such as black walnut, change soil chemistry around 
them in ways inimical to other plant species. in the late twentieth century, the gaia 
Hypothesis built such insights into a comprehensive scheme that has gained popu-
larity and even general scientific acceptance. first articulated in the mid-twentieth 
century, it contributed the insight that the larger community of biota has a strong 
effect on the global characteristics of the earth and its atmosphere, over and above 
the effects of particular chemical and physical processes (Lovelock 2000).

after a period of criticism, refinement, and testing, the tenets of the gaia 
Hypothesis have been integrated into many disciplines. its practical implications 
for human ecology are that the entire community of life-forms are essential in the 
development and maintenance of physical and chemical systems on earth and in 
the atmosphere. Thus, disrupting life-forms on a massive scale through uncon-
trolled industrial impacts could lead to significant deterioration of the earth’s abil-
ity to sustain life. in its early application in amazonia, particularly, scientists study-
ing environmental water budgets showed that more than half of the tropical forest 
region’s moisture at any particular time was tied up in the vegetation of the forest 
mass (figure 10.1) (salati and Marques 1984; salati and Vose 1986). When the for-
est was removed, these scientists showed, much of the original moisture became 
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unavailable, and the sudden direct exposure of the ground to sun and wind led to 
further losses. Thus, not only was the forest an important factor in stability and 
recycling of moisture in amazonian climate, but its removal could threaten the 
integrity of the entire biophysical system.

perhaps such research eventually made anthropologists more aware of the pos-
sibility that the amazon rainforest might not have been a purely natural unilinear 
causative force upon indigenous human cultures as much as a complex natural com-
munity that had long interacted with human communities, resulting in continuing 
change, mutual influence, and adaptation in both communities. in any case, scien-
tists’ first conscious awareness of the possibility that there had been a more complex, 
multilinear, and mutualistic relationship between humans and amazonian habitats 
during prehistory came not so much directly from theoretical insights but from 
problem-oriented empirical findings that they made as a result of applying method-
ological innovations from north america to the region.

The “new a rCh a eolo gY ” I n a m azonI a

a new generation of archaeologists began looking at amazonian sites, sequences, 
and regions in the 1970s and 1980s, many of them influenced by contacts with 
founders of the “new archaeology” (binford and binford 1969), such as stuart 

Figure 10.1. tropical forest at taperinha. 
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struever, Jane buikstra, and Howard Winters, in my case. developments in north 
american archaeological theory and method motivated its practitioners to pursue 
problem-oriented research in interdisciplinary paleodietary, paleoenvironmental, 
and bioarchaeological fields, as well as settlement analysis, among other direc-
tions. The “new” approach by american archaeologists continued and developed 
steward’s environmental determinism/cultural ecology. but in doing so, it also 
brought more recognition of the fact of systematic cultural change through time, 
especially in response to change in demographic parameters. by implication, if 
there had been a series of different cultural solutions to humans’ need to engage 
with their environments, then the characteristics of a particular environment could 
not have been as limiting to demographic and cultural development as originally 
thought by steward.

applied to amazonia, such research soon furnished evidence that there had 
been—not just one but—many chronologically and regionally distinct prehistoric 
human cultures and settlement arrangements and that their sequence of devel-
opment was unexpectedly long and complex, going back at least 13,000 calendar 
years (e.g., roosevelt 2000, 2014). so, whereas the early paleo-indians chose to 
move about seasonally, collecting a broad spectrum of natural plant and animal 
species as they moved, early Holocene foragers chose to settle down along rivers 
and wetlands and subsist by intensifying use of certain local fish and shellfish (fig-
ure 10.2). subsequently, so-called formative amazonians added various domestic 
crops to their subsistence mix and spread out widely but thinly in most regions. 
in only a few places did the early agriculturalists group into large dense concen-
trations of population. populous later prehistoric complex cultures narrowed and 
intensified resource use, specializing in mass collection of aquatic resources and 
cultivation of plant staples, while their country cousins in the hinterlands main-
tained a broader spectrum of resources for their support. Thus, by implication a 
current people’s relationship with their habitat was not necessarily the same as that 
of their predecessors nor even of their neighbors (roosevelt 1989, 2014). since 
there had been changes through time, one could not necessarily “project” today’s 
ethnographic patterns into the deep past. one had to investigate specifically the 
patterns of different periods as well as different places to reveal the patterns of 
similarity and difference.

naTIve a m azonI a ns’ agenCY In The 
r elaTIonshIP w ITh TheIr h a bITaTs

More or less at the same time as these developments in archaeological method 
and theory in amazonia, several ethnobotanists and ecological anthropologists 
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began to look more closely at the details of landscape management by living native 
amazonians through ethnographic research (anderson et al. 1991; balee 1999; 
posey and balee 1989; posey 2002; smith 1999). insightful early research by cultural 
geographers in amazonia already had revealed instances of widespread purpose-
ful alterations of the habitat by certain prehistoric communities. These alterations 
involved such things as large raised field systems in wetlands and large anthropic 
earth deposits on uplands (denevan 1966; smith 1980; sternberg 1975). The above-
mentioned ethnographic and economic botany studies of the 1970s and 1980s 
found further evidence of significant, purposeful human effects on the botany and 
soils of their habitats and recovered important new information on indigenous 
savants’ interpretation of habitat in terms of regional ritual systems and cosmolo-
gies. not only were living amazonian indians visibly impacting their environments, 
but they were doing so in both purposeful and in unconscious ways, leaving their 
virtual “footprints” in the forests. for example, some people had created vast cul-
tural forests dominated by certain useful palms. others had made a series of clear-
ings in order to encourage the proliferation of plants useful in their medicine or 
technology systems. recognition of these dynamic processes enriched understand-
ing of the relationship of people to their habitats, but attention to the role of cos-
mology and myth in the relationship was rare (balee 1999).

Figure 10.2. Floodplain and floodplain forest, Monte Alegre. 
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a rCh a eolo gI sTs Co m e To r eCo gnIze The dY na m I s m 
oF The hu m a n-en vIronm en T r elaTIonshIP

continuing archaeological research in amazonia in the 1990s and first decade of 
the twenty-first century also encountered evidence of prehistoric indigenous land-
scape management strategies that altered habitats, in some cases with far-reaching 
effects that still today influence the nature and quality of environmental resources 
and condition people’s attitudes and approaches to them. evident from this con-
tinuing research were interesting contrasts among contemporary but different pat-
terns of prehistoric settlements within a community in terms of people’s choices 
of resources to use and management of their landscape as a whole. archaeologists 
interested in issues of environment and subsistence had to develop collaborations 
with local savants as well as with academic natural scientists, in order to identify 
species and explore their properties and significance. These collaborations exposed 
further contrasts in different prehistoric groups’ approaches to and interpretations 
of landscape, in addition to the continuities (e.g., Heckenberger 2004; piperno and 
pearsall 1998; roosevelt 1991, 2000, 1994).

in the background behind this research, general archaeological theory contin-
ued to develop in new directions, some of them inspired by early debates between 

“new archaeologists” influenced by environmental determinism and other archae-
ologists influenced by “postmodern” thinking that privileged a view of the human 
past where human agency was unfettered by any systematic influence from environ-
ments. Many of the archaeologists practicing in amazonia subsequently adopted 
elements from both paradigms in their approaches and also maintained relation-
ships of communication and collaboration across anthropological subfields and 
national boundaries. both the american anthropological association and the 
society for american archaeology welcomed these kinds of cross-paradigm rela-
tionships by providing places and times for discussion and publication about them. 
archeologists themselves organized formal interdisciplinary discussions of these 
issues with the help of sponsorship of natural history museums, universities, and 
foundations (neves et al. 2010; roosevelt 1994; Visigalli and roosevelt 2010). one 
result of these interactions was the integration of the new archaeological evidence of 
prehistoric cultural complexity and change into social anthropologists’ interpreta-
tions of the ethnographic present. another of the results of these processes of inter-
action was the further development of archaeologists’ analysis of archaeological ico-
nography and style in the context of their growing familiarity with the conceptual 
iconography and interpretive art styles of living amazonians (e.g., roosevelt 1991). 
Thus, amazonian archaeology benefited from the addition of conceptual studies 
of aesthetic and ideological patterns to the more utilitarian materialistic study of 
empirical food and demographic patterns.
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e xa m Ples Fro m The low er a m azon

once archaeologists working in amazonia became interested in recovering biologi-
cal objects from sites, such a wealth of specimens turned up that they have only just 
begun to be identified and interpreted. nearly all sites that have been explored with 
directed recovery techniques have produced an abundance of ecofactual as well as 
cultural materials. These materials in the discrete components of archaeological sites 
furnish a partial picture of an ancient human landscape at different points in time 
because during each phase of occupation people brought to the sites many kinds of 
environmental materials from the wider areas of their catchments, and ecofacts also 
entered site-deposits through natural processes. people presumably did not utilize 
and bring back specimens of all the possible species available to them, but archaeo-
logical sites nonetheless usually yield large numbers of diverse specimens of bone, 
shell, macroplant parts, pollen, phytolith, leaf scale, or other microscopic compo-
nents, often identifiable at least to genus and often to species (with the exception 
of pollen, which may be only identifiable to family or subfamily). some items are 
adventitious inclusions in sites, such as parts of insects from the soil fauna or weeds, 
but these, too, can reflect features of human activities and their habitats. The avail-
able species at any point in time and people’s choices from the available species are 
illuminating both for understanding the nature of the environments in their catch-
ment areas and of their sense of the importance and utility of different plants, ani-
mals, and materials, whether from practical considerations or from considerations 
deriving from their ideas about human ecology, society, and the supernatural.

Con Tr a sTIng hu m a n a PProaChes To bIoTa a nd 
CaTCh m en Ts In a r egIon over TI m e a nd s PaCe

The differences and similarities between the biological remains in different time 
components of ancient human sites and in archaeological sites of the same time 
period in different parts of a region were revealing (roosevelt 2000).

The prehistoric community at santarem on the south bank of the Lower amazon 
in brazil had maintained a dense, diverse, high canopy forest and broad faunal 
diversity in its environs in the formative period around the beginning of the first 
millennium bce. in the local region formative pottery is decorated with simple 
incised geometric designs. in the gray-brown-stained, charcoal-flecked soil layers 
of that site, we found the remains of a diverse group of large and medium fleshy 
fish and a few smaller mammals, such as large rodents. There also were specimens 
of tasty, succulent fruits and berries along with the faunal remains. The structure of 
the wood charcoal and isotopic chemistry of the dated carbonized plant remains 
fell in ranges of reference studies in closed-canopy tropical forests. according to our 
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excavations, the soils in the perimeter of the living areas of the early period lacked 
the artifacts and earth structures we found in intensively occupied areas but were 
also magnetized by burning and stained and mottled a light gray-brown from soot 
and charcoal. We’ve interpreted these latter areas as the agroforestry sites where 
people maintained or planted desirable trees in open patches that they created for 
planting of cultigens, through selective clearing and burning of vegetation.

Later on, between about ad 1200 and 1500 in late prehistory, the human occu-
pation of the santarem site became much larger and more crowded. our analysis 
of the charcoal showed that the effects of this later occupation turned the closed-
canopy hardwood tropical forest habitat that existed in the formative cultural 
period into a more simplified one dominated by more open-grain, fast-growing 
trees and shrubs and more open areas of crops and orchards. The community’s 
faunal-collection activities and plant-cultivation systems also had been simplified 
by this time. The great majority of fish eaten daily were now very small: between 
anchovy-sardine-size to trout-size catfishes and characins, and among the carbon-
ized plants were more remains of the common, coarse but productive cultivated 
cocosoid palm fruit genera such as Astrocaryum and Attalea. Larger fish such as 
the formative people dined on now only occurred in the deposits of the remains of 
ceremonial feasts, adjacent to people’s house mounds. The foods consumed at feasts 
include remains from more succulent and delicate fruits, such as the cultivated 
water palm Euterpe (acai) and the domesticate Bactris gasipaes (pupunha), and the 
large fleshy fish the formatives appreciated, though no longer the small mammals. 
Thus, in this later time people’s resource base seems to have been partitioned, with 
high-volume everyday food production focused on smaller and bonier but more 
abundant and resilient populations of food fishes and common palms, and the rarer, 
more difficult to catch or produce species and succulent, delicate fruits used only 
for food in ceremonial occasions, identified by funerary remains and the making 
and use of fine ritual art objects.

Late prehistoric santarem residential neighborhoods were composed of regular 
rows of small house mounds next to ceremonial facilities and large, low platforms, 
where cremations and ritual caches of fine art objects were placed in formal ceremo-
nies. The density and size of the human population in these neighborhoods were 
so great that people’s meter-thick, charcoal-black refuse deposits literally blanket 
the entire four square kilometers of the late prehistoric site. in brazil these black 
cultural soil deposits are called black indian soils. We know from contact period 
accounts that these deep dark deposits rich in artifacts and ecofacts were used by 
indians for intensive infield cultivation of field crops and orchards, and most are still 
used this way by brazilian country people (figure 10.3). in this way the amazonians 
developed a way to efficiently reap further harvests from the refuse produced by the 
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consumption of prior harvests and foraging in the past. such anthropic soil depos-
its have been widely found throughout the Lower and Middle amazon, both along 
floodplains and away from them, and are a testament to indigenous amazonians’ 
ability to make a good living in the forest without using it up. That the amazonian 
forests were never cleared on a wide scale by indigenous people seems quite firmly 
established by the results of paleoecological research, which give overwhelming evi-
dence of prehistoric biological assemblages whose characteristics fall well within 
the range of current forests, not of savannas.

The approach of the santarem community to its habitat and subsistence would 
presumably have been responsive to changes in the cultural role of the site as it 
evolved from a large, independent formative village to a large and wealthy cultural 
center in its region toward the end of the prehistoric period. The choices probably 
also reflected the large size and density of population of the later settlement, which 
stood along major transportation routes between different cultural and ecological 
regions. its location was the junction of several large, productive resource biomes at 
the intersection of the mainstream amazon and the tapajos river, a large tributary 
coming from the brazilian shield and limestone areas: the upland forests, extensive 
cultivable floodplains, and major fisheries.

This late prehistoric santarem site was the center for the classic style of the 
incised and punctate Horizon, which extended for hundreds of kilometers along 
the amazon banks east and west of the tapajos river mouth (stenborg 2004). This 
style’s iconography emphasized raptorial birds and carnivores and well-ornamented 

Figure 10.3. Santarem period cultural black soil site, Alter do Chao. 
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men and women. females are most common in the art by far, but the males hold 
special objects, such as rattles and bags, seemingly related to shamans’ roles. The 
relationship of communities in the larger region seems to have been partly con-
ditioned by the threat of raiding, in addition to intense cultural and ecological 
exchange, for many of the closely culturally related communities near santarem felt 
the need to take defensive locations along the high riverbanks, despite the inconve-
niences these must have entailed, such as distance to water, fisheries, and floodplain 
planting fields. people in many regions of amazonia developed their own versions 
of the incised and punctate Horizon and other cultural horizons, and it seems, 
based on the evidence for defensive works, that these entities may have competed as 
well as participated in shared cultural styles with each other.

Con Tr a sTIng a PProaChes To h a bITaT beT w een 
dIFFer en T sI Tes oF Pr ehI sTor IC CulT ur es a nd dI FFer en T 

Per Iods oF o CCuPaTIon aT sITes: mon Te a legr e

different kinds of ancient communities within the same cultural sphere also some-
times had different approaches to the development and exploitation of their habi-
tats in the amazon. in contrast to the santarem center site and the many other large, 
complex, concentrated occupations along the amazon banks both upstream and 
down, during this entire period of later prehistory a small settlement at cavern of 
the painted rock—a large cave-rock-shelter in the wooded, rocky hinterland hills 
of Monte alegre on the other side of the amazon river (figure 10.4)—maintained 
a very diverse habitat around it, with deep, tall forest on both hills and adjacent 
lakes and wetlands and some clearings for orchards and field crops. in addition, its 
take of collected-managed plants and collected or hunted animals was dominated 
by much larger species and larger individuals of species than those at santarem at 
the time, and the species representation in their take was much more diverse than 
at santarem. it included larger faunal species, such as crocodilians and deer, which 
have not yet been identified among the many remains of fauna at the santarem site. 
plants used at the cave site included many species of fruits, such as wild cashews, 
that seem to have been absent in the environs of the large settlement at santarem, 
as well as cultivated plants, such as maize, palms, and tree fruits also enjoyed at 
santarem. Like the contemporary cliff villages near santarem, however, this hinter-
land community seems to have sensed a threat of raiding, for it maintained a sturdy 
post-and-thatch wall across the entrance of the cave at this time.

This cave is also the site of one of the first documented human occupations in the 
amazon (figure 10.5). in the millennium between about 13,000 and 10,000 years ago 
(calendar years), we find paleo-indians living both in the floodplains and interior 
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forests in the Lower amazon (roosevelt et al. 1996; roosevelt et al. 2009). They 
seem to move around a lot but return repeatedly to the same campsites for hundreds 
of years, sometimes staying for many months. The paleo-indians created large poly-
chrome painting compositions on the rocks and caves of Monte alegre, opposite 
santarem, representing both people and animals and important heavenly bodies 
such as the sun, which they aligned to mark seasonal events like winter solstice sun-
set (davis 2014). The paintings also include geometric designs, some of which may 
have served as notational devices. Monte alegre is not the only region with extensive 
rock art; other site complexes occur in many parts of the amazon and in eastern and 
southern brazil outside the basin. The large numerous paintings constitute a lasting 
imprint of the cultures of the first colonists on the amazon landscape.

only a few living sites of the period have been identified as yet, so we only know 
about their resource use at certain times of year. in the late rainy season and early 
dry season, Monte alegre paleo-indians living at the cave focused their attention 
on groves of rugged, fertile upland palm trees (genera Attalea and Astrocaryum), 
whose fruits and seeds are rich in fat, vitamins, and carbohydrates, and also certain 
common and prolific tree beans (Hymenaea genus of the fabaceae family) in the 
hill forests, whose fruits are rich in fat, vitamins, starch, and protein. They also 
spent a lot of time in the floodplain lakes below the rocky hills to get fish, turtles, 

Figure 10.4. Cavern of the Painted Rock, Monte Alegre. 
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and shellfish, which they laboriously lugged up to the cave, a half hour walk uphill. 
our fine-screening of the archaeological cave’s stratified sediments revealed that 
most of the fish bones are from small species of characins and catfishes (just like 
the ones that were prominent in the late prehistoric domestic food at santarem 
center thousands of years later on), with a few exceptions of large fishes more than 
a meter long. There are few mammals in their food remains, though, other than 
a small number of medium-size rodents. perhaps because of their more mobile 
lifestyle, the paleo-indians were not there long enough each year to exploit the 
great breadth of resources that the later santarem culture inhabitants of the cave 
sampled. to judge from the distribution of their distinctive projectile point types, 
paleo-indians roamed in much larger catchments than the late prehistoric people, 
reaching deep into the fast rivers of upland interfluvial areas south of the santarem 
municipality in the middle Xingu river drainage. in contrast, the late santarem 
period people’s culture never extended far inland from the main amazonian 
floodplains, though it reached long distances along it. in the southern interfluves 
that they penetrated, the paleo-indians would have found both diverse lithic raw 
materials and the huge fishes that migrate between the fast tributary streams and 
the amazon main floodplains.

Figure 10.5. Cavern of the Painted Rock strata with Paleo-indian camp layer at the 
bottom and late prehistoric Santarem period house at the top. 
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already during this earliest-known human occupation period, paleo-indians 
seem to be actively managing their habitat. My and other’s results suggest that some 
cutting and burning were being done in the forest to encourage concentrations of 
the cocosoid palms, which proliferate under human disturbance, often sprouting 
more vigorously when cut to the ground or burnt, outcompeting less aggressive 
reproducers among the trees. The fruits of such palms were the single most abun-
dant plant remains in the paleo-indian deposits at the site, and their stable carbon 
isotope ratios indicate that they had grown not in the shade of the understory but 
in clearings cut in the tall forest that still clothed the hills at the time. The paleo-
indians cached large heavy cutting and chopping tools flaked from tough, resilient 
stone in the cave, presumably for that purpose. it is also evident that these paleo-
indians were thrifty with their food resources. not a single example of the carbon-
ized palm fruits that we excavated in the cave had escaped being laboriously cracked 
open to get out its fatty inner kernel.

Ta Per Inh a

amazonian people don’t seem to have settled down in year-round settlements until 
after most regions had been reached by the paleo-indians’ descendants: the archaic 
people. permanent settlements occur only in a few regions at first, starting around 
6,000 to 7,000 years ago in the middle archaic period. We found one of their sites 
at taperinha, nor far downriver from santarem, where richly wooded uplands abut 
extensive creeks, rivers, and wetlands (figure 10.6.) (roosevelt 1995). paleo-indians 
had roamed there periodically, leaving behind a few projectile points, but to main-
tain themselves longer in one place, the people of the subsequent pottery archaic 
culture focused on a more monotonous diet of shellfish and those small fish that 
can be harvested intensively locally and won’t quickly run out or migrate away for 
good. The early people’s garbage heaps are really full of their remains and not much 
else. in only a few amazonian regions that we know of did people settle down in 
this way, usually where wooded upland creeks and rivers debouched into especially 
productive muddy river backwaters or estuaries. it’s easy to dig shellfish in the soft 
mud there and, though amazonian people mostly gave up the shellfish for horticul-
tural plants in the formative period, mentioned above, almost all riverside commu-
nities have kept their focus on small fish for their everyday protein food. The best 
way to get these tiny fishes nowadays is to net them in small streams or capture them 
in baskets behind dams in the dry season when the main rivers are low.

The people of the taperinha culture were the first to create pottery vessels, which 
they used for cooking, presumably, the fish and shellfish that predominate in their 
middens. only a few of the sherds are decorated, with simple geometric incised and 
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punctate designs. Their imagery is poorly understood because of the small sample 
and small pieces, but the patterns continue to be used in later amazonian pottery, 
and in it they represent hair, weavings, and basketry. The archaic people also built 
mounds, as did later amazonians, by heaping up empty shells and other garbage, 
and they ate different food during ceremonies. for example, small turtles are com-
mon in sandy areas around the mound where burials were placed but they are not 
common in the shell-midden remains.

during the santarem period in late prehistory, when the paramount chiefdoms 
warred for cultural and natural resources, people clustered their houses densely 
all along the high cliffs that loom above taperinha, apparently for defensive pur-
poses, as mentioned above. The thick black cultural soils and orchards that accrued 
around houses remain among the most important agricultural resources in the area 
still today.

m a r a J ó

The low-lying major estuarine regions at the mouth of the amazon, almost a thou-
sand kilometers downstream from santarem, was the birthplace of the magnificent 
amazonian polychrome ceramic Horizon more than a thousand years ago. Large 

Figure 10.6. Cultural and natural palimpsest: taperinha Plantation. 
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villages of the polychrome culture on Marajó island were built atop large mounds 
in the middle of the seasonally flooding plains. The ancient villages had groups of 
large thatched dwellings built on top of wide, flat artificial mounds, with anthropic 
black soil deposits, orchards, and urn cemeteries between individual house mounds 
(figure 10.7). Village mound platforms vary in height from less than a meter to ten 
meters or more, which is much higher than necessary to avoid the seasonal flood-
waters. Thus, either or both defense and status may have motivated the creation of 
these monumental constructions

Here on Marajó, people continued the ancient reliance on small fish as a staple 
protein source, complemented with pods of the legume tree Inga, the common 
cocosoid palm fruits, and various herbaceous plants, probably planted and culti-
vated on the black soil areas. Large, succulent fishes, some of them from one to 
three meters long, and special cultivated water-palm fruits, such as acai, were used 
only for ceremonial feasts, held in the open areas of the mound sites (roosevelt 
1991). around the mounds today acai will only grow if you water it, so it seems likely 
that the Marajoarans indeed were planting and tending palms of this species.

The large ceremonial dishes and funerary urns and ritual items from the feasts 
are absolutely covered in the sinuous polychrome designs for which the cultural 
horizon is named. This, perhaps the most important of the amazon-wide ancient 
art styles, was still spreading upstream across the region when europeans arrived, 
so missionaries were able to learn from the omagua elite female artists that their 

Figure 10.7. Cultural forest on Monte Carmelo mound group, Marajó island. 
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polychrome style represented the skin patterns of the great anaconda, creator 
and ruler of the universe and shaman leader of the fearsome amazon women who 
invented sorcery and the ritual arts (roosevelt 2013). This mythic iconography is 
one of the strongest links between amazonians over space and time.

Th e suPr a r egIona l a m azonI a n Cosmolo gY

today, the heritage of the polychrome ceramic Horizon is an important nexus 
from which archaeologists can bring the findings of generations of research on 
interactions between humans and the environment into a dialog with the cultures 
and identities of living amazonian peoples. among the many modern amazonian 
cultures descended from the polychrome Horizon culture, worship of the great 
supernatural anaconda female shaman continues, serving to integrate the body 
of indigenous scientific knowledge of the environment with people’s ideas about 
proper social organization, cosmological origins, and the nature of the supernatural 
powers (roosevelt 2013).

The modern supraregional cosmology is centered upon a creation myth in which 
anaconda Woman is carved from the trunk of a fruit tree by her father, the old 
shaman, and the sun wins her for his wife in challenges of his skill and resourceful-
ness. in the course of a series of confusing events, the sun creates fish and manioc, 
and Woman shaman creates magic and the arts and fashions the Milky Way galaxy, 
which is the supernatural amazon. she fills this part of the amazon with the life-
giving and protecting milk from her breasts. by following the shamanic rituals that 
she invented, including the taking of the hallucinogenic drugs that flow from the 
supernatural river as milky sap through certain plants, humans can learn from and 
appeal to the supernaturals in support of human interests. The anthropomorphic 
spirit twin animals that each person is thought to have are enlisted by ritualists to 
intercede with the supernatural “masters” or “mistresses” of the animals on behalf of 
human souls and their access to life-giving knowledge and resources. The spirit peo-
ple’s bodies, as seen in trances, are said to be covered with the bright designs of the 
anaconda’s skin patterns. Modern women shaman paint these patterns on people’s 
bodies and on artifacts as prayers to the spirits for help and protection. The spiritu-
ally potent beings and things described in the creation myths also bear significant 
scientific information about the structure and function of human societies and the 
natural environment. for example, the stories of the interaction of Woman shaman 
and the sun actually follows the interaction of the heavenly bodies, as amazonians 
understand them (davis 2014). similarly, beliefs about the relationships of spirit 
animals and plants express knowledge of not only the appearance but also the social 
behavior, reproduction, and ecology of the biota (roosevelt 2013). so, the mythic 
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great anaconda is represented as female, following knowledge of the larger size 
and social dominance of female anacondas. she also is cast as a dangerous canni-
bal, for female anacondas do eat other anacondas, including the smaller males, who 
cluster about females during mating. in relation to human society, she is the spirit 
animal espoused by leading women in the matrilineal/matrilocal communities of 
the shipibo, where women are considered to own the family house, where they 
were born, and where mature women lead the society’s only initiation ceremonies, 
which are for girls, not boys.

important elements of this immaterial cosmology can be traced back into 
amazonian prehistory, through the material remains of ancient cultures, men-
tioned above. With their rock art, the paleo-indians had created solar observatories 
to watch the movements of the sun and constellations (davis 2014). Men, women, 
and children were all involved in rituals at the sites, for we find their handprints 
marked within some designs. some constellations and comets are personified as 
humans or animals, and sometimes their reproductive status is marked, as in the 
images of breeding plumes shown on a heron icon. Later on, some formative art 
styles depict animals with human stance, limbs, and accoutrements; these appear 
to represent beings such as the ethnographic supernatural “masters” and “mistresses” 
of the animals. santarem art also depicts men and women with their spirit ani-
mals mounted on their heads and shoulders, as well as the images of male shaman 
shaking rattles, mentioned above. These dynamic images represent people going 
through the process of communicating and traveling to be with supernaturals in 
the other world.

in polychrome art, both ancient and modern, the patterns of the anaconda’s 
skin dominate the style just as Woman shaman, the great anaconda, is thought 
to dominate the other world. on Marajó her image is a prominent effigy, and 
elements of her creation story are referenced in ceremonial objects, such as small 
ritual cups shaped as breasts. depictions of her include references to shamanic 
procedures, such as rattling (figurines representing her body may contain rattlers), 
whistling or blowing, containing a spirit in her belly, or wearing a shaman’s shirt 
(roosevelt 1991).

There are interesting changes as well as the continuities in ritual amazonian art 
and presumably the cosmologies behind it as different societies develop and change 
through time in different spaces. for example, animals from the waters or under-
ground, now considered Woman shaman’s sphere, predominate in the art of Marajó 
and its successors among the matrilineal shipibo and omagua, whereas animals of 
the land and sky, the sun’s sphere, dominate santarem art. Yet, even among very 
different current amazonian societies, such as the small, patrilineal village societ-
ies of the northwest amazon and the populous matrilineal societies of the upper 
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amazon, the basic cosmology is essentially similar, despite the myriad of local par-
ticularities. both the shipibo and the tukanoans recognize and worship Woman 
shaman as their creator, and both employ very similar customs and rituals to link 
their societies to the supernatural powers.

How is it that through such a long time span and such diversity of culture and 
environmental interaction, amazonians preserved basic outlines of a cosmology? 
part of the explanation may be that their cosmology is based on an understand-
ing of the universe, the amazon basin, and the skies that has not changed much 
through the millennia of human occupation (roosevelt 2014). another explana-
tion is that a cosmology first formed by the paleo-indians has been passed down to 
today because of the continuous settlement in the basin from the beginning. each 
new culture that archaeologists recognize shows clear links to earlier ones, and such 
links can often be traced over wide areas of the basin.

if we can judge from modern customs, ancient amazonians would have visited 
other communities to take part in their rituals and would have invited outsiders to 
their own. in this way local versions of myths that developed would have a chance 
of influencing other ones. communities’ current myths about their origin often 
link their region with one of the other important cultural regions of amazonia, 
showing that people recognize a mythic-historical landscape much larger than that 
where they now live and much older than the era in which they live. for example, 
northwest amazon peoples who retain the polychrome Horizon style claim that 
the great anaconda brought their ancestors up in her belly from Marajó island 
at the mouth of the amazon where a woman ruled. Mythic-historical narratives 
communicated in formal ceremonial enactments and accoutrements, in the iconog-
raphy of the communal house as well as in informal storytelling, are themselves an 
important medium of transmission for the cosmology today. for example, modern 
shamans who have never made or seen a type of prehistoric object, such as the atlatl, 
are nonetheless perfectly able to recognize pictures of them because of descriptions 
encoded in mythological accounts. (i observed this phenomenon of ancient knowl-
edge preserved by myths rather than by actual objects in 2005 when discussing pic-
tures of prehistoric objects with shaman and chiefs who had gathered in santarem 
for a brazilian government workshop before they took on the job of being the 
teachers for their communities.) also important in communicating cosmological 
concepts over time and space would have been the material representations of the 
ideas in ancient and modern amazonian art. ancient objects retrieved by later peo-
ple from deposits of earlier cultures are sometimes found placed reverently in the 
later cultures’ ceremonial deposits (roosevelt 1991). today, also, some amazonians 
learn about ancient cultural ideas and knowledge through archaeologists’ books 
and presentations, and vice versa.
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Ch a nges I n The au Tono m Y oF a m azonI a n Co m munITIes 
vI s-à-vI s r esourCes a F Ter euroPea n ConQuesT

Huge changes have taken place at santarem and its environs and Marajó since the 
european conquest of the amazon and their incorporation as provincial munici-
palities in the modern nation-state. in this situation of lesser local autonomy, new 
patterns of human-environment interaction have changed the approaches to the 
landscapes around occupation sites. The environment around santarem—now a 
much larger and more urbanized settlement—has become even more depauperate 
in diverse life forms than in late prehistory. With the much larger modern popula-
tion, the addition of large transient visitor populations, rampant illegal gold-min-
ing upstream, few cheap local fuel sources, a large interregional market, and the 
introduction of domestic animal pasturing, what was fast-growing secondary forest 
in later prehistory has now diminished to open savanna woodland over much of the 
land around the city. The loss of forest is associated with a loss of rainfall in both 
santarem and Monte alegre, close by across the river. as a result, at santarem larger 
forest and river faunas and the diverse, succulent wild and domestic amazonian 
fruits have become expensive to obtain because they are no longer available in the 
thinly vegetated, ravaged environment around the city. ordinary people cannot 
afford these foods or the petroleum-based fuels of the modern economy, with the 
result that their general nutrition and health are not good, and their fuel scaveng-
ing has further reduced the woody vegetation around the city, which otherwise 
could furnish them with valuable dietary supplements in the form of fruits, herbs, 
and small faunas. in the overgrazed, overburned cattle pastures on the upland areas 
around santarem and Monte alegre, the Attalea palms so appreciated by the paleo-
indians are flourishing, but the cattle grazing there are the primary beneficiaries.

in the Monte alegre hills, the human population seems to have diminished since 
later prehistory. no one has lived at or near the cave site since the conquest, we 
know from the cave radiocarbon dates and cultural remains, though there is now 
a village of dispersed houses and gardens down the hill on the floodplain at the 
lakes, as there was in later prehistory, and its inhabitants regularly come into the 
hills to hunt, gather, or pasture animals. a wide range of fruits and fish continue to 
be easily available to the lakeside villagers, both from the hill forests and from the 
floodplains, their gardens, and their corrals. deer and other sizeable game still can 
be caught in the hills, despite the creation of much pasture for the cattle economy 
and despite hunting now being illegal there. although the population in the Monte 
alegre hills lacks a nearby clinic for treatment of ailments, people’s health is quite 
robust, for they continue to support themselves with local cultivated, collected, and 
hunted foods without undue effort into advanced old age. and there is still more 
than enough forest around to supply their fuel needs.
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The general amazonian pattern of using the abundant smaller fishes for daily 
food continues in the Lower amazon today, and many riverside communities earn 
cash by selling their surplus catches. but the larger species can be had mainly in 
city restaurants for tourists or elites or in the outer hinterlands, such as the Monte 
alegre hills, where the population is low enough and isolated enough that people 
can get still the larger fish for themselves. The industrial fishing industry in both 
municipalities of santarem and Monte alegre is causing big problems for local 
people now because the large mechanized boats can easily overfish, using refrigera-
tors to preserve the large catches for sale in the city markets. despite the existence 
of laws on the books that protect local communities’ resources from outsiders’ use 
without permission, enforcement is nonexistent.

on Marajó, the ancient forest has been removed over much of the eastern part of 
the island, and cattle herds have replaced the flourishing population centers of the 
ancient mound-building societies. indigenous languages, religion, and social orga-
nization have been effaced for the most part on Marajó. both new migrants and 
families with local roots now live in small villages and towns, and scattered tenant 
ranchers serve the ranchers who own most of the anthropic pastures. The land in 
much of the amazon was distributed as huge baronies to the generals who led the 
defeat of the final uprising against the portuguese, and Marajó was divided into 
large ranches. conversion of so much land to grassland must have diminished rain-
fall, and overgrazing and trampling by herds has muddied Marajó rivers and lakes. 
However, many indigenous skills continue to be held: pottery making, artisanal 
fishing and foraging, and cultivation of fruit trees and native crops, which continue 
to be important in people’s diets.

something that stands out about recent change through time in amazonia is the 
contrast between euro-american and indigenous attitudes toward settlement mobil-
ity in regard to resources. some archaeologists, colonial administrators, missionaries, 
and development aid specialists tend to feel that permanent settlement is the prefer-
able pattern. certainly it fits an environment in which most land is privately owned, 
as it is today. archaeologists tend to think it was an important evolutionary advance 
to produce enough food locally with agriculture to stop having to forage over a lot of 
territory to get enough to eat. Missionaries and colonial administrators felt that it was 
more civilized, organized, and christian to produce food with domestic animals and 
plants, and it was certainly more convenient for them when the indians they were try-
ing to control stayed in one place near colonial centers. Modern development experts 
don’t approve of shifting cultivation and hunting, which they assume harms the land 
and wastes people’s time traveling to dispersed fields and hunting sites. However, 
shifting settlement has been one of the ways that amazonians have managed their 
environments without permanently reducing their economic productivity.
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for example, indigenous amazonians who have been interviewed seem to give 
a high value to what social anthropologists refer to as trekking (e.g., politis 2007). 
Listening to what amazonian people have said about it over the years makes the 
trek seem a combination rest cure, second honeymoon, hiking-and-swimming 
vacation to the cabin for the children, going fishing with dad and mom, tourist 
trip to commune with the wilderness, gourmet picnicking, and special expedition 
to gather valued resources to bring home. people do not complain about having to 
go on trek. They look forward to it. trekking means getting away from it all, being 
away from noise and smoke and chatter of the village or town. it means the family 
and its special friends and affiliates can be together. The water at trekking sites is 
cleaner, and the beach is less crowded. The kids get to snack on especially delicious 
unusual fruits and bite-sized faunas you can catch with your hands. participants can 
get together for dam-fishing picnics on small streams and eat as much as they can 
hold of delectable smoked fish, then collapse in their hammocks and sleep peace-
fully in the quiet of the currently uninhabited forest.

spiritual reasons for trekking also have been articulated by amazonians. for 
example, the nukak of the northwest amazon in colombia told anthropologist 
gustavo politis that they like to go deep into the heart of their territory to special 
long-standing groves of domesticated palms such as pupunha because they believe 
that their ancestors established those, and they can commune with their spirits 
there (politis 2007). away from crowded settlements and their unsanitary condi-
tions, there’s less exposure to infectious disease, a pattern that might be interpreted 
as spiritually safer, since evil spirits are thought by amazonians to be a cause of 
illness. in addition, the faraway places have culturally special foods and materi-
als not available at current horticultural villages, and people appreciate and seek 
these out between harvests. Many ethnographers have written that tukanoans and 
arawakans in the northwest amazon schedule their important initiation dances 
with the fruiting time of special groves of trees with a mythological relation to the 
creation time when the ancestral lines of humans were born. such ancient groves 
have been identified over large areas of the amazon and stand as witnesses to the 
long-term management of vegetation by indigenous people. as such, they are not 
only a seasonal resource but also an important tangible cultural ecological property 
for future generations. That seasonal and periodic changes of settlement are good 
for the environment as well as good for people is unarguable. game animals and 
faunas helpful for pollination or other services come back in greater numbers in the 
now-quiet settlement. secondary vegetation containing nutrients for future har-
vests can grow back in gardens and fields left fallow when people spend time away.

trekking in the forests has become an unavailable luxury, though, for many 
people in the santarem-Monte alegre region because of the rise of industrialized 
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and globalized soybean farming to the south and north. in league with a brazilian 
government port-administration company, the Us cargill company has devel-
oped a truly enormous facility at santarem to load soybeans onto large transport 
craft from as far away as europe. The brazilian company cdp bulldozed large 
areas of the archaeological mounds in santarem to create the port for this trade, 
and the remaining deposit is being heavily polluted by illegal dumping of danger-
ous chemicals used in mechanized loading operations. to feed the international 
shipping trade, very large areas of ancient cultural forests in the south of para 
state have been deforested for permanent farms to grow the beans to be exported 
from santarem. established by outsiders with sweetheart loans from cargill or 
the brazilian government, these farms are not being managed in a sustainable 
way. The widespread clearing and exposure of land to weather lead to drought and 
nutrient deficiencies, and with time it reverts to pasture for the cattle herds that 
replace the former local indian communities, who have withdrawn further south 
ahead of the bulldozers.

at the mouth of the amazon, on the tidal rivers of Marajó and the other delta 
islands, local people both feed themselves and their families and make money 
making floodplain forest products such as the valuable water palm acai. The local 
family concerns work sustainably, living on fish and forest products and both 
harvesting and regenerating the groves. Their sites are literally covered with dense 
anthropic acai groves (figure 10.8). in contrast, foreign companies usually destroy 
these ancestral groves as they harvest the trees, limiting future production in 
those spaces.

finally, perhaps the most harmful change since the conquest was the forced 
acculturation that people along the amazon mainstream underwent during the 
first two centuries of missionization and that continues still today. This process 
separated people both from their conceptual cosmology and from their social 
organization, neither of which suited the christian religion and Western notions 
of proper social organization that conquerors forced on them. This deculturation 
process did not, however, separate people from their deep knowledge of their habi-
tats and basic artisanal skills, which continue quite intact. and, despite statements 
to the contrary (fraser et al. 2014), amazonian indians have not disappeared. 
indigenous people who still speak their traditional languages and carry out their 
ceremonies and art traditions still dominate populations in the hinterlands of 
amazonia. However, this situation will not remain for long, because indigenous 
lands and cultures are not in practice being protected from forced dispossession 
by amazonian countries, despite all the laws that provide for maintaining them 
on their ancient lands.
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native amazonians, incorporated into projects both as informants and as assistants 
and participating in debate as members of conferences, have contributed further 
observations and interpretive insights of their own about both ancient and modern 
relationships of people to their habitats (neves et al. 2010; posey 2002; Visigalli and 
roosevelt 2010). Whether they are native americans or rural nationals of mixed 
heritage and geographic origins, these people from the amazonian regions being 
studied by anthropologists turn out to have their own range of research interests 
relating to cultural development and landscape management.

The following are some of the thoughts that indigenous community members 
have articulated to me. some leaders of cayapo communities in the southern 
amazon drainage have expressed interest in studying examples of ancient Marajó 
art, which they regard as the work of their ancestors. They also express strong 
interest in the possibility of archaeological excavation of their ancestral sites and 
the maintenance of museum collections of special prehistoric art objects in the 
local community, rather than in national museums. When we retrieved from 
gold miners a huge, jewel-like crystal projectile point that had been removed 
from the area (figure 10.9), the cayapo living at the find-site requested that it be 
returned to be kept in their ritual men’s house (roosevelt et al. 2009). at present, 
cayapo chiefs of communities in the middle Xingu interior south of santarem 

Figure 10.8. Anthropic acai grove, Marajó island. 
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and altamira still make gorgeous museum-quality ritual paraphernalia and orna-
ments of semiprecious materials, such as mother-of-pearl ceremonial tiaras, that 
they like to sell to visitors.

The curuaia community a little further north on the curua river in the middle 
Xingu in the direction toward santarem also sees anthropological research as a 
validation of their cultural histories. When we invited curuaia leaders to recruit 
adolescents from their community to take our intensive field-training course in 
environmental archaeology in the future, the leaders expressed the wish to learn 
the archaeological techniques and evidence themselves. They were especially 
interested in our archaeological evidence for long-term intensive occupation of 
the region by indigenous groups. They felt that the information was ammunition 
for being more assertive in maintaining their independence, holding onto their 
land, and being more involved in negotiations when companies or government 
agencies wanted to implement large projects locally. When brazilian nationals 
try to deny that the curuaia have always been there, as they are wont to do, the 

Figure 10.9. Paleo-
indian quartz crystal 
point curated by a 
Cayapo community, 
middle Xingu. 
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community now can use the archaeological evidence to prove their long-term 
presence in the landscape.

The surviving people of the ancient polychrome Horizon have been especially 
engaged with researchers in the past. for example, the shipibo communities of the 
Ucayali drainage in lowland peru have long collaborated with social anthropolo-
gists and archaeologists, giving help to their research and at the same time learning 
about their past culture from sources they get access to through exchanges with the 
scholars (Lathrap 1970; roosevelt 2013; Weber 1975). some shipibo leaders have 
even come to Us cities to go over museum collections from their culture, and they 
keep in touch with anthropologists through the internet. important results that 
some ethnographers have had through interviews with shipibo artists on the sub-
ject of the symbolic and spiritual meaning of iconography suggest that further work 
with other living descendants of the ancient polychrome Horizon in, for example, 
french guiana, would be useful. polychrome-descendant people have already given 
important testimony about their understanding of the ritual and ecological mean-
ing of animal images, and their interpretations of specific images on the ancient 
pots from nearby archaeological sites promise to be illuminating in the future. as 
mentioned above, shipibo say that their large female effigy beer pots represent the 
great anaconda, who created the heavens. This shipibo belief is just one example 
of the stories with which amazonian indians integrate the great tradition of their 
cosmology with their acute observation and understanding of the natural world 
and their societies.

rio negro tukanoans and arawakans, also descendants of the polychrome Horizon, 
have been collecting, interpreting, and publishing with scholars their research relat-
ing archaeological features such as petroglyphs with their current mythology, cos-
mology, and landscape ecology (cabalzar 2010; roosevelt 2013). Their take on the 
iconography of the great anaconda, whose image they portray on their longhouse, is 
parallel to that articulated to ethnographers by modern shipibo. northwest amazon 
people’s concepts integrate their expert knowledge of social life and the anthropic 
environment into a complex and vivid legendary landscape populated with ancestral 
animal-human characters. for them, the amazon mainstream is the great anaconda, 
who they believe carried them up to the rio negro from Marajó island, where they 
say the Woman shaman ruled before she was defeated and fled with her minions to 
the otherworld in the sky. They point to the paleo-indian petroglyphs on rock out-
crops as the marks they made in the course of their escape. shamans say that they can 
obtain her precious, life-protecting milk from the sap of the sinuous, mottled-bark 
Banisteriopsis caapi vine, her magical plant species. not surprisingly, the patterns of 
the anaconda’s skin has become a pan-amazonian symbol of solidarity in the north-
west amazon and beyond ( Jean Jackson in roosevelt 1994).
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i can envision in the future a conference of indigenous polychrome Horizon–
descendant groups from all over the amazon with researchers from all over the 
world, to pursue further study of this cultural tradition and discussion of its 
broader significance in the memorializing of historic landscapes and the inter-
preting of amazon ecology. to record and explore further the range of tradi-
tional concepts connecting particular species of plants and animals with ances-
tral deities and social and ritual practices would be a great advance. people’s 
current understanding and practices in regard to the anthropic dark earths of 
the amazon would also be illuminating. but even just collecting a registry of 
all known cultivated trees, vines, shrubs, and herbs, all recognized animal spe-
cies, and their characteristics and linkages within the ecosystem and the mythic 
cosmos would go far in clarifying the details of ancient indigenous management 
and ritual systems.

today, native amazonian communities have the option to contribute to 
research more assertively as both project directors and contractors, and their con-
cepts of the integration between humans and spiritual ancestors could contribute 
to an even more holistic and nuanced approach to the study of humanized land-
scapes through time and space. such pursuits might lead to an entirely different 
approach from all past scholarly ones, not envisioned by anthropologists. in any 
case, the communities’ active participation in research on their regions could give 
important incentives and pressures for the acceptance of more assertive leadership 
from indigenous people and communities in the face of the growing power of 
governments and outside companies to intervene in locales without the permis-
sion of their inhabitants. it’s clear that recent industrial-scale, globalized systems 
of land use in the amazon have been unsustainable economically and destructive 
both ecologically and culturally. but it’s also clear that amazonia is a durable land 
of great natural resources and can certainly continue to both support its popula-
tions and produce abundant wealth. by their dynamic cultural sequence, native 
amazonians have given ample proof of their ability to devise ingenious new ways 
of resource management and lifeways over time, all the while keeping very much 
alive their regional cosmology. Their long-lived prehistoric societies and the evi-
dent continuity in their culture sequences are a testament to their success. and 
they have done these things without destroying the region’s fundamental resource 
base. one might even say that they had enriched the soil as well as the forest’s 
diversity of useful species and at the same time built one of the great cultural 
traditions of the world. Therefore, in addition to their unassailable human right 
to a strong role in decision making about this region, their patrimony, they bring 
an unbeatable record of effective and innovative land management and cultural 
development, a contribution that is sorely needed now.
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